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PREFACE 


• This study was undertaken to determine the feasibility of an 

appropriate staffing requirement criteria to support a cost 

ficient security manning level at New York City Health and 

Hospitals Corporation's institutions and facil s. The 

Corporation provides the largest municipal security service 

in our nationis health care industry, utilizing an assortment 

of protective safeguards such as hospital security police, 

procedural controls, and an array of technological security 

equipment systems. Presently, over 1,300 Hospital Security 

Police Officers, legislatively designated as "Peace Officer", 

are employed by security departments throughout the Corporation. 

This staffing level had been largely attained through the 

a~plication of a formula involving the total square footage of 

the buildings contained in our institutions. Analysis of several 

security audits strongly suggests that additional criteria be 

developed to guide facility Executive Directors and the Security 

Directors in correctly assessing security manpower needs. 

The Office of Corporate Security, reviewed the existing literature 

dealing with manning levels and conducted extensive networking 

with other health care security professionals. These forts 

failed to disclose the existence of a viable staffing formula. 

Subsequently, Corporate Security petitioned the National Institute 

of Justice for their help in this matter. The Institute responded 

by funding a research effort to conduct a study which would 

determine the feasibility of a standard security hospital police 

• 	 staffing formula that could possibly be replicated throughout the 

industry. 
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• Inquiry revealed a wide variety of concerns and priorities within 

the industry. These were further differentially affected by a 

host of factors such as cultural and political relationships, 

crime perception and attitudes, homogeneity of patients, visitors 

and staff, etc. Considerable diversity was found among facilities 

within the same locale serving similar catchment areas. For 

example, two hospitals under similar circumstances can assign 

different philosophies to the protection issue. One administrative 

authority may perceive a high priority for protection, while 

another may display a .lesser concern. These differing levels of 

concern cautioned us to provide some flexibility into our formula 

research. Essentially, what we sought is that which would alert 

managers to the basic requirements of security yet permit a 

latitude of application by the Executive Director. An exact 

formula under such circumstances is not forthcoming; rather, an 

emphasis focusing on input methodology, built on an understanding 

of the security rationale, its dimensions and other aspects 

constituting sound staffing requirements was our primary focus. 

'\ 

With that in mind, the Office of Corporate Security feels optimistic 

that we have more than "scratched the surface" of this subjective 

and complex undertaking with a formula which hopefully will be 

the basis for a standard approach. Corporate Security is equally 

proud of the research developed by hospital security practitioners 

borne largely from the experiences and suggestions of fellow 

practitioners who face the problem of divining the correct manning 

• level to achieve their security mission. It was through their 
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• efforts that our researchers were able to incorporate a number 

of traditional considerations under one umbrella. In progressing 

beyond any industry-wide research to date, we believe our study 

provides security management the abilitJ to examine, test and 

assess the institution's perceived need against a uniform model. 

Inasmuch as administrative decision making is not a precise 

science, the identification of broadbanded key factors provides 

a significant dimension for the assessment process. It is recognized 

that individual or even organizational philosophy, as well as the 

existence of unique cirmcumstances, will cause different weights 

being given within the managerial per ctive. What we should not 

accept, however, is any of the factors and potential measurements 

ever being ignored. 

Within the Corporation, a number of individuals deserve thanks, 

particularly Dr. Jo Ivey Boufford r President of HHC and Stephen W. 

Lenhardt, Vice Pr~sident, Facilities Management. Both have proven 

to be strong advocates of security management personnel engaging 

in what can be termed grassroots research. Within Corporate Security 

Administration itself, a large measure of appreciation must go to 

Charles Stettner, who proved to be the "nuts and bolts" of this 

study project. 

• 
With regard to the funding source r our thanks must go to James K. 

Stewart, Director of the National Institute of Justice, for recognizing 

that private and public security needs must be addressed if we are to 
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~ enhance the nation's commitment to public safety. 

In closing, let us suggest that this initial effort is not the 

final word on hospital or institutional staffing. Rather, in 

the words of Winston Churchill in describing World War Two's 

Normandy Invasion, let us suggest "This is not the beginning of 

the en~ but rather the end of the beginning". 

Char P. Connolly 
Assistant Vice President 
Corporate Security Admin. 
New York City 
Health and Hospitals Corporation 
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• FEASIBILITY STUDY 
ON 

DEVELOPMENT OF A STANDARD 
HOSPITAL SECURITY STAFFING FORMULA 

CHAPTER I - HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF THIS STUDY 

INTRODUCTION 

The New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation is a two 

billion public benefit Corporation created by the New York State 

Leglslature to meet the medical and health-care needs of New Yorkers 

and their visitors. The Corporation operates eleven general care 

hospitals, five long-term care facilities, an Emergency Medical 

Service, four free-standing Neighborhood Family Care Centers and thirty-

one satellite clinics. With 242,582 inpatient admissions, 1.3 million 

emergency room visits and 4.3 million ambulatory care v.isits in FY 1986, 

Health and Hospitals Corporation, often referred to as HHC is the 

largest single provider of health care in New York City and the largest 

municipal hospital system in the nation. 

The system directly employs over 44,000 people in addition to an 

affiliation staff numbering in the thousands furnished by numBrOUS 

medical teaching institutions. Primary facilities are seven days 

a week, 24 hours a day operations. Many are located in low 

economic areas of the ~ity and often situated in high incident-of-crime 

• neighborhoods. Feiaale employees often are the majority of work shifts 
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and are subject to consequent security concerns. Property assets• 
in terms of buildings (100 plus structures), grounds and 

equipment, amount to billions of dollars. The challenge to 

protect patients, visitors and assets is a formidable one 

for the Corporation's Hospital Security Police. 

B. SECURITY DEPARTMENT PROFILE 

Presently HHC provides a security presence of approximately 

thirteen hundred individuals, who after appropriate training are 

designated by New York State as Peace Officers with commensurate 

legal authority and responsibilities not available to a civilian 

guard force. The security departments and their officers are 

assisted in their security efforts by published Corporate policies, 

procedures and regulations establishing internal controls. The 

Corporation's concern for improved security is reflected in its 

proposed security equipment projects for FY 88 representing an 

estimated expenditure of $6,334,457.00. Such proposals include 

computer based electronic card access control sys'cems, electronic 

guard tours, and other technologically advanced security enhance

ments. This equipment will enable the various hospital security 

departments to provide a higher, more efficient level of service 

to their facilities. W~th an emphasis on operational 

accountability vested with the institutions Executive Directo4 Health 

and Hospital Corporation is structured in a decentralized mode 

wherein each institution is provided the authority and responsi

• bility to accomplish the necessary functions for that facility • 

http:6,334,457.00
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• HHC Central Office's primary role is to provide support for the 

operations of those facilities in the field. Corporate Security 

plays a similar support role. 

Therefore, facilities are somewhat autonomous and each 

hospital security department is under the direct control of 

the institution's Executive Director. Due to such decentra

lization a single staffing formula does not exist within the 

Corporation. To complicate matters, most Security Directors 

indicate they manage their units under severe budgetary con

straints regarding personnel and equipment. Hospitals 

experiencing increases in crime or having other security 

related problems must rely upon their Executive Director to 

remedy the condition. Because of the institution's natural 

order of prioritier. and compelling interests the hiring and 

deployment of security personnel and equipmp.nt purchases are 

often contingent upon a subjective decision rather than demon

strated need. As a result of traditional reporting procedures there 

wereno direct relationship between crime and incidence statistics 

and the actual staffing of the security department. Traditionally 

the size of the facility in terms of square footage set the 

parameters for security staffing. 

C. EXTERNAL SECURITY AUDITS 

An audit initiated in 1981 by the New York State comptroller's 

office (appendix A) reported that there were significant 

• 
disparities in staffing patterns ~mong HHC institutions . 

http:equipmp.nt
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• It stated liThe relationship between hospital size and number 

of security staff varied considerably, ranging from 2,856 to 

33,182 square feet per security officer. While other factors 

may have a significant bearing in staffing the security 

function, we suggest those inconsistancies exist because each 

hospital budgets its own security with varying levels of 

priority in relation to patient care activities. Ne found 

that personal service cost for security ranged between.9 and 

2.6 percent of total hospital service costs". 

Their finding reflects the major focus of this research; 

deployment of security personnel is .more subjective than 

objective and lacking any standards. A subsequent external 

audit, conducted by the New York City Police Department upon 

HHCls request, examined each HHC facility in the system. The 

report (appendix B) submitted in 1983 represented a comprehensive 

effort by experienced crime prevention personnel to identify 

security weaknesses and recommended meaningful improvements. The 

study rei~erated that "each hospital security unit is essentially 

autonomous and is managed under the direct control of the hospital's 

Executive Director". In their executive summary the Police 

Department notes that "Executive Directors, left to allocate 

their own budget, tend to place security in a low priority 

category and disperse funds accordingly'l. Once again a survey 

indicated that security deployment is contingent upon a subjective 

decision rather than demonstrated need. The Police Department 

reports suggest that the Executive Director reaches his/her decision• 
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• after estimating the cost of mandated medical services, evaluates 

other medically related priorities and only then allocates 

security funds. The process is quite understandable as medical 

care is the primary mission, resulting in wide dispar~ties among 

security officers staffing at the various facilities. The Police's 

recommendation to improve the present deployment method indicated 

that the allocation of security personnel should be more contin

gent upon an objective estimate of individual security needs in 

each facility. Such an objective standard would result in a 

security budget and personnel adjustmen~ based on the current 

needs in each facility. Obviously some form of evaluative 

criteria in determining institutional need was necessary. A 

meaningful and accurate incident report was a necessary first step. 

(Appendix C) 

D. EARLY RESULTS OF EXTERNAL AUDITS - REORGANIZATION OF CORPORATE 

SECURITY 

Utilizing the recommendations of the New York State 

Comptroller's Audit and the New York City Police Department 

study, the Corporation moved to establish measures to improve 

the quality and performance levels of the security departments. 

In June of 1983, the Corporation appointed a former NYPD official 

and Yonker's Police Commissioner to the post of Assistant Vice 

President for Corporate Security Administration. His first 

responsibility was to review security operations in terms of 

the external audit findings and make recommendations consistent 

to the decentralized philosophyru~ compatible with sound security 

• 
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standards and practices. Corporate Security Administration• subsequently initiated a series of positive changes in training 

by transfering its training site to the campus of John Jay 

College of Criminal Justice; reorganized the criminal incident 

reporting system; established a Loss Prevention Bureau and a 

Crime Prevention Officer Program at the institutional level. 

An additional dimension to training was the creation of an 

Instructor Development program for each institution. Still 

lacking, however, was the presence of a standard system to 

adequately address the staffing of security personnel. Some 

facili s were viewed as overstaffed, others did not appear 

to have the personnel capability to maintain an acceptable 

level of security patrol or execute timely responses to calls 

for service. Most facilities lacked 'a defined security minimum 

manni~ry policy which would tentatively state the protection level 

desired by the administrators of the institution. 

The issue of manning levels was addressed by the Office of 

the President of HHC (Appendix D) in a June 6, 1984 memorandum 

to facility Executive Directors wherein the Office of Corporate 

Security Administration was charged with, "establishing a 

staffing pattern formula to meet the needs of the facilities as 

closely as possible". The memorandum also stated that all 

requests for additional personnel would be forwarded to the 

Assistant Vice President for Corporate Security Administration 

for approval before any commitments to hire were undertaken by 

• a member hospital or other facility. Additionally, all 

personnel reductions, as well as all major purchases of 
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• security equipment would also call for prior approval by 

Corporate Security. This was the first step in the establish

ment of a systematic and rational approach to security management. 

E. INITIAL RESEARCH FINDINGS 

With its new responsibility to establish a staffing pattern 

formula to meet the needs of all Corporate facilities, Corporate 

Security conducted a research effort of fact-gathering to 

determine a manning formula existed which could be suitably 

applied or adapted to our security organization. Research 

consisted of an examination of literature such as of texts, 

manuals and tracts written by acknowledged leaders in the 

security eld, particulatly hospital security, and pUblications 

of industry associations. Peer networking was similarly conducted. 

The revealed extensive information regarding such specific 

subjects as manpower deployment, patrol methods, security pro

tection philosophy, disaster control, investigative functions, 

parking lot control, etc. However, we did not find a manpower 

allocation plan or security staffing formula which adequately 

identified specific factors that must be considered before a 

valid manpower staffing determination could be reasoned, extrapo

ted and applied. Such sources as the Joint Commission on 

Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH) I which currently provided 

accreditation to approximately 7,400 hospitals and facilities 

throughout the United States, publish operational guidelines 

• 
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and standards for hospitals, yet do not contain a security• 
staffing formula or manpower allocation plan. A five volume 

industry reference standard, the Protection of Assets Manual, 

published by the Merrit Co. does address the issue of the 

number of personnel required for a viable gua~d operation by 

advising that, tiThe complexity of a facility and the number 

of employees determine the number of guards needed to some 

extent. However, the amount of sensitive work being done in 

the facility being protected against industrial espionage or 

other hazards also influence the size of the guard operation". 

The manual further advises that the number of guards required 

for a facility usually depends on three (criteria): The number 

of pedestrain, automobile, truck and railroad gates, the· 

hours they are open; the number of patrols necessary to protect 

the buildings, installations, and grounds that require policing; 

and the amount of escort and special assignments. The manual in 

our judgment, does identify important factors which should be 

considered by security managers endeavoring to assess their 

manpower needs. Unfortunately it is not a formula that identifies 

explicit functions which could be quantified by a performance 

time factor, and thereby permit the security manager a determin

ation of necessary manpower needed to perform those functions. 

The formula HHC Corporate Security sought would enable the manager 

to adequately staff an institution within the parameters set 

both by administrative security policy, and the acutal security 

• 
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• 
circ~mstanc~s pr~sent at the particular facility. Obviously 

not an easy task. 

In the absence of a detailed security staffing formula 

applicable to our health-care system in the current literature, 

Corporat~ Security broadened its research to include inquiry 

of several metropolitan area and international professional 

security associations and law enforcement agencies. Responses 

to these inquires were helpful. For example, the New York City 

Metropolitan Hospital Security Directors Association forwarded 

their tlReport of security Labor Distribution Survey" (appendix E) . 

This report represented an early effort to identify some specifics 

relating to security staffing needs. It identified a range of 

staffing needs focusing on two factors: 

1. 	 Number of patient beds and 

2. 	 Type of hazard area (Information contained in this 

MSHDA Report, served to highlight, again, that a 

specific formula to determine manpower needs for 

hospital security had not been developed) . 

The l:\('M York City Police Department was extremely cooper

ative in their response to our inquiry regarding a manpower 

allocation plan. Using the Police Department's Patrol Allocation 

Plan as a model, they developed the framework for a proposed 

security allocation plan within the Corporation. Unfortunately, 

• 
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• 
a key presumption of their model called for all security 

personnel to be centrally controlled, whereas HHC is organiza

tionally structured in a decentralized mode. Several security 

considerations mentioned in their work, namely fixed post, 

unique situations, total crime and non-crime incidents, (calls 

for service) should however be considered as valid input 

criteria for a manpower allocation plan. (appendix F) 

• 
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• CHAPTER I I - NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF JUSTICE GRAtH 

A. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION AND RESOLUTION 

The results of our early research confirmed that the 

security industry in general, and health-care security in 

particular, did not have a well developed, comprehensive 

manning formula which could be applied by Corporate Security 

to determine the correct number of staff necessary to safe

guard it's varied and unique health-care facilities. Our 

research effort however, did provide us with information on 

~he subject. which could be analyzed, classified and possibly 

serve as a data base resource to develop this needed staffing 

formula. Presently, HHC provides the largest single security 

service in municipal health care. The challenge to protect 

patients, employees, visitors and physical assests is acutely 

felt by our hospital Security Directors and by Corporate 

Security. It was decided that the Corporation itself would 

conduct a study to determine, to the extent possible, the 

approximate staffing requirement criteria necessary to support 

a cost-effective security manning level. 

To accomplish this objective, HHC petitioned the National 

Institute of Justice for their participation in this project. 

The rational for such a project was that a well developed and 

valid staffing formula could have a positive security impact 

on the entire heC'.l th care industry. Cited, among other justifi

cations, were the results of a recent N.I.J. study of private 

• 
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• security "The Hallcrest Report" which concluded that the private 

security industry is going to play an increasingly important 

role in the future safety of our citizens. Any success in this 

endeavor would assist the industry in achieving an important 

goal. N.I.J. agreed, and granted the Corporation funds to 

"conduct a study to determine the feasibility of a standard 

security hospital staffing formula. 

B. RESEARCH PARAHETERS 

Contra~tural obligations of the grant required the 

Corporation's performance of ten principal tasks listed below, 

to ensure complete fact-gathering on the problem. 

1) Conduct an evaluation and analysis of the security methods 

of operation utilized at each facility. 

2) Inititate, distribute a questionaire instrument to Security 

Directors and others involved in security operations. 

3) Communicate with such sources of information as Arnel.ican 

Hospital Association, Hospital Association of New York, 

the International Association for Hospital Security, American 

Society for Industrial Security and the Metropolitan New York 

Director of Security Association. 

4) Conduct interviews among Hospital Executive Directors, 

Security Directors et. ale 

5) Conduct interviews among users of service. 

6) Obtain services of Security Consultant services for indepen

dent review . 

7) Determine key workload factors such as bed population, crime 

and unusual occurrences, Emergency Room visits, etc.• 
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8) Analyze reports, audit post descriptions to determine• 
greater utilization of security technology in lieu of 

personnel. 

9) Develop formance standards and work schedulling 

possibil ies. 

10) Collect workload volumes. 

C. SECURITY METHODS OF OPERATION 

Evaluation and analysis of the security methods of operations 

u~ilized at each facility were undertaken by Corporate Security. 

The format utilized various methods of inquiry including 

questionn re response, consultant surveys and reports l security 

department workcharts and schedules, staff analysis of field 

inspections, and hospital security department reports filed at 

the Central Office Records and Information Unit. Several question

naires (Appendices G.R.I.) dealing with Security Police Functions, 

Security Workcharts and Parking Lot Security were circulated to 

all HHC Security Directors in an effort to identify the full range 

of department responsibilities, functions, workload factors, and 

work volumes. The services of a security consultant firml Internal 

Control Associates, (ICA) located at 120 Wall St., New York City 

were engaged to assist us in the datagatherinffi evaluation and 

analysis phase of this study. Internal Control Associates consist 

of specialists in the health-care field and was instrumental in 

constructing the aforementioned questionnaire dealing with Security 

• Police functions. The consultants reviewed and reported on the 

security operations and staffing requirements at several of our 
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• 
hospitals; (Appendix J) i conducted interviews of key personnel, 


inspected equipment, reviewed records of thefts, incidents, etc. 


Also interviewed were Security Directors in selected Veterans 

Administration and voluntary hospitals relative to their staffing 

structures, formulas and general philosophy. Past reports of 

HHC, NY State Auditors, and NYC Police Department Security surveys 

were furnished to them for use in their review. 

Key workload factors such as hospital census, crime and 

u~usual occu~rences, emergency room visits, etc., and the volume 

of work/were determined from the results of the previously mentioned 

questionnaires. EVen HHC annual reports, and the analysis of 

hospital security department reports filed at the Central Office 

Records and Information Unit were utilized, (Appendices ,K.L.) . 

These hospital security department reports were of particular 

importance as they indicated the number of security personnel 

currently employee by each facility within the Corporation and 

contained statistical information on the number of criminal 

offenses and property losses sustained by the facilities,as well 

as the total number of calls for service (Appendix L) received 

at each security department. 

D. EXTERNAL INFORMATION SOURCES 

Establishment of proper staffing levels for security depart

ments ideally requires input by all users of this service. It 

was felt that the experience of other medical centers, hospitals 

• and medical associations would be an invaluable ~esource which 
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could be utilized in the search for a standarized staffing 

• formula capable of nation-wide application. Communications to 

this effect (Appendix M) outlining our objectives and needs 

including our first generation results, were sent to various 

associations, organizations and practitioners in the health 

services and security industry. The material included several 

broad-banded staffing factors, supplemented with standarized 

guidelines and procedures to insure uniformity of the input 

data. Also provided for their comments were a series of pertinent 

questions designed for the consideration of a security manager 

involved in the process of assessing manpower needs. Critiques 

by the recipients of the material were requested, in addition to 

any further input they could provide towards the establishment 

of a uniform staffing formula. Sources polled included the 

American Hospital Associationj the Hospital Association of New 

York; the American Society for Industrial Security, the national 

membership of the International Association for Hospital Security; 

and the establishment of a HHC Corporate Security Advisory Board, 

(Appendix N). The Advisory Board is comprised of Security Directors 

employed by major corporations headquartered in the New York City 

Metropolitan area. 

E. INTERNAL INFOR~~TION SOURCES 

Hospital Executive Directors bear the responsibility of 

exercising independent management control over their assigned 

facility. Security policy and budget control are functions of 

• the Executive Director. However, operational control is generally 

exercised by an administrative deputy_ The Security Director generally 
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• reports to an administrator in charge of several additional units • . 
For example, the Assistant Executive Director of Support Services 

may also manage transportation, communication, etc. Since the 

decisions of these individuals impact greatly upon security 

staffing, soliciting their input into the development of a staffing 

formula was of importance to our project. 

Communication and interviews were initiated with hospital 

administration through the use of questionnaire instruments and 

c?nsu1tant i~terviews. Corporate Security addressed the staffing 

issue at monthly meetings held with the Directors of Security. 

A Task Force Committee on staffing was initiated, (Appendix 0) 

comprised of Security Directors and officers representing typical 

facilities. The Assistant Vice President, Corporate Security 

Administration sought and received information relative to security 

staffing levels and manning problems during his personal interviews 

conducted among Executive Directors. In addition, Central 

Security staff conducted field security inspections and surveys 

throughout the past year, interviewing hospital administrative 

staff members on the problems attendant to security staffing. 

F. INDEPENDENT PROBLEM REVIEW 

Two security consulting firms, the aforementioned Internal 

Control Associates, located at 120 Wall St., New York City and 

Russell Colling, Inc. of 333 East 19th Avenue, Denver, Colorado 

were contracted by the Corporation to assist in the development 

• of this study. A third organization, the New York City Police 

Department, rendered its valuable services on a pro bono basis. 
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• Internal CDntrol Associates $ervices were utilized 

for several important aspects of this study including 

questionnaire design, interview of key personnel at various 

facilities both' within and outside of the Corporation, inspection 

of technical secu~ity systems currently "on line~ at several 

facilities, and security surveys of two facilities in an attempt 

to compare the adequacy of existing security staffing at those 

facilities (Appendix J) . 

Russell ·Colling is a nationally known speaker, lecturer and 

consultant on hospital security. Presently he is Director of ,shared 

Security services at the midtown Hospital Assoc~ation of Denver, which 

serves several major hospitals in the area. Mr. Colling was 

Founding President and is currently on the Board of Directors 

and Training Committee of the International Association for 

Hospital Security. He is also a member of the American Society 

for Industrial Security and the National Safety Council. He 

was consulted to identify a model hospital security officer 

staffing requirement at a typical health care facility. Colling 

was also asked to enumerate the major factors needed to calculate 

the manhours required to accomplish the security mission (Appendix P). 

Further, his effort would reflect a model conversion table to 

identify security manpower. The model was based on hourly workloads, 

which would relate manpower needs to staffing requirements and 

other correlated factors. The research material provided for his 

• 
review included staffing factors and patrol post guidelines, 
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4It procedures criteria, and sample questions to be answered by 

security managers seeking to determine adequate security 

sta ing. 

G. APPLIED SECURITY TECHNOLOGY 

It is generally agreed that greater utilization of present 

technology through the introduction and application of physical 

security systems can positively impact the staffing requirements 

within an organization. Such phys~cal security systems as closed 

circuit television, computerized access control, lighting and 

intrusion detection systems,can supplement and in some instance5 

supplant security officers. 

An efficiently managed protection depa~tment must consider 

the installation of various physical controls to reduce its 

vulnerabilities and not rely entirely upon costly personnel to 

accomplish its security goal. For example, a properly fenced 

and lighted parking lot, continually scrutinized by closed 

circuit television and monitored at a security operations 

conso may very well negate the need. for the "fixed post" 

presence of an officer at that location. 

Regarding the integration of personnel and technology it 

was found that security concerns appear to have benefited with 

the advent of a recently introduced electro-magnetic door locking 

system. Doors equippsd with such protective devices remain in a 

4It continually locked position until an emergency situation develops, 
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at which time the locks are automatically released. Most important, 

• 
however I the technology is willi e.xisting fire safety codes . 

Corporate Security cularly through the efforts of 

its Loss Prevention Bureau encourages security technology 

application throughout Corporation. The application and 

proper utilization of such security systems can enhance pro

ductivity by performing many of the routine tasks and functions 

formerly assigned to icers. This permits the Director of 

Security wider latitude of personnel resource allocation within 

security operations. 

H. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS AND MANPO~~R ALLOCATION 

The decentralized organizational structure of BBC transmits 

to the Executive Director of each facility the power and authority 

to perform the primary functions of that institution. Performance 

standards, manpower allocation and work schedules for security 

departments are currently determined separately by each corporate 

facility. These elements of work performance must be considered 

by Corporate Security in the development of a staffing pattern 

formula. 

A study of HHC security conducted by the New York State 

Comptrol 's office cited the absence of clearly defined lines 

of authority direction and responsibilit~c' which contributedI 

to disparities in staffing patterns. The report stated that 

each hospital independently determined its own security needs 

• and services and recommended that assigning a greater role to 

Central Security as a supervising and coordinating authority 
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• might effectively correct this situation. Another survey made 

by the New York City Police Department reported that, "Each 

hospital security unit currently uses its own set of regulations 

and procedures. \.;rhile there are many similarities, there are 

also many variations". They recommended, -"that hospital security 

units should be managed using uniform procedures and ~orms. The 

present practice of permitting hospitals to develop their own 

procedures results in a distortion of corporate security goals and 

substantial differences in the quality of security. Uniform 

p~ocedures, ~manating from the corporate office, would tend to 

foster greater efficiency and effectiveness". 

HHC requires strict adherence by all of its member institutions 

to the uniform standards for the operation of hospitals and other 

health related facilities and services as established by the Joint 

Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH). The Commission 

is a national organization whose primary purpose is to promote 

high quality in the provision of health care and related human 

services. Standards developed by JCHA are specifically referred 

to in the federal laws (Public Law 89-87: 92-603) regulating 

hospital services for Medicare and Social Security. Hospitals 

accredited by the Joint Commission are therefore automatically 

"deemed" to be in compliance with the federal laws and regulations. 

Life safety and security standards have been established by JCHA 

(Appendix Q) and contain requirements related to the staffing, 

equipping, operatio~ and maintenance of security measures designed 

• 
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4It to produce safe characteristics and practices and to eliminate, 

or reduce to the extent possible, hazards to patients, hospital 

staff and visitors. 

Therefore if Corporate Security were to be successful in 

developing a staffing formula guideline in such a diverse number 

of health care institutions, we had to bridge the deficit cited 

in prior external audits with individual accountability required 

by HHC's decentralized role. 

As earlier noted, BHC requires adherence by all of its 

member institutions to the uniform standards for the operations 

of hospitals as set forward by JCAH. These standards are there

fore common to, and binding upon, all security departments 

throughout the Corporation. Performance standards and work 

schedules impacting upon such security staffing requirements as 

exit/entry control, identification badge programs, visitor passes, 

bomb threats and civil disturbances, disaster and evacuation 

contingencies, parking areas and walkways, surveillance equipment, 

closed circuit television and alarm systems, were among the many 

inputs addressed by Corporate Security. All such considerations 

fall within the scope of the guidelines established by JCAH, the 

governing board of Corporate Directors, and federal or local laws. 

Consistent with the spirit and philosophy of decentralization, 

• 
the research attempted a consensus-type approach. Formulation of 
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• performance standards and work scheduling possibilities were 

loped by the creation of standing coromi s among the 

Security Directors Council. 

Th'dse committees address important issues of common 

st such as arrest and summons standards, safety, 

ining, investigation, disaster controls. etc. Corporate 

Security assists their efforts by providing staff support to 

the various committees and sub-committees; acting as a resaurce 

i~formation collator, questionnaire disseminator, central 

and Corporate policy mentor. 

This feasibility study led us into many aspects of security 

management and research. While much needs to be sorted out, 

analyzed and evaluated, much has been accomplished in our quest 

for a staffing standard: 

The publication of Corporate-wide policies and Promulgated Policies. 

Creation of an HHC Corporate Security Advisory Board. 

Instituted a series of in-house task forces focusing on 

issues such as Arrest/Summons Policy, Personal Staffing 

Standard workcharts. 

Establishing monthly Crime/Incident report detailing 

crimes, incidents, arrests, injuries and property losses. 

Established a National Network among security manager~ 

via the International Association of Hospital Security. 

• 
Established a Monthly calls-for-service report . 
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• This effort enlisted a number of concerned security 

professionals willing to attack a situation which, to date, 

has had no solution forthcoming. Hopefully this first 

generation effort will assist security managers in coping 

with today's problems while encouraging others to greater 

success. 
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• CHAPTER III - RESULTS OF THIS STUDY 

A. - OPERATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES 

Because of the scope of HHC medical operations it was 

necessary to use a number of survey instruments (see appendix) 

to identify staffing similarities and, conversely, its differences. 

If we could agree to universal standards, quantification would 

be possible. Once we are able to quantify an aspect, then it 

becomes a basis for comparative measurements. The degree of 

difficulty in standardizing can be observed from the survey's 

findings. 

As expected, analysis of our research regarding security 

methods of operation disclosed that the assigned responsibilities 

and functions vary considerably among the Corporation's security 

departments. For example, we found that five (5) hospitals 

indicated their officers act as witnesses to property checks of 

patients' valuables conducted by nursing staff, while four (4) 

responded that officers voucher or safeguard patients' property 

directly. Three (3) responses indicated officers control or 

sup~rvise the control function for property vouchering. Two 

indicated officers' involvement "after hours" only - 5:00 p.m. to 

9:00 a.m., and one (1) indicated officers' involvement with 

psychiatric emergency room patients' property only. In answer 

to the question, "Are security-police assigned any non-patrol 

duties relative to parking lot operation such as collecting fees, 

• operating gates, etc." eleven (11) departments answered in the 
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• affirmative, 1...,hile four (4) were not required to perform these 

duties. Of those responding in the affirmative two (2) indicated 

these duties were performed by officers only when available 

manpower p~rmitted. 

Security department involvement in materials management was 

not undertaken in ten(lO) of the hospitals, and of the five (5) 

reporting in the affirmative, one (1) indicated that the Crime 

Prevention Officer etches identification numbers on property. 

Three (3) departments, from a total of fifteen (15) polled, 

reported that they render such first-aid services as C.P.R., 

transportation of injured, etc. Evaluation of loss patterns 

within the hospital are conducted by eleven departments while 

four (4) reported no involvement in this area. Two (2) facilities 

require this function to be performed by the Crime Prevention 

Officers and, at one (1) facility, loss patterns are evaluated 

yearly based on information supplied by Corporate Security 

Administration. Three (3) of the facilities reported that their 

loss patterns are determined through quarterly studies by their 

respective administration. 

Investigative response to thefts of patients, visitor and 

hospital property vary by facility and reflect the following: 

o Uniformed officers investigates ... nine (9) facilities. 

o Supervisory officer investigates or reviews uniformed 

• officers's activity ..• six (6) facilities . 

o Non-Uniform officer investigates ... seven (7) facilities. 
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• o Crime Prevention officers investigate or conducts 

a "follow-up" activity ... six (6) facilities. 

o NYC Police Department investigates one (1) facility. 

o Community Affairs Officers or Patient Relations 

Representative investigate one (I) facility. 

Internal Control Associates, a security consultant firm, 

assisted us in the evaluation and analysis phase of this study. 

A specialist in the health care field, the firm examined security 

operations at several Corporate hospitals in addition to a 

limited view of operations of Veterans Administration and 

voluntary hospitals. Their report (appendix J) recommends that 

operational staffing levels be established by analysis of the 

following criteria: 

o 	 The number of personnel required to staff posts 

mandated by law or Corporation policy, detex, crime 

preyention, training, investigations, etc. 

o 	 The number of personnel required to provide security, 

based upon a careful evaluation of security related 

incidents previously experienced. 

The recommendations were based upon their observations of 

post placement at several of the hospitals which they had studied. 

They reported that while variations in security requirements are 

obviously based on the volume of visitors, patient population, 

• 
number of psychiatric beds, methadone clinics, etc., certain 

similarities exist in every hospital. Each must maintain 

certain patrol coverage mandated by law, fire codes and other 
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governmental regulations. All hospitals cover what can be 

• 	 described as "essential" post requirements, i. e. i posts at 

entrances to provide security for hospital property and to 

direct patient and visitor traffic, posts at emergency rooms 

and psychiatric emergency rooms to maintain order and prevent 

patient elopement. The remainder of the posts appeared to be 

arbitrarily created by individual directors of security or as a 

result of some incident which disturbed the professional staff or 

aroused community concern. 

Facility design was found to be an important consideration 

affecting security operations and staffing. Their report cited 

that the design of one Corporate hospital (Woodhull Hospital 

Center) tends to make the most cost effective security measures 

expensive. There were twenty-three (23) openings from which 

entry to the interior of the complex could be achieved: 

o Fourteen (14) doors to the hospital from street level. 

o six 	 (6) loading bays. 

o Two 	 (2) entrances to the rear yard. 

o One 	 (1) ramp to the 4th floor parking area. 

Internal Control Associates observed that their review 

of various hospitals confirmed that security staffing require

ments are largely unique to each institution. They concluded 

that any precise formula developed on such information as 

square 	feet, patient census, bed size, etc., would not have• 
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• 
wide applicability and therefore recommended that operational 

staffing levels be established by analysis of the criteria 

mentioned in their report. 

B. -

A tentative "first draft" staffing allocation formula 

(see appendix M) was developed by Corporate Security based upon 

data gathered from the publications of security experts, advice 

from professional associations, the in-put of practicing security 

organizati~ns, findings of our security consultants and the 

considered submissions of our staff. Formulation of the design 

for this initial allocation model represented an attempt to 

identify all the measurable factors necessary to calculate the 

manhours required to accomplish the security mission as performed 

at a given facility. Responsibilities, functions and tasks were 

broad-banded into what we concluded were the eleven basic staffing 

factors common to all our security departments. For example all 

departments utilize security posts, both fixed point and roving 

patrol. We therefore request from each department: 

o 	 The total number of security posts. 

o 	 The total number of hours that these posts are manned 

during each calander week. 

o 	 Request that a post description and post orders be 

furnished for each post. 

Crime level and type of offenses being experienced by 

• an institution directly impact upon staffing needs. Sufficient 
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• 
manpower must be available to assure the personal safety of 

patients, staff and visitors while buildings, prope~ty and 

equipment must be safeguarded against criminal activity. It 

is for this reason that a criminal offense indice was incorporated 

into the staffing formula. The attached (appendix R) offense 

data covering the first eleven months of 1986, indicated the 

intensity of crime being experienced by our departments. Reported 

felonies for the year to date stand at 1,547, misdemeanors at 

2,253 and violations number 1,309. Our staffing formula factors 

in the total hospital facility crime activity reported to the 

Security-Police during the last twelve months for each category, 

including arrests, desk appearance tickets and SUIT@onses. 

Non-criminal incidents which generate calls for service 

by security officers are broad-handed under a staffing factor 

termed "Maintenance of Order". Each incident in this category 

must be one that has been recorded or logged, and required a 

significant action be taken or activity engaged in by a security 

officer. Representative activities included in this area, but 

not restricted to those mentioned are: 

o Fire-alarm or drill 

o Accident-investigation 

o Disturbance 

o Dispute 

o Disaster 

• 
o Safety inspection 
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• 0 Missing-recovered property 

0 Open doors-investigation 

0 Traffic control 


0 Visitor control 


0 Staff-patient-motorist assist 


0 Escort 


Concomitant functions is a further staffing factor designed 

to surface special security department responsibilities requiring 

the performance of additional activities and tasks beyond those 

, called "by the previously mentioned "factor". The attempt 

here is to identify those responsibilities which ordinarily may 

be performed by another department within the facility, but may 

now be performed wholly or in part by the security department. 

Representative programs may include but would not necessarily be 

restricted to: 

o I.D. card processing/control 

o Parking permit processing/control 

o Key control 

o Locksmithing 

o Employee training 

o Money control 

o Flag protocol 

o Fire brigade duties 

Unique security situations such as a contruction project 

• at a facility requiring the assignment of a special post (5) 
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• 
may become the temporary responsibility of the 'security depart

ment. A staffing factor, titled "Special Situations" called for 

the listing of all extraordinary, but relatively long term 

temporary responsibilities necessitating the assignment of addi

tional security officers over an extended period of time and 

causing a considerable drain on the available staffing pool. 

Consideration is given to such events as special posts created 

in response to unusual environmental hazards, unique conditions 

or concerns present in the contiguous~ommunity, and identifiable 

events that occur on a regular cyclical basis. 

Patient population and makeup, both permanent and transient 

reflect upon manpower needs. The "Population Profile" factor 

identifies such manpower intensive units as psychiatric wards, 

methadone and alcoholic clinics, homeless shelters, and emer

gency rooms. Equally important is a factor that identifies 

the non-patient profile present in each facilities' buildings 

and grounds, such as the number of persons visiting patients 

and tradespeople who may be making deliveries, pickups, calling 

on staff, or performing equipment maintenance and repairs. 

Vehicle parking in both concessioned and non-concessioned 

lots, as well as "on street" parking permitted within the 

campus of facilities is factored into our formula. Information 

requested in this report will identify the average number of 

vehicles traveling through and/or parked at the facility 

• during weekdays and weekends, in addition to the average number 
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• parked in each lot during each duty tour. Provision is made 

to surface for examination, the security problems associated 

with these parking lots. 

"Land Area" considerations were incorporated into the 

manpower formula in recognition of the fact that land mass 

and topography vary greatly among our institutions, ranging 

from less than one (1) acre, to a facility which encompasses 

over 400 acres. "Building Patrol" demands also vary, depending 

upon the variables of total square footage, numbers of floors, 

type of occupancy, and hours of usage. "Environmental Profile" 

factors view the impact upon security of the community at large 

making up the catchment area of the facility. 

Copies of our proposed security staffing formula were 

forwarded for critique and further input to the American Hospital 

Association, the Hospital Association of New York State, Health 

and Hospitals Corporate Security Advisory Board, the membership 

of the International Association of Hospital Security, the 

consultant firms retained through this grant, and to a Corporate 

S8curity Staffing Task Force. As security management professionals, 

they were requested to expand I modify or refute the material. 

Their critque of these staffing factors would help us to dev~lop 

a management tool for our institutions, sufficiently flexible for 

application by any security manager required to determine proper 

• 
security staffing levels . 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 1 
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• 	 Responses to our request for critiques regarding the 

proposed staffing allocation plan resulted in a number of 


substantive changes and additional procedural steps being 


added to our initial effort. For example, resp.onae~recommended 


that a security survey should be conducted at each facility and 


a decision made as to the physical and electronic security that 


could be put in place at respective facilities as a precursor to 


the issue of manpower resolution. Further suggestions forwarded 


. 	by our respondents noted that only one staffing scheduling formula, 

approved by Corporate Security, should be utilized by all facili 

ties and must consider vacation time I projected or experienced 

sick time, holidays and other time off security personnel might 

receive, such as personal days. Because of these suggestions 

Corporate Security amended its staffing allocation plan to include 

a manpower scheduling formula (appendix S) that can be universally 

applied to local HHC security departments. 

Other respondents raised the issue that the quality of 

supervision is a key element of employee work performance impact

ing not only upon the quality of work but the sufficiency of 

work performed and consequently, the number of staff required 

to accomplish its goals. Corporate Security while in agreement, 

did not incorporate supervisory practices directly into the 

staffing allocati~n plan but does address the issue by requiring 

• 
all superior officers to attend a 35 hour management refresher 
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• course each year. Upon initiating such a staffing allocation 

plan management courses will include additional supervisory 

awarness training to ensure successful implementation of this 

plan. 

~ 
Criticisms regarding the cataloging of Basic Hospital 

Security Staffing Factors identified certain areas of possible 

deficiency. Several important,~hanges and additions were made 

to the catalogue including the deletion of some tasks found to 

be redundant that would have negatively affected the "time spent" 

outcome; the definition of some terms used in factor guidelines 

were found to be inexact and therefore changed. Other respondents 

cited the lack of an explanatory rationale to justify factors 

dealing with local conditions specific to each hospital. This 

last problem was addressed through the inclusion of a narrative 

presentation of staffing requirements prepared by consultant Russel 

Colling. His presentation will accompany the staffing request 

preparation package. 

D. - CRITICAL ISSUES TO BE RESOLVED 

Problems attendant to the final development of a system

wide manning formula will be resolved upon receipt of the 

completed Basic Hospital Security Staffing Factors from our 

various member hospitals. Upon receipt we will then wrestle with 

the weight to be assigned to the various factors and categories, 

based upon our assessment of the relative merits of the. listed 

• activities to the total experience of the hospital security organization. 
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Questions remain regarding some staffing factors in respect 

4It to danger to life or well being, the value of the loss experience, 

and the patient, staff or visitor fear-level. The answers to 

th,~s8 qu~stions must be determined to correctly assess the level 

necessary to warrant the cost of a security presence at a patrol 

post. (Admittedly, this is a subjective calculation which 

p8rmits variations from facility to facility, unless one person 

or authority acting for the Coq)oration makes these judgements) . 

Would the presence of a security-police officer at a patrol 

post be expected to prevent or substantially reduce the danger, 

loss, or fear, given the human concern for such incidents, or would 

the application of some creative management tactic such as a 

closed circuit television camera equipped with two way communication 

capability respond correctly to this real human 'concern in a cost 

effective manner? If physically assigned is there some other function 

the officer could serve at the post without diminishing his preventive 

effectiveness. 

At the conclusion of an experimental time period, are-evaluation 

should be made in terms of the actual reduction of incidents. 

Perhaps some non-labor-intensive technology or change in hospital 

procedure could impact on the problem. 

Admittedly, these are subjective calculations which permit 

variations from facility to facility. The guidelines were 

adjusted to include a calculative time period of twelve months.4It 
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• whereupon the existence of actual data will be available . 

A further problem exists in that while staffing may indeed 

be "mandated" by Federal Law, State Statute, by City ordinance 

or by contractual agreement, it may also be mandated in a very 

real sense by court decisions in civil cases. The latter may have 

assigned liability to a hospital for negligence in failing to 

provide security personnel at some particular, place, time or 

circumstance. Consideration should be given to routinely 

'monitor adverse litigation in order to make effective manning 

adjustments. 

Resolution of the problems cited above, combined with the 

weighted application of the indices derived from "time studies" 

reSUlting from facility responses to our Standard Stafffng 

Factors will lead to development of a reliable formula. applicable 

system-wide. This additional quantification will be based on 

the average handling time spent for recurring kinds of events, 

functions, tasks and service calls reported by the facilities 

for these factors. 

E. STANDARD STAFFING GUIDELINES 

The desired facility protection level determined by admini

strative philosophy, policy and budget will guide the security 

manager in the choice and application of possible protection 

• safeguards. Security manpower as one of these safeguards is the 

foundation for security patrol and service response capability. 
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• Our staffing factors will enable the manager to calculate manhours 

required to accomplish the protection level desired. Eight factors 

serve as staffing requirement prompters, guiding the managers" 

efforts towards the proper informational input necessary to 

satisfactorily complete major factors nine, ten and eleven. These 

major factors result in a prioritized listing of facility patrol 

posts and identify assigned departmental tasks; showing the number 

of manhours necessary for proper performance. From these factors 

the· manager can calculate: 

o 	 Optimal siting of patrol posts to accomplish the security 

mission 

o 	 Desired response time apportioned to "calls for service" 

o 	 Desired frequency of inspectional patrol 

o 	 Assigned routine department activities and tasks 

o 	 Non-scheduled temporary activities and tasks 

o 	 Manhours required to accomplish the defined security mission 

o 	 Conversion of required manhours to a full-time-equivalent 

employee basis 

Universal Hospital Staffing Factors 

Standard hospital security staffing factors utilized to 

calculate total manhours required at a healthcare institute are: 

o 	 Factor I - Population Profile 

This factor draws up for consideration the protection demands 

• 
inherent to the makeup of a patient population. For example 

phychiatric wards, methadone clinics, alcoholic clinics and 

emergency rooms Gan affect staffing requirements and should be 
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• evaluat8d during this post assessment and priority selection 

process. stthe in-patient services provid8d by your facility 

giving the bed capacity for each service. List the outpatient 

services provided by your facility, showing the days and hours 

of u2eration and the total number of patient visits during the 

last twelve months for each service. 

o Factor 2 - Non-Patient Profile 

This factor draws up for· the security manager's consideration 

during the post allocation process the protection demands inherent 

to the non-patient population present at the facility. Consider 

the average non-patient population present in each building of 

your facility for which you have security responsibility during: 

Weekdays Tour 1 Tour 2 Tour 3 

Weekends Tour 1 Tour 2 Tour 3 

o Factor 3 - Vehicle Parking 

Parking lots often generate security problems and must be 

qonsidered a principal security manpower requirement. To facilitate 

post selection and priority assessment list for your facility 

and each satellite the average number of vehicles parked in each 

non-concessioned parking lot during: 

Weekdays Tour 1 Tour 2 Tour 3 

Weekends Tour 1 Tour Tour 

• 
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• a) summarize the security problems associated with these parking 

lots. 

b) 	 Summarize an1' security problems that you feel should be 

address~d for parking lots that are concessioned. Are 

provisions for secu ty contained in vendor contracts. 

c) 	 If "on street" parking is permitted within the campus of 

your facility or satellite (s) summarize any security problems 

associated with this practice. 

o 	 Factor 4 -

Type and intensity of perimeter and grounds patrol are 

influenced by the geographic area of responsibility given the 

security department. Determine the total area in square miles of 

your facility. Does size and topography indicate a need for 

vehicular patrol? Have physical security measures such as walls, 

fences, lighting, C.C.T.V., etc. been optimally utilized? Does a 

records search for past occurrences in the area reveal a specific 

protection need or will routine inspectional patrol suffice? 

o 	 Factor 5 - Building Profile 

To assist security manager in planning for a correct 

level of building patrol a study should be undertaken of building 

engineering plans and a security survey conducted. Optimum use of 

physical safeguards should be utilized consistant with cost ef ive

ness, to assist security forces. Planners should remember that any 

warning system is valueless unless supported by prompt security

• force action in the event of need. Selection of physical security 

systems as adjuncts to manpower should be dependent on fectiveness, 

reliability, cost, and maintenance required. The situations and 
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• conditions at the particular building to be protected determine 

which devices or systems are efficient and practical. 

The following important building profile characteristics should 

b~ considered when determining patrol coverage for buildings where you 

have responsibility to provide security including unoccupied/unused 

buildings requiring coverage: 

a) Total square footage 

b) Number of floors 

c) Main occupancy or use of each building 

d) Criticality of the building 

e) Vulnerability of the building 

f) Accessibility to intruders, visitors and employees 

g) Locations of areas to be protected 

h) Construction of building 

i) Hours of operation 

j) Availability of other forms of protection 

k) Initial and recurring cost of security systems compared to 

cost of possible property or information loss 

o Factor 6 - Environmental Profile 

Conditions existing in the community at large often affect 

security levels within a hospital. Nearby schools, entertainment centers l 

transportation depots, playgrounds, factories, slums, etc. could 

generate security problems. The relationship the facility has with 

the community nI3?;ls to be explored. Do community groups use hospital 

• resources such as meeting rooms? Does security interact with the 

community by providing training in safety awareness or crime preven

tion techniques? Are hospital authorities concerned about employee, 
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~ 	 patient, visitor safety while making their way to public transit 

facilities after work tours or while visiting or upon discharge? Is 

an escort service provided? The security manager should consider such 

peripheral agendas and environmental conditions as they will affect 

staffing requirements. 

o Factor 7 - Criminal Offense Indices 

Total hospital facility crime activity, encompassing felonies, 

misdemeanors, and violations are profiled statistically for managerial 

review. Criminal offenses which have been reported to the Security 

Police during the last twelve months are examined to ascertain the day 

of the week, time, number, location, type and severity of each occur

rence. A determination of priority post coverage is then made on 

the basis of these statistics and incorporated into Patrol Posts, Factor 9. 

o Factor 8 - Maintenance of Order 

Work activity involving incidents responded to by security 

officers acting in their peace keeping and service role is measured 

by this factor. Consider the total number of all recorded incidents 

which generated calls for service that have been responded to by the 

Security-Police during the last twelve months. Each incident must 

be recorded and performance time logged, and requires a significant 

action be taken or activity engaged in by a security officer (s). 

Consider only those functions and activities which were actually 

being performed by officers in a specific situational environment. 

• Representative activities should include but would not necessarily 

be resticted to: 
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• o Fire, alarm or drill 

o Accident, investigation 

o Disturbance 

o Disaster 

o Safety inspection, report 

o Burglar, alarm 

o Vandalism 

o Property, missing or recovered 

o Open door, investigation 

o Court appearance 

o Traffic control 

o Motorist assist 

o Escort 

A determination of priority post coverage is then made on the 

basis of these statistics and incorporated into Factor 9. 

o Factor 9 - Security Posts 

List the total number of security posts; fixed, roving or other 

and the number of hours that these security posts require manning. 

Utilizing the following guidelines, list for your facility each 

Hospital Security Post as per the example shown below. Beginning 

with the post rated as having the highest measure of importance 

and list each subsequent post in a descending order of priority 

coverage. Designate each post as a fixed (F), or roving patrol 

(R), and give the total number of hours thatthe post is manned 

• for each calendar week. A post description ~ith accompanying 

Post Orders should be furnished for each post listed. 
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• Example Post List 

POST Nl1HBER TYPE HOURS MANNED 
(PRIORITIZED) PER WEEK 

3 F 168:00 
1 R 40:00 
4 F 84:00 
5 F 56:00 
2 R 16:15 

Guidelines for Staffing Factor Number 9 

A security post is defined operationally as any location 

or area at which an activity or combination of activities occurs 

which necessitates the presence of a trained security police officer 

(s). This includes coverage of "Fixed" and ~Roving Patrol" post 

requirements. This definition indicates that a security-police 

officer's capabilities, characteristics or reactions are required 

on or at the post in question. Obviously, priority is not merely 

synonmous with the number of hours required. A priority could 

relate to an urgent deployment required for a minimum period of 

time. 

The following kinds of functions, activities or needs, while 

not all-inclusive, should be considered when designating an area or 

location as a post: 

o 	 Security Control at facility entrances and exits; lobbies 

and elevator; trauma and special treatment centers such as 

emergency rooms and methadone clinics; vehicle traffic and 

• parking . 


o Security Patrol of buildings, grounds and perimeters; crime 


prone and safety hazard locations. 
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• o Security Inspection of fire, safety, accident and security 

conditions and/or equipment. 

o Duties required by law, regulations, policy etc. 

Its important to note that the post definition requires that 

security police officers capabilit s, characteristics or reactions 

are considered physically necessary on the post. If the physical 

assignment is at a location other than the proposed post (for 

example t where a C.C.T.V. camera and audio transcriber would permit 

personal recognition for access-control purposes to be accomplished), 

then the proposed location may not require security-police staffing 

assignment. Once the institution has determined that a post is 

necessary under the sugge criteria, a determination must be made 

as to the precise periods during which it must function. For example, 

an access-control post monitoring an out patient clinic which 

operates 0900 to 1700 hours Monday through Friday only, is evidently 

not needed between 1700 and the following 0900 daily, or on weekends. 

The techniques for determination of post hours involve charting 

actual events and activities occurring at or through the post, over 

a 24 houri seVen day time frame. For example, if personnel access 

is the activity, flow counts over various time intervals such as 30 

or 60 minutes, or longer, will indicate the level or density of 

movement and occupancy. If it appears that these variables are very 

heavy for brief periods l it is clear that an economy is possible 

if the post is manned only for the peak density of movement or 

• 
occupancy and the security-police officer rotated to another interim 
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• assignment during the off-peak period (s). This same technique 

should b~ followed for posts which control vehicular movement, 

visitor control and other time-related activities. 

Having determined the operational need for a security post, 

and the days and hours at which that need exists, you will know 

the number of hours in each of the conventional three shifts 

during which the post must be staffed. 

Post Orders and Descriptions are the most important written 

instructions for the Security-Police Force. The post Description 

describes in detail the actual geographical location, area, and 

parameters of the post, while the Post Orders express the policy 

of the Security Department with respect to security functions 

such as control of entrances, and movement of pedestrian and 

vehicle traffici patrol of buildings and perimeters; special 

assignments and inspection of safety, security and fire conditions. 

Post orders represent a summary of all the required security 

duties and also provide each facility the opportunity to uniquely 

respond to institutional-specific needs. The officer is given 

greater direction and investment in role responsibility, fore

stalling word-of-mouth transmission of duties to be performed. 

This impacts in a positive manner upon on-the-job task familiar

ization as a means of supplemental Special Officer training and 

• instruction . 
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• 
o Factor 10 - Concomitant Functions 

Measured under this factor are the special security depart

ment responsibilities requiring the performance of additional 

activities and tasks. Beginning with the function rated as having 

the highest measure of importance with each subsequent function 

in a scending order of priority, list your facility the 

additional security programs performed by 0 icers which are the 

responsibility of the Department but have not been included in the 

previous staffing Factors. Use the illustration shown below as 

a guide. Representative programs may include but would not 

neces lly be restricted to: 

a) I.D. Card Processing/Control g) Money Control 
b) Parking permit processing/control h} Toll booth 
c) Investigation/Detective Unit i) Flag Protocol 
d) Key control j) Crime Prevention 
e) Locksmithing f) Training (other than roll 

call) 

Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 

Level of ServiceProgram Name Manpower time 

Activity or 
 allocation 

Description 


Mon. to Fri. 10 amLocksmithing 37:30 hr. per week 
to 6 pm 

430 Permits issuedParking Permit 104:00 hr. per year 
/processing & Control per year 

raise and lower twoFlag Protocol 1:00 hr. per day 
flags each day 

Perform (8 ) loss 412 hr. per year 
pervention surveys and 
conduct (6) crime pre
vention traininq sessions 
per year 

Crime Prevention 

-

• 


I 

1 
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~ Col. 1: Program description 

Col. 2: Amount of Service the program renders and/or days and hours 

service is available. 

Col. 3: 	 Enter the amount of time spent by the officer(s) in the 

performance of the program or activity. Time spent should 

reflect the total hours and/or minutes needed to achieve the 

level of service given in Col. 2. 

o 	 Factor 11 - Special Situations 

Unique security situations such as an unusual event requiring 

the assignment of a special post (s) for a period of time are measured 

by this factor. Please list for your facility and separately for 

each satellite the extraordinary but temporary responsibilities of 

the Security-Police Department necessitating the assignment of 

additional Special Officers over an -extended period of time which 

will cause a considerable drain on your available staffing pool. 

Consider such events as special posts created in response to a 

period of major construction; unusual environmental hazards; unique 

social conditions or concerns present in the contiguous community; 

or identifiable events that occur on a regular cyclical basis. 

Show the level of service, manpower requirement in terms of hours 

manned per week and the anticipated completion date for each 

temporary responsibility listed. Security managers are encouraged 

to maintain a month by month calendar of activities journal. 

Maintained over several years the journal provides historical data 

that enables the manager to forecast and control management 

~ 	 problems more effectively. 
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Upon completion of the foregoing staffing factors, facilities 

• can determine their approximate staffing requirements by applying 

the Workload to Manpower Conversion Formula (appendix S). This out

come indicates staffing needs in terms of the facilities' defined 

security mission. 

This study was undertaken to determine the feasibility of a 

standard hospital security police staffing formula. We have attempted 

to eliminate inequities in the application of our formula which we 

have titled "Hospital Security Police Staffing Factors", but realize 

that different m~nagers are applying the criteria, and managers tend 

to see that ~hich is attractive to them given their perception of 

their own managerial needs. Problems and obstacles toward a standard 

universal application exist and probably more will surface as we move 

forward into the quantification phase of this valuable, albeit 

necessarily incremental effort. 

NOTE: 

For the convenience of the reader, we have developed a condensed 

reference manual, which immediately follows this section. This 

manual contains many of the key items of interest located in the 

various appendices necessary for the approximation of staffing needs. 

END 

• 
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HANUAL 
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• 

~o~.l hCIFltll f.~ility .~d .It.llitIC., crie••et1~ity, 
.n:c:,;",ulln; telonie., r . .ilc!lJI! •• ncrl, an" y1cllt1ou • 

.. 

'llill Intlr the total n~~ber of cri~lnll offenl •• which bave 
bttr. rtporttd to the 5ecurity • Polic. duriDg tn. lalt tw.1Ye 
eonth. for tach catt;ory .hewn ~lov. 

orPDiSES.. 
Vjol.tion.____._ 

II 

~.~~.Inor._________ .. -
r.loni ••_____________ 

•
'Include all appe!rance tIcket. and lumrnon5el (except trlffic -A-) 
in thil totaL 



StArring 'Actor .2 

•. ' 

Total non-criminal incidents, occ~rring .t yo~r flcility an~ 
sattelite(s) that Are responded to by Special Officer. in 
their peace k~epin9 .ervlce role. 

Please enter the total number of .11 recorded non-criminal 
of tense incidents which gener.ted CAll. for .ervice that h.ve 
been responded to by the Security-Police during the l.lt twelve 
months_ 

~otal______________ 

Note that e~ch incident mus~ be recorded or logged, .nd required 
a lignificant Action be taken or activity .ngage~ in by • 
Special Officer(s'. Consider only those functions and Activiti•• 
which were actually being performed by officers in a Ipecific 
sit~ational environment. ~epresentltive activities sho~ld include 
but wo~ld not necessarily be restricted to: 

.) Fire - .la~ or drill 

b) Accident - investigation 

c) Oi.t~rb.nce 


dl Oispute 

e) Dila.ter 

f) Disorderly perlon 

9) Onusal occurrence 

h) Safety in&pectio.n - Report 

i) Burglar - panic - door - alarm 

j) Vandali.m 

k) Hi.ling - recovered property 

1) Open door - investigation 

m) Traffic control 

. 	n) Vilitor control 
0) Parking Control 
p) Staff - patient - motorilt a.lilt 
q) Escort 

• 




Staffing F.~tor '3 

• SECORlT"Y POST'S 
.. u 

o 'rotal nwr,ber of .ecurity polt.: fix_d, I'ovini anc! other. 

o Total nur.,ber of hours that these lecurity pelts require .anning. 

Utilizing the following guideline. li.t for your facility .n~ 
and separately for your Iitellita(.' elch Hospitll Security POlt 
as per the example ahown below. Beginning with the pOlt ratac! 
a. having the highelt Ineal\.lre of j~portance and lilt .ach .\.lbaeq\.lent 
post in a descending order or priority coverlge. Designate each 
pOlt a, a fixed (F), or roving patrol (R), and give the total 
number of houri that the post 1a I/'Iannec! for each calendar week •. 
A Post Description and Post Orderl .houle be furnished for each 
POlt vhich i. li.ted. . 

Example p?st lilt 

POST , BOORS M.l.NNED 
jPRIO:RITIZED) PER ~-

3 P 168100 

1 Po 40100 

4 r 84.00 
.,.5 S6.S0 

2 1\ 16115 


• 




Cuidelineli for f:itaffing".ctor·Nu.m.ber 3 

•A .ecurity Post is defined operationally a. any location or area 
at which an activity or combination of activities occurrl which 
nece5sitates the presence of a trained lecurity police offieer(.'. 
~his include. coverage of -Fixed- and -Roving Patrol- post requirements. 
~his definition indicates that a lecurity-police officer'. capabilitie.,
characteristics or r.action. are required pn or at the pOlt in 
gue s t ion,:. 

~he following kinds of function., activitie. or needs vh!le Dot 
all inclusive, .hould be con.idered when ~esignatin9 an area 
or location as a post: Security Control at facility entrances 
and exitl: lobbies and elevator., trauma and .pecial treatment 
centers such as emergency rooms and ~etadone clinics; vehicle 
traffic and parkin;_ Security Patrol of buildings, grounds and 
perimeters; crime prone and .afety hazard locationl. Security 
)nspecti~n of fire, safety, accident and security conditions 
and/or equipment. 

Note that the post definition requirel a lecurity-police officer. 
capabilities, characteriltic. or reactionl are considered 
necessary at the post. Thil means that, if the real application
of the capabilities or qualities is at lome location other than 
the proposed p~st (for example, where a C.C.'.V camera and audio 
transcriber would permit personal recognition for accels-control 
purposes to be accompl:i shed), then the proposed location may 
not require security-police staffing. 

Having judged a post necelsary under the suggested criteria, 
• determination must be made as to the precise periods durin; 
which it must function. For example, an access-control post
for monitoring an out patient clinic which operate. 0900 to 1700 
hours Monday through Friday onl~ is evidently not needed between 
liCO and the following 0900 daily, or on weekend.. The techniques 
for determination of post hours involves chartini actual events 
and activities occurring at or through the po.t, over a 24 bour, 
leven day time frame. For example, if personnel accels is the 
activity, flow counts ov~r various time interval••uch as 30 
or 60 minutes, or longer, will indicate the level or deniity 
of movement and occupancy. If it appears that these vari3ble. 
are very heavy for brief periods or peak., and are light or absent 
for longer intermediate period., 1t 11 clear that an economy 
is possible if the pOit is manned only for the peak density of 
~ovement or occupancy and the aecurity-police officer rotated 
to another interim assignment during the off-peak per1od(ll. 
This ,arne technique should be folIo Jed for POltl which control 
vehicular movement, visitor control And other time-related activitie•• 

Having determined the operational need for a security post, and 
the days and hours at which that need exist., you will know the 
number of hours in eDch of the conventional three Ihift, during •which the post must be Itaffed. . 

... / 




P05t Order' and De5crlptlon, are the ~Olt important written 

• 
in5truction, for the Security-Police Foree. ~he POlt ~.criptiQn 
~~.~r'btl tn d.t~jl ~he .ctual geographical location, area, an~ 
pararreter; of the post ""hile the Post Orders expresl-t.he-po1iC")' 
of the Sec~rity Oepart~ent with relpect to security functions 
luch II control of entrances/and movement of pe~e.tr1an and vehicle 
traffic; patrol of building' and perimeter" Ipecial aalignment. 
and in&pection of safety, security and fire conditions. 

Por;t Orders represent 1\ 1\ll'I'\J1',a.ry of all the required lecurity 
d~tier; and allo provide .ach facility the opportunity to uniquely
reipond to institutional specific need,_ ~he officer 1, given 
9reater direction and investment in role relponlibility, foreltallin; 
work-of-mouth tranlmission of duties to be performed. Thil impact. 
in a p05itive manner upon on-th.-job talk familiarization •• 
a means of supplemental Special Officer training and in.truction • 

• 
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StarfiDi 'actor '4 

CO)ofC0JI41 'I'A.N 'I' P'\1li C"r I 011S • 
o 	 Sp~cial Security D~partment )e.pon.ibilitiel req~irini the 

p-erforl1",ance of additional activiti.s anc5 talk•• 

Please lilt for yo~r facility, anc5 leparately where Ipplicable for 
each satellite, the additional lecurity programs performe~ by officer. 
which are the re5ponsibility of the Depa~tment but hAve not ~en 
lncluded in the Special Officer Staffing Factor No.3. Vse the 
illustration shown below II I 9ui~e. "eprelentat1ve program. aAY 
include but would net necessarily be re,trictec5 tOI 

a) I.~. cLrd procesling/contro1 " Money control 
b) Parxing permit proce"in~/control h) 'ire/safety equipment inspection 
c) Investigat unition/Detective t) Ca.h ••eorta 
d) Xey control ~) 'loll booth 
.) LoCKsmithing t) 'lag Protocol 
f) 1raining (other than roll-call) 1) Crime Pre~.nt1on 

Col. 3Col. 1 $=01. 2 

l'rograTT' Name Level .of Man power Allocation 
Activity or Service 
~e,cription 

.------------------~-----------------------------~----------------------~ 
Locksmithing Mon. to Fri. 10 AM to , PM S.o. 

week 
37.30 hr. per 

Parking permit
Procelsing 'Control 

. --- 
430 permitl 111ue~ 
per year 

-
Sen. Sp. 
per year 

104100 hr. 

Flag Protocol raile and lower two 
flags each day 

. . • 
s.o. 1.00 hr. per day 

---  -- 
Crl~e Prevention 

.-
Perform (e) 10s1 prevention
lurveys and conduct 
prevention training 

(6) crime 
.eslion. 

. 
S.O. 412 hr. per year 

per year. 
_.--_. -----

Col. 1: Program description 
Col, 21 Amount of service the program render. and/or days and hour. • 

service is av~ilable. 
Col. 3, Enter the rank of the officer(I' assigned and the amount of 

time spent by the officer(s) in the performance of the program 
or activity. Time spent Ihould reflect the total hours and/or 
min~te, needed tc achieve the level of s~rvlee given in Col. 2. 



• 	 ~PECIAL 51TUATIOWS 

c 	 Vnique lec~rity lituation. luch •• an un~,ull event requiring the 
assignment of a .pe~ial po.t(.) for a peri~ of ti~l, e.;. 
con'tfuction. 

Plea.e lilt for your facility and .eparately for .ach aatel1ite 
the extrAordinary but temporary relpon.ibilitil. of the Se~ur1ty-Police 
Department necessitating the .,signment of additional Speeial Officer, 
ever an extended period of time which vill ea~.e a conlid~r.ble 
drain on your available staffing pool. Consider aueh event I al . 
apecial posti created in response to • period of major construction; 
un~sual environmental hazards: unique condition. or concerna pre••nt 
~n the contiguous community; identifiable eventl that occur on a 
req~lar cyclical balis. Show the level of lervice, ~an power requirement
and the ~~ticipated completion d~te for .ach temporary responsibility 
lilted • 

• 




Starfing r.ctcl' ., 

POPULATlON p~OrlLE • 
c 	 P.t~·~ent population an~ r,AkelJp (permanent an" tranlient) •• 9

P,ychiatr1c ward, ~eth8done clinic, Alcoholic clinic, 
E:r.eJ;'genc), room. 

. 
. -.===:==================================='="-

o 	Lilt the in-patient .ervices provide~ by your facility and .ach 
satj!llite(,) giving the bed cApacity for each .ervice list.d~ 

o 	Lis~ the out-patient services provide" by your facility and .It,llit•• 
(including the Errergency Room, if any). Show the days and hour. 
of operation And the total nco of patient vi.it. during the la.t 


twelve months for each service. 
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Staffing 'actor '7 

• 
o 	Total non-patient population pre lent at the facility (~aily averai

by tour). 

'lelle glve the average non·patient population pre.ent in •• ch building
cf your facility and satellite, for which you have .ecurity responlibility 
durin;l 

Weekdays Tour 1 Tour 2 __ 'to\,lr 3 __ 

Weeken~1 'tour 1 'rour 2 ___ 'four 3 ___ 

• 




----

Stiffing ractor '8 

VESICLE PAMING • 
c farking Lot(s) coneeilioned and non-cone.aliened. 

Please list for your facility and each satellite the averlge numbe~ 
of vehicles parked in each non-conceisione~ parkin; lot durin;: 

~eekdays 'four 1 ___ t'our :2 ___ 'four 3 __ 

'lour 3 ___!'i'eekends 'four 1 	 Tour :2 

, 
.) 	 Su~~arile the security problems associated with these parking 

lota. 

b) 	 Summarize any security problems that you feel ahould be .ddre.aed 
for parking lots that are concesiioned. 

c) 	 If ·on street- parkin; is permitted within the campus of your
facility or satellite(I' a'JIT\1l',ar,i:r:e any security problema 
lii~ciated with this practice. 

• 




• 
o Total geographic area of r~,ponlibi11ty • 

• ) 

b)' 

"-"hIt 1, the total &r.a in _,,\Jare ~11.J of ~our Facility? 

Wha t i i the 1oell t i on and total area in _quare mi lei or a;. ft.. 
cf each latellite? 

CAr.sweI" b only if the iatellite(i) is locate~ off your campus 
and you have respon5ibllity to provide .ecurity) • 

• 




Starfing ?actcr 'Il~ 

BOlLDIWG SECURITY PATROL PRO~ILI • 

Lllt each building lo~ated within your facility and thole at .ach 
satellite fo~ which you have the reiponli~ility to provide aecurity,
;ivin;: 

a) ~otll Iquare footlg_
b) No. of floor. 
c) M4in occupancy or use of each ebuildin; 

-Include unoccupied/unused building. if they require pa~rol coveraie~ 

• 
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• 
c £nviro~~e~tal letting of the facility • 

• 
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• DEPARTMENT OF AUDIT AND CONTROL FACILITY SECURITY OPERATIONS 
DIVISION OF AUDITS AND ACCOUNTS. NEW YORK CITY BFALTH AND 
AUDIT REPORT NYC-36-S0 HOSPITALS CORPORATION 

SCOp! of Autiit 

We revit!"Wed the &ee'\'lrit.y operations at various KYe 
," 	 Health and Bospital. Corporation (HBC) facilities ~or the 

period January 1, 19" t.hrough September 30, 1980. On
site rev1ews were ~d. at. Lincoln, Bellevue and Queens 
Bospitals, and at the Office of the Director of Security
Corporate. 

Background 

Security of person. and property at the 17 BBC 
hospitals, related health care facilities and central 
administrative offices ia • major concern. Protective 
serviC'es were provided by • security fOl."ce of S87 -.en and 
women, a terce larger than that of the Cities Of Miami or 
M.in.ne4?Olis and in fact larger than the police departments 
of .any cities in the Unit.ed State.. Security salaries 
il..nd Associated frir:lge benefits axeeed'ed $15 million annually. 

BEC bas never had. coapren.nslve evaluation of its 
aeeurity operation aa4e by the -.w York City pOlice 
Depart.D!ent cr &fly ot.ber ..joe law anforeeoent entity .. 

A proqram v•• initiated in 1'" to designate BBe 
syeeial officer••~ ·Special Patrolmen,· with peace officer 
atatus and the right to bear ar.. and enjoy certain 
iJnmu:JlitiH UDd..r tbe State Criain.al Procedure Law. ''1'0 
date, about '0 percent of the _peeial officers have been 
~eputizad. ' 

'%'he Unified Peace Officer Law J:landated that all 
special officers be ~eputized by November 1, 1980. 
consequently, HaC ~eveloped a series of new and hi9her 
security standards, e.peeial1y in the areas of training, 
recordkeeping and reporting of crime statistics, field 
investiqa.tiona, admirl<iatration and supervision • 

• 
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1G-2 • 
~~jor Observations an~ Conclusion! 

The full exte~t of cri.. in the .unicipal hospital~ is 
unknown. There is no comprehenaive reporting and 
corn~il&tion pf data on cr~nal .cti~ity. Available 
partial reporting for calen~.r year 1979 in~icatcd ~~3t 
just property theft loasea, both DC and person.:..l i e::ce!!ded. 
$700,000. We expect that·actual ~ollar losses fro~ the~t 
and r.~sappropration involves edIIions of dollars annuaI!v 
b.aeo. in ;:>art on an BEC Inspector General' s estir.'I'!te that 
annual property losses exceedec. $22 million. An example
of tne need for improvement in SHe's security oFerations 
was a .United Hospital Fu!)d of t!ew Yor:k report in :-1ar.c~J. 1~79 
that Lincoln Hospital was experiencing a shor.tage o~ 
wheelchairs because -more than 90 percent of the oria~~ 
wheelchaira had been atole~or lost.- ' 

Ce identified oertain factors hinderina BBC's abili-t,u 
to con~ol crime which ~ould be overco.e throueh better . 
m3n.:l.~eri&1 practice., incomplete reporting of'criminal 
activi ty (for example, &any consecutive months wi th no 
incic:.enta ...reported by • llu;C)er of boapitals) 'I inade1UatA 

t.r.i~i.D;-f the al:>HDee of cl...rly defiDed lines of .uth~rity, 
direetioc az4 responaibility; and diaparities in ataf.fino 
pa t ';;erna (s.etion .). 

Neither the beapitala we yi.ited Dar Cent~l F.ecurity 
pre.&?a.rad '&ay =naolidabld atatiatical .crime report or 
detailed &n&lyaia of the extent of crt.e at SHC institu~ions. 
Facilit~ did not alwayw file a -Theft and Incident ~epcrt· 
wit.h Central Security 'Wbe.n required. We found this tt) M 
the case! with at le.at 11 of the 17 hospitals. no.pit".l 
officiala were confused aa to which incidents needed to be 
reportee!. «.they felt that the reportin<J criteria were vaque
and th.J.t apecific quideli.nes were needed. But Central l-:ecurity 
alle~ed that hospitals' Executive Directors were reluet.J.nt 
to accurately report crim~ fearing that it would reflect 
badly cn them and their institutions. Reports were oft~ 
illegible Dr failed to identify the crime victim. The 
Unified Peace Officer Law mandates that accurate statistical 
and other crime related data must be furnished periodically 
to the New York State Oiviaion of Criminal Justice Services. 
Therefore, action is necessary to assure that officials 
comply with prescribed reportinq requirements and standards. 
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ACcordingly, Central Seearity needs to clarify its 
incident reporting directive, periodically compile and 
analyze crime statistica, and furnish timely reports to 
the hoapitala. This will perait them t.o identify high 
risk probl~ and bett.er deploy their security forces. 
(Section C) .. 

About 25 percent of BHC's officers had not participated 
j~ Central Security traininq before being assigned to a 
hospital. Compliance with the Unified Peace Officer Law 
requires a substantial incre~se in training hours for all 
levels of security personnel.. A proposa). by the Director 
of Corporation Security has been made for achieving the 
equipment~nd staffing needs mandated by the Law (Secti~n 0). 

At some hospitals, employee thef~s were dealt with 
l:eniently--suspensions without par for three to four weeks. 
At other times, the involved employees were terrninatede 
The lenient treatment, according to Security and Personnel 
officials, only wor.e~e~ ~e situation. We found no mention 
of enC'l?uraging proaeedtio_ of offenders. 

The relation.hie be~en hospital size and number of 
security staff varied eont4derably, ranging from 2,856 to 
32,182 square feet per aeeurity officer. While other 
factors may have a significant bearing in st,affing the 
aecurity function, .. sU9qest t.hese inconsistencies exist 
because each hospital budqets for its own secu~ity with 
varying levels of prAor~~y In' ~ to patient care 
activities. We fo~ that personal .~rviee eost for security 
ranged between • 9 ~ 2.6 percent at total hospital 
.personal service cost. Alao~ that ~s the number of security
officers at the hospitals decreased, generally as a result 
of budget constraints, premJt.UD paid overtirrte increased, 
lessening the exp@cted savints. For example, Detween fiscal 
years 1978 and 1980, RHe's security force decreased by 14 
percent {1,033 to 887 officers}; however, paid overtime 
more than doubled • 

--~--..............
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•We recommended that BBC consid-r centralizina the 
security function as a single budge~ item, with authority 
in Central Security to ••• ign the force to the 17 facilities 
based on more uniform criteria of each hospital's security 
needs. The cost benefit of reduced crime, including 
lessening of the loss of Corporation-hospital property from 
increasing the security staff, .hould be explored as an 
alternative to premium pay overtime (Section E). 

We believe" that the decentralized nature of the 
aecurity function with each hosp1tal independ~ntly 
determining its own security needs and services, partially 
cause some of the deficiencies cited herein. Assigning a 
greater role to Central Security as a supervising and 
coordinating authority might effectively correct this 
situation (Section F). 

Our observations at Queens, Bellevue and Lincoln 
Hospitals disclosed a lack of control over keys, monitoring 
of identification cards u.ed for access within the hospital, 
and unexplained inventory discrepancies. We also found 
improvements were needed in performing package inspection 
and tamall·· i tern identification (Section G) • 

• • • .* 

The Corporation President responded to the draft 
report stating: 

~ rep::rt iden:t:.ifies aerious p:OOlem areas and 
raises :ilTfortant issues that require careful 
attention. I havre shared the I"e[X'rt with Police 
o:mnissioner M:G.1ire, wtD has ~inted a team to 
help us conduct .. CXlIl'prE!hensive review of our security 
system over the next few Dalths am care up with 
specific reccmrendat.i.als on how we can improve it.· 

The President's statement indicates a serious intent 
to effectively implement our J:ecommendation to have a survey 
of Corporation security operations made by the New York 
City Police Department. " 

• 




,SECURITY STA:FI~G 

nBItAPPEimIXNEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT 

• 
~xecutive Summury 

Hospital Security police 

On-site surveys at. all H.R.C. facilit.ies indicate that' each 

hospital sec~rity unit is essentially autonomous and is managed 

'lnder t'he direct control of the hospital' s executive director. 

This type of decentralization was determined to have a negative 

impact on performance, greatly affecting t.he security police 

role within the facility, enforcement policies, training, 

communications, procedures, and uniform appearance. 

TO improve the operational effectiveness of hospital 

'Security units, a single security philosophy' should prevail 

throughout the entire corporation. Serious consideration should 

'be 9iven to increased centralizat.ion/· under the direction and 

control Qf the COrporate Security Director. Under a more 

centralized organizational concept, the authority of ~e 

Corporate Security Director should be increased to enable him to 

more effectively interact with executive directors and assistant 

directors. 

Task force members were particularly impressed by the 

caliber of personnel hired or selected to fill hospital 

security director positions~ Many are former police officers or 

•
supervisors f,;-om city police agencies. Others were promoted 
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through the ranks of the Hospital Security Police. As a group, 

they appeared to be highly concerned with the security problems 

of their institutions, and are interested in finding more • 
effective solutions. Some have developed innovative strategies, 

procedures or crime prevention techniques which should be 

emulated in other hospitals. Most indicated they manage their 

aecuri ty units under severe constraints regarding persC')nnel, 

equipment, . and budgetary resources. Most expressee 

dissatisfaction with the existing security organization, and 

with the levels of training and support services received from 

the Corporate Security Office. Security. directors were hopeful 

that the organization and its operC'ting procedures could be 

imp.roved as a result of this management"" study. 

The special officer's role, including enforcement policy, 

training, equipment, procedures, and uniform appearance should 

be improved and standardized. Under the existing system, special 

officers are basically employed as security guards, with 

restricted enforcement powers. Their primary role is to deter 

crime and maintain order by providing a uniformed presence. 

Since administrators want to maintain an harmonious environment, 

most security attention is directed at members of the public. 

Special officers are not presently effective in po1icing their 

fellow employees, or members of the administrative and 

professional staff. Some s~aff members, as well as many members 

of the public, openly disregard criminal laws and hospital 

• 
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regulations with .elative impunity. Several hospitals have 

potentially dangerous or crime prone areas which .are usually 

avoided 'by security personnel. Security efforts should be 

increased to include attention to all persons present in all 

areas of the facility, including staff members. After proper 

training, special officers should be permitted wider enforcement 

Latitude, to enable them to exert increased control over 

lawbreakers. Essentiallyp the role of a .sp~cial officer should 

be expanded through job enlargemen.t, to 'include crime 

prevention, intelligence reporting, ,and the detection of crime 

and arrest of all offenders, in addition to existing security 

~uties. These recommended changes s~ould be introduced after 

suggested revisions to improve the organization, hiring 

standards, training, and security p:::-ocedures are implemented. 

The functions of the Corporate Security Office should be 

expanded to provide a multilateral attack on hospital crime. A 

crime prevention function, staffed by an experienced 

specialist(s) should be created to coordinate a target hardening 

program to I'educe the opportuni ties for crime. An Inspector 

GeneralIs intelligence gathering capability should be 

established to covertly gather information about ongoing 

criminal activities f such as significant inventory shortages, 

employee theft, and drug activities. A crime analysis 

capability should be developed to obtain information about crime 

patterns and formulate appropriate crime response stragegies • 

• 
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An inspections funotion should be created t? improve security 

management and voluntary compliance with corporate security 

procedures. • 
Observations and record sampling techniques were used at 

~ny city hospitals to determine the need for additional 

security training. Most hospitals do not currently have in~ 

service security training programs. Where training programs do 

exist, they were found to nced improvement in both -length and 

content. The most critical areas of training which should be 

addressed, include knowledge of the Penal Law, Criminal 

Procedure Law, Use of Force, Handling of Emotionally Disturbed 

Persons I and Report Writing. Since there is currently no 

standardized in-service training program, the Corporate Security 

Office should develop and coordinate a program designed to 

reach all security personnel. 

The security director at each hospital purchases 

communications and other types of security hardware 

indep~ndentlYI therefore, equipment- differs from one hospital to 

another. The disadvantages of this system include the inability 

t.o borrow or loan portable radios I since they are not 

interchangeable, inability to communicate between facilities via 

rad.io, inability to cannibal:l.ze or salvage parts and inabilityI 

to have radio repairs made inhouse. There is also little sharing 

of information about the advan~ages and disadva~tages of various 

• 
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• types of security hardware, such as alarm sy~tems, closed circuit 

television systems, locking systems, etr..: •• There are several 

facilities where costly security systems such as closed circuit 

television, communications, and card access systems were 

purchased but are now abandoned. Corporate standards should be 

developed for the purchase and use of all security related 

equipment. Volume purchase and maintenance discounts should be 

obtained where possible. Guid~lines should be developed to 

ensure that security equipment is prudently purchased, with prior 

consideration 'given to operating cost, maintenance, and 

training. 

Some hospitals do not currently have a sufficient number of 

portable radios to equip all security personn.el. For the 

safety of special. officers, this condition should be corrected 

as soon as possible. At several hospitals there are serious 

radio reception problems which should be remedied by the 

installation of signal boosters. There is also a need for 

improved standards for safeguarding communications equipment. 

When not in use, portable radios should be secured within a 

locked cabinet located in an area not accessible to the general 

public. 

Each hospital security unit curre.ntly uses its own set of 

regulati::>ns and procedures. While there are many similarities, 

• there arp. also many variations. Hospital security units should 

be managed using uniform procedures and forms. The Corporate 

http:personn.el
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Security Office sho~ld develop a standard Man~al of Procedure for 

use at all facilities' and should standardize securitr forms and 

reports. • 
uniform appearance is an important aspect of the deterrent 

effect of the police, and may be even more important to the 

performance of an unarmed security force. In many hospitals, as 

many as five different types of uniforms are worn by special 

officers. Therefore, it is recommended that a ··Uniform of the 

Day" regulation be adopted and enforced. This should include a 

provision regarding the required or optional wearing of hats. 

A comprehensive rationale for the recommendations made in 

this study is eXplained in the appropriate sections of the 

report. Su.."IUT1arized below are the major findings and 

recommendations reachea during the course of the project. 

Included in this summary are areas thought to have the greatest 

impact on the administrative and operational functions of the 

B.H.C. security force. 

Centralization. 

The Corporate Security Director should have direct control 

over the operational and administrative functions of the entir.e 

securi ty structure. Command responsibility and accountability 

are requisites for a well managed organization. The present de

• 
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• centralized organization inhibits tne affic~ent management of 

resources and provides tittle coordination " .since ea.ch security 

chief remains loyal to l"ds executive director • Executive 

L1irectors, left to allocate their own budget, tend to place

. security in a low priority category and disburse funds 

Accordingly_ As a result, the deployment of manpower is 

contingent upon a SUbjective decision ra.ther than demonstrated 

need. Hospitals that have experienced an increase in crime or 

other security related problems must rely upon thei-r executive 

director to recognize the condition and increase the security 

allotment. Unfortunately, money must usually be diverteo from 

another function more closely related to the hospital mission 

such as nursing care. The executive director is not'~ likely to 

make this 'kind of finaucial adjustment. Concentrating the 

authority for the security budget in the Corporate Security 

Director's office would be an important first step in correcting 

this problem. Furthermore, centralizing the budget allocation 

process is necessary for the eventual control of otner managerial 

functions such as internal inspections and personnel allocation. 

An allocation plan, wherein se~urity officers are deployed based 

.on a formula reflecting need, can best be established within a 

centralized organi.za,tion. Budget and personnel adjustments could 

subsequently be made based upon the current needs in each 

facility. By consolidating directioI" and control of security 

operations in the Corporate Security Director's office, 

• efficiency and productivity should improve. Expanding the 
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authority of the Cotporate Security Ditector in this manner ia 

crucial to better .managem~nt. • 
Standardization of procedural and training guidelines can 

also be accomplished by centralizing the security organization. 

The present fragmented practice of permitting hospitals to 

develop their own procedures and training guidelines r.esults in a 

c.1istortion of corporate security goals and substantial 

differences in the quality of security. Uniform procedure!';;, 

emanating from the corporate office, WQuld tend to foster greater 

efficiency and effectiveness 

Tralninc 
=' 

The H.H.C. security force is comprised of special officers 

with peace officer status who are authorized to effect arrests 

and issue summonses. To carry out this responsibility in an 

effective and prudent manner, they must have a thorough 

knowledge of the penal law, the laws governing the' conduct of 

law enforcement officers, l!I.nd organizational rules and 

procedures. Sufficient entry level and in-service training 

courses are indispensable to achieving a high level of 

performance. Attendance at training sessions by all special 

officers should be mandatory. The present security training 

program is deficient in both the curriculum content and the 

method for recording and controlling attendance. 

• 
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• The Municipal Police Training Council of the New York State 

Bureau for Municipal Police monitors ~mpliance with state 

standards for ~ peace officer training curriculum. These 

standards must be met 'by public and private employers of peace 

officers. State officials from that agency annually review 

'existing programs for conformance with these requirements. 

Review of the existing training program by the Police Task Force 

revealed certain shortcomings that should be corrected. 

Additionally, some of the sUbjects covered in the entry level 

training program may not be directly r~levant to the actual 

duties of a special officer. Others are vl'!rbatim reproductions 

of statutes or reference material that may be difficult to 

comprehend. A new training curriculum should be written in 

ulear I concise language that is presented in a l09ica~ mz...ner. 

Methods are suggested for improving the security training program 

that would meet the standards prescribed by the state and make it 

more meaningful to the student officers. 

~aintaining a proper training curriculum is npt sufficient 

-unless the attendance of all security officers is mandated by 

the Corporate Security Offic~. Since hospital security police 

are authorized to use force in maki:1g. arrests, they should be 

retrained periodically in the proper utilization of this power. 

It has been the practice to hold training sessions at the 

Corporate Security Office and rely upon the hospitals to 

• 
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direct security petonnel to attend. Since the hospitals 

bave limited manpower resources, training sessions were poorly • 
attended. A procedure should be established whereby a record is 

kept of the courses attended by each officer. To compensate for. 

temporary manpower shortages experienced due to training 

requirements, the Corporate Security Director should arrange for 

netessary coverage. 

Training must be coordinated from the Corporate Office to 

be most effective. De-centralized training, although 

appropriate for local issues, does not meet organizational needs 

for a coordinated and standardized ~raining program. 

~anpower Allocation 

As previously noted, the. size of each hospital security 

force is currently determined by the executive director. He 

reaches ·this decision after estimating the cost of mandated 

medica'l services and allocates funds for security from what 

remains. Inevitably, security receives a lower priority than 

lIlost other hospital functions. Since t.he first priority of a 

hospital is to proVide adequate medicdl care, the judgement of 

hospital administrators should not be questioned in this area. 

However, the resulting disparity ir- t~e number of security 

officers in each .facility should be corr:ected. For example, 

Harlem Hospital with 11% of the total security torce experienced • 
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• 81 of the tot.al c·rime reported for the period 1979-1981 • 

Conversely, Coney Island Hospital with 41 of the tot;nl security 

staff, experienced 21% of the 'crime repol c.ed to the New York 

City Police Department during the same time period. 

Although reported crime is not the only indicator 

;enerating a need for security officers. it definitely should be 

a major determinant. Since it is difficult to estimate the 

number of actual unreported crimes, manpower must be allocated 

partially on the basis of those that. are reported to the 

authori tie.s by hospitals. AnoTher factor to be considered in 

judging manpower needs is the numt>er of non-crime incidents, 

e.~. disputes, disorderly persons, that are resolved by special 

officers in their peace keeping role. 

In order to improve the present deployment method, the 

allocation of manpower should be contingent upon an objective 

est~mate of the individual security needs in each facility. For 

the past eight years, the New York City Police Department has 

~tilized a formula based on operational criteria in allocating 

manpower to its 73 precincts. In this study of H.H.C. security, 

it was determined that a similar method could apply. 

Consequently, a personnel allocation model is proposed as a means 

for adopting this concept to the hospital police system. 

Briefly, the formula is based upon the assignment of a weighting 

• factor to each operational indicator, e. g. arrests, incidents, 
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and is periodically activated to determine each facility's share 

of the total officer pool. The final step in this process would •involve a reV1ew of the recorrunended ,staffing by the Corporate 

Securi ty Director and the Hospital Executive Director. This 

conferral would make allowance for any special condition existing 

in the hospital that would not surface in the formula. 

Obviously, this proposal is predicated upon centralized control 

over the assignment and deployment of manpower. Without a 

central pool of security officers I an allocation formula ,""ould 

not be viable. 

Crime Reporting 

'!'he Corporate Security Office has the difficul~ task of 

compiling statistics that reflect crime conditions in all 27 

facilities. Some hospitals may be reluctant to report all 

incidents of crime because a high level may reflect negatively on 

the hospital administration. In many instances, minor crimes, 

e.g. larcenies from patients, are recorded internally as minor 

incidents or lost property. The practice of non-reporting seems 

to permeate the H.H.C. system, resul,ting in an inaccurate 

imp~ession of crime. As a result, the hospital with the highest 

actual incidence of crime may appear statistically to be a 

relatively safe facility. 

In assessing security requirements and determining staffing 

• 
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levels, 	management must have pertinent information. Statistical 

• 	 data provides management with a logical basis for making Bound 

decisions. A good working knowledge of crime statistics is of 

paramount importance in this process. Without the proper data, 

the deployment of resources becomes a reaction to gut feelings 

~bout crime. Consequently, resources may be misallocated or 

improperly employed. 

An allOCation plan, contingent upon the full reporting of 

actual crime, is recommended. An extensiVely modified crime 

reporting system, predicated on the submission of a daily summary 

of crime incidents, is proposed for the H.H.C. security force. 

Hospi tals with the most crime would receive consideration for a 

greater allotment of officers. This would act as an incentive to 

fuller reporting. To further facilitate this objective, the New 

York City Police Department has proposed to modify its Complaint 

Report to insure notification to H .H .• C. of each crime occurring 

on hospital property. Under the current practice, a victim could 

report a crime directly to the precinct and bypass the hospital 

security force • 

• 

•
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• NEW YORK CITY 
HEALTH AND HOSPITALS CORPORATION 
12!l WOR'TrI STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10013 
Telttp/"lone: (212) 565-8038 

M E M 0 RAN DUM 

June 6, 198~ 

Ie: EXECUTIVE Dlr..ECTORS 
~FCC AD~n~ISTF_-\TO~S# 
J 0 hn J. ~1c L3 ugh 1 in J 

SUBJECT: ROLE OF CORPORATE ::;:CTJRITY 

Since he ca~c on board in June 1983, Ch~rles Ccnnolly,
Assistant Vice President for CQrporate Security, has met 
wit)! you and your Security Directors to assess th~ sp~cific 
se C;lf i;:y need s of your fac i 1 i ty and to formula te a pI an 
of action to make security operations more effective Cor
pcrat~~ide. In large part, his efforts to reorganize and 
i~prove the quality of our security force reflect the re
ccmmenuations made in a number of internal and external 
stu~iesJ notably the New York State Comptroller's Audit 
and a study of security operations by the New York City
Police Dep~rtment. 

• 
To date, the !ocu~ of Central Office Security's re

organi:ation initiatives has been improving the quality of 
training to raise the skill level and image of security 
pc~sonnel. The fi~st step in this process is the agreement
we've negotiated with John Jay College of Criminal Justice 
for both entry-level and in-service training for our 
Specjal Officers. Another initiative under way is the 
Executive Development Seminar Program for our Directors of 
Security. Coupled with this focus on top s~curity management 
will be the intl"odtlction shortly of a montn.iy neWSletter, 
which will highlight timely and useful security administra
tion and management information. 

L.________ 
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Supplementing the John Jay College training wi+l be 
the development of regional mini-training sessions and 
hospitals staff security instructors. For instance, the 
Corporation recently benefited from a one-week Crime Pre
vention Course sponsored by the New York City Police 
Department, and each of the seven attendees are expected 
to put their learning experiences to good use in their 
home facilities. 

Uncer the direction of the Vice President, Corporate
Affairs, and with the full support of my office, the Office 
of Corporate Security will be assuming a more participatory
role in the security management within our facilities. 
I recognize that accountability in security in each facili
ty rests with the Executive Director; in our decentralized 
system, it could not be otherwise. Consistent with our 
need to develop a more meaningful security structure withj.n 
our system, however, I've charged Mr. Connolly with the 
responsibility for providing ;i~action and support, and fOT 
moni toring securi ty performance and oua~~~= ':'::'T~~!~tt·.otiae. 

To this end, we are establishing three bureaus within 
the Office of Corporate Security (see attached organiza
tion chart): 

• Security Operations Bureau 
• Loss Prevention Bureau 
• Support Services Bureau 

The following is a brief overview of the responsibilities
of each of these areas: 

Security Operations Bureau 

Presently, Corporate Security is responsible for 
security operations of sites that fall under Central 
Office jurisdiction (125 Worth Street, 346 Broadway, 
41st Street, Lower Washington Heights, and the 
Brooklyn Central Laundry). This will not change.
Two additional functions, however, will support the 
Executive Directors' role of accountability in 
security at their institutions: Corporate Investiga
tions and Inspectional Services. The investigative
section will be divided into three zones by borough:
I - Manhattan; II - Bronx, Queens; III • Brooklyn,
Staten Island. At the present time, we are updating 
our crime and incident reporting system so that we 

• 
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""ill have not only timely information, but an overall 
view of asset losses within the Corporation. The, 
recom~enda:ions made by outside agencies and consultants 
surport the belief that, in addition to the Inspector
General's role, an investigative ability must be in place 
on a Corporate~ide basis. This should provide not only 
a p~ychological deterrent to those engaged in illegal
activities within the Corporation, but will also enable 
the Corporation to make more meaningful investigations 
beyond those currently performed by the local security
directors. This security meaSUTe will go a long way 
in removing the perception that the property of HHC 
facilities -- and of its clients and employees ~- is 
fair game. 

The Inspectional Services Section is being set up 
to provide the President of HHC and the individuals 
in charge of each of our facilities with feedbaCK based 
on a centrali:ed system of ~orporate Security observa
tions and performance audits. 'fhi~ s:ction will monitor 
the periorrr.ance of our security personnel on ~ 24-hour, 
seven-day-a-week basis. In addition, they will visit 
and audit facilities to insure that security operating
procedures, new and old, are being complied with. 

Loss Prevention Bureau 

• 

HHC already has a number of accountability centers to 
review and evaluate Cor.porate operations and perfor
mance and to take remedial measures to insure the 
Corporation's integrity. Among these cost ~enters 
are the Inspector General, Internal Audits, Hospital 
Oper~tions and Management ReView, and to the extent 
possible, Procurement. In a system as large and 
extensive as ours, however, there appears to be an 
additional need for a loss prevention operation similaT 
to those of other large corporations. Specifically, 
we need to develop a base of information on the latest 
state-of-the-art prevention techniques to reduce in 
general the opportunity for and likelihood of criminal 
acts, larceny, and the diversion of Corporate assets. 
The Loss Prevention Section will establish a program
that offers both expertise and a communications network 
to support management units dealing with crime prevention,
substance abuse, and contract compliance. 

NEW YORK CITY HEALTH AND HOSPITALS CORPORA.TION 
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In addition, the Technical Skills/Special Services 
Section ~ill be responsible for developing standards 
for the technical equipment to be used, for providing
assistance in crime prevention surveys and public
safety lectures p and for facilitating whatever training
is necessary in the areas of physical security; fire 
prevention, and enforcement of OSHA regulations. 

SU~Dort Services Bureau.. 

Records management, crime analyses, quality control and 
budget monitoring, training coordination, and operating 
procecures ~ill be centralized within this bureau. 

Finally, the Office of Corporate Security will be 
establishing a staffing pattern formula to meet the needs 
of the facilities as ~losely as possible. Therefore, all 
requests for additional personnel, endorsed by the Executive 
Director, must be forwarded t= M~. Connolly for approval
before any commitments to hire are maae. S5~i'aTJv. all 
personnel'reductions and all major purchases of security 
equipment - -surveillance cameras, computer access coors, 
radios, vehicles, etc. -- must be approved ahead of time 
by Corporate Security. 

As in the past, I'm sure I can count on your full 
cooperation in implementing these innovative efforts to 
improve security Corporatwide. Mr. Connolly will be in 
touch with you as the process unfOlds, and, if you have 
any comments or suggestions, please feel free to contact 
him at 566-86i5. 

Thank you. 

JMcL/pah 
cc: Carlotta A. Brantley 

• 
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FOREWORD 

This is a report of the survey conducted last month 
concerning the division of work within a health care 
Security Department. It is a repeat of a survey 
conducted in 1977. Forty-eight Security Directors 
were canvassed and twenty-five answers were received .. 

Some of those who did not send in answers have 
expressed their regrets for their lack of response. 
It is sincerely believed that a pooled resource of 
information is a strong aid to professiona1ization. 

Others should conduct their own stUdies as this type 
of information can be useful. Thanks to those of you 
who promptly cooperated and who thereby made this 
modest effort possible. 

Director of Safety & Security 
St. Vincent's Hospital and 

Medical Center of New York 

• 
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SEC~RITY REPORT. OF 	 DIVISION OF WORK WITHIN A HEALTH CARE 

SECURITY DEPARTMENT •
The objective of this survey was to obtain the answers to 

questions as follows: 

1. 	 With reference to the usual performance of duties by health 

care Security Officers, what is the avera~e assignment of 

Security Department manpower to specific functions? If possible 

to answer, are there recognizable differences that prompt a 

radical variance of assigned hours to those respective functions? 

2. 	 Is there any acceptable mathematical formula that can evaluate 

the Security hazards of a health care facility based on standard 

criteria? The purpose of such a formula would not be to establish 

a rigid basis for Security staff memberso It would rather act 

as a "rule of thumb" which Administrators could refine in 

accordance with the unique needs of their own institutions and 

which have not been considered in this tabulationo 

3. 	 Can we provide a list of duties performed by Security Officers 

which are not within the survey's consideration as "usual duties ll ? 

The report is not intended as the final answer to the above questions 

but hopefully represents a comparison effort to nail down some specifics 

relating to Security staff needs. The comparison is with an identical 

survey made in 1977. Further studies will surely be made by others to 

profit institutions in the planning of Security budgets which are 
I 

responsive to their needs rather than a reaction to situational 

crises. 

The methodology of the survey was to send out a questionnaire on 2 

sides of one page to the Security Directors of 48 health care 

facilities in Metropolitan New York. Responses were received from 25 

which is slightly more than 50%. Careful study of the responses 

revealed the following observations: • 
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• 1. Everyone of the 25 responses identified themselves despite the 

letter stating "there is no need for identification of your return." 

This indicated to me a tremendous interest of participation by 

those responding. It is also testimony that there is a solid core 

of professional security Directors who are interested in 

establishing "pools of Security knowledge resources". 

2. 	 Further studies might separate long-term care facilities from 

acute care hospitals. This 'would af1ect statistics. 

3. 	 The questions were occasionally answered in a fashion that 

registered doubt in my mind as to whether the question was 

clearly understood. Future questionnaires should contain clear. 

intent instructions for each question. The frequency of this 

type response was not such as to seriously affect the conclusions 

but does represent an inaccurate area~ 

4. 	 In rare instances, a question was not answered at all and it 

sometimes posed difficulty for me to determine whether it was 

not applicable or was inadvertently omitted. These occasions 

might affect the completeness of results. Additional endeavors 

should contain instructions to answer all questions (i.e. N/A 

when not applicable ). 

Observations were made for all questions. You may not agree with the 

observations as specific circumstances do vary from the average. The 

format of the report that follows is to list each question after the 

caption "QUESTION" and follow each by the average statistical results 

and personal comment. The statistical results and personal comment 

will be preceded by the caption "RESULTS". This should serve to 

accomplish Objective #1 • 

• 
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Following questions and results, the possibilities of a mathematical 

hazard formula will be discussed in an effort to attain Objective *2. •Finally, a list will'be provided in the results of Question *20 which 

represents attempts to achieve the goal of Objective #3. 

QUESTION 1. 

Relative to the location of your hospital and the assessment of crime 
in the area, is it an area of HIGH HAZARD 0 AVERAGE HAZARDD 
LOW HAZARD 0 ? 
Do you have perimeter patrol on outside of hospital? YES NO 
If yes, the number of hours of such patrol per week is ----
RESULTS: HIGH . AVERAGE LON 

FACT HAZARD . HAZARD HAZARD 

NUMBER OF FACILITIES 7 9 9 
HAS PERIMETER PATROL 4 6 4 
AVERAGE WEEKLY HOURS 35 73 42 

As compared with 1977, the percentage of institutions having perimeter 
patrol and the number of weekly hours devoted to that duty, has increas
ed. This would suggest a progressive attitude by hospitals with a viewto 

"community involvement" and the extension of protection for employees 
and visitors. ' 

QUESTION 2. 

The number of beds in the hospital is approximately 
Do you have Detex Clock Rounds and/or Nursing floor rounds? YES 0 NO 0 
Number of total hours of these rounds each week is 

HIGH AVERAGE LOW 
RESULTS: lfAZARD HAZARD HAZARD 

AVERAGE NO. OF BEDS 469 732 452 
HAS DETEX OR NURSING ROUNDS 5 of 7 8 of 9 8 of 9 
HOURS OF SUCH ROUNDS 74 51 55 

The overall average number of beds is 557. In 1977, ALL reporting 
hospitals had clock rounds. This report would suggest some institu
tions are either not making these rounds or reducing the hours for 
such duty. It is hoped that this duty is not being dramatically 
curtailed or eliminated as an e~onomic measure. Be aware of the 
New York City Fire Department regulation requiring such rounds for • 
safety (Fire Dept. Dir. 1-58, Jan. 30th, 1958). 
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• QVESTION 3. 


The number of open entrances for ordinary entrance and exit are: 

8A-4? tour (The # of guard hours per day at these fixed posts is 
4P-12B tour--(The # of guard hours per day at these fixed posts is 
12t1-8A tour--(The # of guard hours per day at these fixed posts is 

RESVLTS :' 
High Hazard 

Averages 
Average Hazard 

Averages 
Low Hazard 
. Averages 

Tour 
Daily Daily 
Entrances Hours 

Daily Daily 
Entrances Hours 

Daily Daily 
Entrances Hours 

8A-4P 5 24 6 22 6 22 
4P-12M 4 18 5 22 5 22 
l2M-8A 2.5 14 2 17 1.B 17 
Totals 11.5" 'S6 !3 bI I2.8 6I 

The obvious is that there are less entrances open at night than in day
time. There is a general increase in the number of entrances open at 
all times in each hospital category as compared with 1977. The trend 
makes security a more difficult job. The relative number of man hours 
compared to entrances open has decreased since 1977 and may indicate a 
need for review of these assignments by some institutions. 

QUESTION 4. 

Do you have Psychiatry facilities? (There may be 2 checks needed for 
"in" and "out"). 

NONE' 0 
IN-PATIENT 0 

OUTPATIENT 0 The total number of guard hours per week is 


RESULTS: 
HIGH AVERAGE LOW 


FACT HA'ZA'RD HAZARD HAZARD 

Has Psychiatric facilities 4 of 7 6 of 9 5 of 9 

Average number weekly hours 63 80 22 


With two exceptions; all facilities reporting Psychiatric units indicated 
both out-patient and in-patient faci1ties. Since 1977 there has been a 
dramatic increase in the number of ,Security man hours allocated to this 
duty. It indicates a recognition of the need for security to supplement 
and integrate with the efforts of professional staff in this area • 

• 
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QUESTION 5. •Do you have Emergency Room facilities? . 

NONE . §

Under 10 patients . If yes ·is there a fixed post thereat? 
10-25 patients YES Number of guard hours per week is --_.,
Over 25 patient 0 NO E 

'RESULTS: 
HIGH AVERAGE Lmv 

FACT HAZARD HAZARD HAZARD 
NONE 1 1 2 
Under'lO patients 1 o 2 
10-25 patients 1 3 1 
OVer 25 patient 4 5 4 

While the E.R. presence in the High Hazard and Average Hazard hospitals 
did not change appreciably, the Low Hazard hospitals showed increases 
in both the sizes and number of E.R. facilities available. The average 
weekly Security hours devoted to this duty remained constant from 1977. 
(Average of 200 hours per week). 

QUESTION 6. 

Is there an outside Receivinq Dock? 
YESO If yeSb'do you have a fixed post thereat? 

NoD 
YES 
NO 0 

Number of guard hours per week is 

RESULTS: HIGH AVERAGE LOW 
HAZARD HAZARD HAZARD 

FACT 
Has Outside Receiving Dock 6 of 8 7 of 9 7 of 9 
Coverage # of weekly hours 24 30 20 

An apparent deficiency in the number of man hours devoted to this duty 
in 1977 with respect to Average Hazard institutions has apparently 
been corrected at present (30 hours as compared with 12 in 1977). The 
surprise in this survey is the low number of hours devoted in the High 
Hazard hospitals. This may need some review. 

QUESTION 7. 

Do you have responsibility for residences? If yes, the # of weekly 
guard hours is:NONE §

NURSES 

DOCTORS 

OTHERS 0 
 • 
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• RESULTS: 

HIGH AVERAGE LON 


FACT HAZARD HAZARD HAZARD 

NONE 1 of 7 2 of 9 6 of 9 
NURSES 4 of 7 4 of 9 3 of 9 
DOCTORS 4 of 7 4 of 9 None 
OTHERS 1 of 7 1 of 9 None 

-The totals in this category may exceed the number of reporting 
hospitals as more than one type of residence is guarded by some 
forces. The average number of average hours for High and Average 
areas is 168 hours per week whereas the Low Hazard area has NO 
assignments to residences. This was a predictable result. 

QUESTION 8. 

Do you have responsibility for parking facility? If yes, the t of8 weekly guard hours is:NONE 
Under 50 cars 
50 - 150' cars 0 

...---OVer 150 cars 0 

RESULTS: HIGH AVERAGE LOW 
HAZARD HAZARD HAZARD 

FACT 
NONE 4 2 0 
Under 50 
50 - 150 
OVer 150 

cars 
cars 
cars 

1(12 hrs.wkly) 
o 
2 (ave.llOhrs.wkly) 

o 0 
4 (ave.63hrs.wkly)1(98hrs.wkly) 
3 (ave. 22hrs.wkly),8 (ave.103hrs.wkly) 

As compared with 1977, some of these figures are startling! High 
Hazard hospitals seem to be abandoning parking facilities. They may 
more largely depend on public transportation for sources of clientele. 
Whi~e Average Hazard institutions possess a similar number of 
facilities, they are staffing the parking areas with heavier manpower. 
The Low Hazard hospitals have .involved themselves greatly in large 
parking places since 1977 and have expended large number qf Security
hours to this type duty. This was predictable as these hospitals are 
frequently in suburban areas with motorcars as the most frequent 
method of transportation. 

QUESTION 9. 

• 
Do y~u have ~~onsibility for Safety? If yes, approx. how many weekly 

YES D NO U hours are assigned • 
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RESULTS: 
HIGH AVERAGE LOW 
HAZARD HAZARD liAZ7rnDFACT •

Have Safety Responsibility 5 of 7 4 of 9 4 of 9 

Average weekly hours 72 28 10 


The proportion of Security Departments with Safety responsibility is 
largely the same as 1977. However, in High Hazard hospitals, the 
average weekly hours increased greatly. 

QUESTION 10. 

Are there clinic(s) for out-patient service? If yes, the t 'of weekly 
YES 0 NO'O . guard hours is • 

RESULTS: 	 HIGH AVERAGE LOW 
iiAZARD HAZARD ifAZARD 

Have. Clinics 6 	of 7 8 of 9 6 of 9 
Average to7eekly Hours 	 50 72 160 

While the number of hospitals having out-patient clinic service largely 
remained the same as 1977, the Security hours devoted to that facility 
increased greatly in the Average and Low Hazard institutions. 

QUESTION 11 .. 

Are there Medical and/or Nursing Schools? If yes the • of weekly guard 
YESO N01J hours is 

RESULTS: 	 HIGH AVERAGE LON 
HA'ZARD HAZARD HAZARD 

FACT 
Have Schools 2 of 7 3 of 9 3 of 9 
Average Weekly Hours 66 160 o 

The significant comparison with 1977 are the decrease of schools in the 
High Hazard and Average Hazard areas and the increase of average 
weekly hours in the same areas. 

- QUESTION 12. 

Is there a CCTV system and/or a If so, the total t of weekly guard 
multiEle Alarm system? hours to monitor the system is 

YESU NO'O 

RESULTS: 	 HIGH AVERAGE LOW 

HAZARD HAZARD HAZARD 
 • 

Has TV and/or alarm 	 2 of 7 9 of 9 8 of 9 
Average weekly hours 	 86 140 150 
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• (Results 12) 

There is a great incr.ease from 1977 in Average and Low Hazard areas 

relative to both the use of cc'rv and alarms and the weekly guard 
guard hours devoted to monitoring the system. Apparently, the High 
Hazard areas find manpower rather than electrical or mechanical 
deterrants as most effective~ 

QUESTION 13. 

" 
Is there construction under way If yes, the total t of weekly guard 
at present? hours assigned exclusively to this 

area is • 
YES 0 NO '0 

RESULTS: 	 HIGH AVERAGE 
HAZ'ARD HAZARD 

Has construction 6 of 7 6 of 9 5 of 9 
Average Weekly hours 67 17 58 

This responsibility is a changing one and hours depend upon the policy 
of the respective hospital administrators relative to security account
ability (i.e. construction company or hospital security). 

QUESTION 14. 

Do you have guards assi~ned specifically The weekly i of guard hours 
to meal and personal relief? so assigned is:-----YESD NO 0 
RESULTS: HIGH AVERAGE LOW 

HAZARD HAZARD HAZARD 
Has meal and relief guards 3 of 7 7 of 9 2 of 9
Average Neekly Hours 130 120 85 

I 

While the High Hazard hospitals remain the same as 1977statistically, 
it is noteworthy that Average and Low Hazard hospitals have increased 
both the number of relief guards and consequently the average Weekly 
relief hours. Doubling up ~osts,for relief may have seriously detracted 
from Security in this respect. 

QUESTION 15. 


Are guards assigned to Receptionist Duty as well as Guards duty in 

• YES 0 NO q 	 lobbies? 



----- -----
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RESULTS: HIGH AVERAGE LOW 

HAZARD HAZARD HAZARD 


YES 4 5 5 
 •
NO 3 4 4 

These figures remain largely the same as 1977. 

QUESTION 16. 

Total number of guards on force (include part-time or temporary guards 
by approximating their time as equivalents to 1 full-time guard, i.e. 
6 men' performing 20 hours weekly each are included as 3 men). ____" 

GUARDS GUARDS GUARDS 
HIGH AVERAGE LOW 
HAZARD HAZARD HAZARD 

RESULTS: 

100-300 Beds Hosp'ital 25 21 14 
300-600 Beds Hospitals 40 38 25 
Over 600 Beds Hospital 52 60 42 

These figures are averages and they represent a general increase of 
Security force in almost all categories compared with 1977. The 
single exception is the size of force in High Hazard over 600 Beds 
which decreased. This points up a need for increase requests in these 
institutions. 

QUESTIONS 17, 18 19. 

Total number of Supervisors 

Do You have 24 hours Guard Supervisory coverage? YES[] NO 0 

Total number of Security Administrators Total f of clerical help 

HIGH' . AVERAGE LOW 
HAZARD HAZARD HAZARD 

RESULTS: 

Ave. # of Supervisors 6.6 5.2 3.6 
Has 24 hr Superv. coverage 5 of 7 9 of 9 5 of 9 
Ave. * of Sec. Adm. 104 2.8 1 .. 6 
Ave. no. of clerks 1 1.33 .8 

The supervision and clerical help indicated by the above average figures 
is consistent with the high, average and low hazard areas. The only 
surprise is the absence of 24 hour superv1s1on in 2 of 7 hospitals in • 
the high hazard areas. A plausible explanation is that supervision is 
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• probably strongly present in Administration during 24 hours of each 
day and at night (12-8); the administrator on duty supervises Securityv 
This is not recommended. The presence of Security supervision for 24 
hours in the average and low hazard facilities has 2 possible explana
tions: 1) the supervisor is a working supervisor in the sense that he 
mans a guard post and is merely in charge of the foree for a period: 
this reduces his actual supervisory time and while expedient, is not 
recommended for average hazard facilities; 2) the Security Supervisor 
absorbs many of the functions of the Night Administrator to supplement 
the night nursing supervisor in solving problems; this is a desirable 
organizational arrangement for average hazard facilities. There is an 
increase from 1977 in almost every aspect of supervision, administration 
and clerical help. This would indicate the emerging recognition of the 
importance of Security in patient care. The 24 hours coverage of the 
coordinating function of Security in hospitals has been advantageou?ly 
employed by many hospital administrators. 

QUESTION 20. 


Please include below any other types of guard assignment and weekly 

hours respectively. 

Assignment Weekly Hours 

RESULTS: 

Assignments 

Methadone Clinic 

Driving vehicles 

Valuable pick-ups 

Fingerprints 

Investigations 

Deceased's Clothing 

Lost and Found 

Psychiatry ~ransfers 


Assignment Weekly Hours 

Photo ID.s 
Lockers issued 
Keys issued 
Mortuary Control 
Locking & unlocking doors 
Employee Orientations 
Monitor switchboard calls at night 

The above functions were those reported. It is felt that this question 
was not fully answered and therefore statistics would be at best, 
suggestive only. Therefore, weekly hours have been omitted and only a 
listing of other duties is given. In 1977, the following additional 
duties were also listed: ----

Money escort Home Care escort 
Coin collection (parking) Firewatch 
Discarded needle and syringe Messenger 
pick up and disposal 

• 
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MATHEHATICAL FORMULA • 
The last page of this report will contain a table of basic variables 
which have been discussed previously. The table will estimate a range 
of needed number of guards depending upon 2 factors: 1) number of beds 
and 2) type of hazard area. Naturally, added to the basics in the 
table should be all of the hours devoted to the list of duties in the 
-results" to Question 20 of this report. A series of duties which do 
not seem to vary by size of hospital or type of area are assignments 
to: Ii psychiatric areas, 2) inclusion of safety responsibilities, 
3) schools, 4) monitoring CCTV and/or alarms, 5) construction in 
progress and 6) receptionist and/or information duty. All of these 
additional duties should be tabulated as unique needs in YOUR hospital 
and added to the varying score of the provided table. The total added 
hours should be divided by 37Q5 (or 40) to determine the number of 
Full Time EquivaIent (F.T.E.) guards that should be added to the basic 
force developed in the table for the variables. 

CHART COMMENT 

The chart that is given on the last page of this report is very 
ap9roxi~ate and based on available average statistics. It recognizes 
the difference in Hazard Areas and also the varying magnitude of 
problems based on the size of the institution. It does NOT, however, 
include such duties as appear in the answer to Question 20 or other 
responsibilities such as Psychiatry, Safety, Schools, CCTV monitoring, 
Receptionist, construction, etc •• Obviously, the assignment to this 
type duty (not listed in the chart) should be added to the number 
of staff required. Listed factors which are not performed by a specific 
Security Department should, of course, be subtracted in number from 
required staff. 

• 
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HIGH HAZARD ~REA---

UNDER OVER 
rARIABLE FACTORS 300 300 - 600 600 

~erimeter Patrol 1 *** 
1 .. 5 1 

latex and/or ** 2 4
~ursin9 Rounds 1.5 

~ntrances (lobbies) 6 ** *** 
7 20. 

*** *** mtergency Room 3 9 8 

)utside Receiving 
1 2 2lock . . 

tesidences 
,,*t *** *** 
•• ... 4 4 

larking *** ** Areas 1 3 3 .. 

:!linics *** *** 12.5 J 
-

** *** teal &. Relief * 2 B 

*** *** *** 
~ASIC TOTALS 21 31 53 

AVERAGE HAZARD A~EA LO~ HAZARD ARJ!:A 

UNDER OVER UNDER OVER 
30.0 300 - 600 600 300 ~OO - 600 600 

*** *** * *** *** *** 
2 2 1 1 2 

** , *** * 3 1 11 3 

*** *** ***' *** tt 10
9 16 . 8 IS 

*** *** *** ***.. 6
9 5 3 3 

*** * 1 * • 12. . . 

*** *** * • • •2 5 

*** *.*
* 1 2 3 

. . .1 5. 
**.* 1 * '* 12. 

*** **** 2 * •4 6 

*** *** ".*. 14 21 3929 40 

No asterisk(s) indicates same result as 1977 

* No response received 


** Decrease from 1977 

(THE NUMBER IN THIS TABLE INDICATE FULL TIME GUARDS),** Increase from 1977 
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PROPOSED HOSPITAL SECURITY ALLOCATIO~ PLAN 

An equitable allocation of manpower is essential in any 

security organizati~n. Many police agencies employ a patrol 

allocation plan to deploy officers effectively; Pre-determined 

operational and crime crit,eria are processed through a formula to 

determine each loca 1 uni t's fair share of the agency I 5 total 

numbar of personnel. In addition to the formu 1a, special 

conditions in each locality are considered before a final 

staffing determination is made. The Police Department utilizes 

an allocation formula for the deployment of police officers and 

patrol cars I based upon workload indicators such as reported 

cri~€s, calls for police services and the time ~equired to 

complete an assig~ment. These factors are given a pre-determined 

weig'ht, based on experience I 'and become an integral part of the 

formula. The Patrol Allocation Plan is periodically calculated 

to determine eac'h precinct I s fair share of available manpower. 

Consultations also take place with local commanders, to determine 

if there are any special co"nditions that may justify an 

adjustment in t'he suggested allotment • 

• 
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The present system of allocating security personnel is based 

upon the discretionary judgement of the individual Hospital • 
Executive Director and t.he priority he may place on security. 

This causes a disparity in the size of the security complement 

in faci Ii ties with simi lar crime experience. Furthermore, some 

aa~inistrators may not recognize the value of security in 

deterring crime or maintaining order in the public access areas 

of hospitals. Although this de-emphasis of security may be 

attributed to personal proclivity or a shortage of funds, the end 

result is reduced protection. 

One of the major objectives of this study is to suggest a 

metnod for establishing a more equitable level of security in 

each hospital or facility. The Police Department's Patrol 

Allocation Plan, because it has proven to be ef~ective, has been 

used as a model in developing a framework for a proposed security 

allocation plan. The suggested security allocation plan is an 

attempt to apply a proven allocation methodology to a system that 

presently relies on subjective judgement. The key presumption 

for an allocation model is that all security personnel are 

centrally controlled. If the centralized control of personnel is 

adopted, the suggested allocation and deployment model could 

become a meaningful step toward providing· ade.Cluate security in 

all facilities. 

• 
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r-~'"'-~\.'",,: 
J. ... ,. .. '

11-.0 r . ...:~'.:'l;.!" c: s,recial o:ficers employed at each hospitai is 

Th is deci 5 ion is bas e:;j 

C'e:"er-ir.e CE-;:cy;:-.ent of special officers according to a 

'L'r:. :: e :::- t r. t' r =- e 5 e :J t S Ys t e;:; , t 11 e 6 i z e 0 f a h 0 S pit a 1 securi t y 

fc:=e r.:.,-'" ;:. , reflect prevailing crime conaitions or other 

A subjective rather 

of sec~rity nee:;j cur r en t 1 Y be the 

c/:·O ..... lcerS. 

Fer t:-.e last ceca':e, tr.e l;e',..' York City Police Depa:-t:nent has 

~.lloca t ron Plan-' to allocate resourcesa 

tr.e age:-,cy I s 73 patrol precincts. The plan is based 

on a fo:::-::;t,;la t":",at recognizes crime and other workload data and 

p ...:ces a r::.::.tr.e-,at.ical factor for each precinct. The factor is 

use.:l to j;,)d:;:e e.:;::r, precinct's fair share of the total manpo.....·er 

p A si;:-ila:::- allo::ation formula could possibly assist the 

Ccr rate Sec~rity Director in deployin9 special officers. There 

c: ffere:-.ces bet .....·een pol icing a t~e''''' York City patrol 

• 
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precinct and in providing security for a large municipal ~ 
hospi tal. Hov;ever I by adjusting the mo:::1el to respond to the type 

of crime expe~ienced in city hospitals, a viable means of 

allocatin; could be established. 

Prior to acopting the proposed allocation model, a more 

co;:"plete an:!. acciJrate crb",e an5 incident. reporting system must be 

established. T.~e uni:orm crime reporting procedures suggested in 

this study ....,rill assist in realizing this objective. 

Follm"'ing is a der.1onstration of the proposed allocation 

form~la utilizing hypothetical data: 

Fc =-:-.~; 1 a 

Formula: 

Total Total Total 
Hoscital Hasaltal Hospital 
trHoe crHne Non-Crime 

Indoor) x.SO + (Oute:'):')r) x.40 + Incidents x.lO = Allocation 
Total Total Total Factor 
Crime All Crime All ~on-Crime 
Facilities Facilities Incidents 
(Indoor) x.SO + (Outdoor) x.40 + All Facilities x.lO 

~ 
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De fir. i t i 0;, s : • 
Crir:e (!:;~:)a:c) 

O'..ltdcorCr 

Non-Criwe Incident 

Allocation Factor 

Sa~?le Ti~e Reccrc 

Unique Situation 

Fi• 

A felony or misdemeanor offense as defined 
in the state penal law. 

A complaint of a felony or misdemeanor 
offense which occurs within the interior 
portion of any hospital building or other HHC 
facility, including abandoned buildings, 
tunnels, entrances, roofs, terraces, and 
loading dOCKS. 

A complaint of a felony or misdemeanor 
offense which occurs on the exterior portion 
of hospital grounds or on the contiguous 
street(s) or portion thereof surrounding the 
facility, including on and off-site HHC 
parking facilities. 

A non-crime incident recorded on an Incident 
Report, such as a dispute, disorderly 
conduct, report of lost property, etc., which 
requires the response of a special officer. 

A numerical result determined by calculating 
the products of crime and incident data through 
the allocation formula •. An allocation factor 
should be found for each hospital. 

An appropriate period of ti.me large enough to 
offer a representative sample of crimes and 
incidents. The samples for the individual 
hospital and for the total of all facilities 
should be taken during the same time period. 
For the purpose of this example a theoretical 
six month time period is used. 

A percentage factor determined by the Corporate 
Security Director to allow for the differential 
weighting of crimes and incidents. 

Weighting Factor 
Indoor Crime .50 
Outdoor Crime .40 
Non-Crime Incident .1G 

A strike, series of den~nstrations, or similar 
unique event requiring the assignment of a 
detail of special officers for a period of 
time. 

A high priority post, i.e. Emergency Room, 
which must be mannen on a permanent basis for 
at least one tour of duty each day. Fixed 
posts will be established by.consultation and 
agreement with the Corporate Security Director. 
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Sample Calculation 


Time Period = Six Months 

No. Fo:::" All No. For 
Facilit.ies Sample Hospital • 

Total Special Officers 850 ? 

Total Fixed Posts 105 15 
Total Uniq..Je Sit'..lations 4B 3 
Total Crimes ( Indoor) 1,620 2B5 

Total Crimes (Outdoor) 500 95 

"" r".Total L,on-"",r ~me Incidents 750 100 

1. To deterrdne the a llocation factor for the sal'7lple hospital, 

insert the appropriate statistics into the formula: 

285 x .50 + 95 x .40 + 100 x .10 = 191 = .1B 
1,620 x .50 + 500 x .40 + 750 x .10 = 1,085 

Sa~ple Hospit~l Allocation Factor = .18 

2. T.~e hospit~l allocation factor is then applie~ against the total 

manpower pool, less the combined total of personnel required for 

uniq'..le sit'..lations and fixed posts, as follows: 

850 Total Special Officers 
-153 Combined Total Unique Sit",lations and Fixed Posts 

697 Available Manpower PooL 
)t.1B Hospital Allocation Factor 

125 Recommended Sample Hospital Hanpower Share 

3. The number of personnel required for fi xed posts and unique 

situations at the sample hospital must then be added: 

125 Recoml;lended Hanpower Share 
+ 15 Hospital Fixed Posts 
+ 3 Hospital Unique Situations 

143 Recommended Special Officer Allocation 

• 
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All data used for this sample calculation are for• 
de~o~st~ation purposes only and have no present relationship with 

actual security ma:-,po...·.. er levels in any particular facility. The 

weig~ting factors were determined on the basis of experience with 

similar calculations for police officer allocation. The 

weighting factor is greatest for indoor crimes, since they occur 

....·i thin the area under the direct control of special officers. 

The weig'hting factor for non-crime incidents is smallest since 

they are the least serious. Weighting facto'rs may be adjusted by 

the Corporate Security Director on the basis of actual experience 

in applying the formula. 

The proposed formula represents a "first cut" attempt at an 

equitable allocation of special officers. Further enhancements 

may be incorporated based on experience with an, improved crime 

data reporting system. If any hospital or other facility has a 

speci al condition not cons ieered by the allocation formula, t:Le 

Executive Director could obtain adeitional manpower through 

consultation and agreement with the Corporate Security Director. 

The proposed allocation plan, in addition to providing an 

objective method of allocating manpo..... er, wouln also encourage 

hospitals to report all crimes and other incidents. The 

incentive for more complete reporting wouln be the assignment of 

additior.al special officers, when appropriate. Because of the
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weighting features of the formula, more officers would be 

directej t8 hospitals with higher rates of crime than to those •with hiSh rates of less serious non-crime incidents. 

I f a hospital has a special condition that would not be 

rEtpresented in the formula, the Executive Director could, in 

consultation with the corporate Security Director, possibly 

receive adjitional manp\t:er. A conference shou.ld also be held 

with all the Hospi tal Executive and/or Security Directors at 

which these special conditions are considered. 

In addition to providing an objective means of deploying 

manpower, 'this allocation mode 1 also serves another pu rpose: 

encouragin3 hospitals to report crime. For example, if 

statis tics indicate an upward trend in hospi ta:A. crime. addi tio'nal 

personnel would be assigned. An increase in personnel would 

also be rocommended if an increase in incidents was experienced. 

Instituting this kind of allocation plan necessitates a 

centr'alization of security control. The allocation model could 

be employed on a trial basis in order to test its feasibility 

vis-a-vis H.H.C. security conditions. This recommendation is an 

attempt to improve the current allocation method by suggesting a 

proven alternative. 

• 
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PER&JNNEL REPORI' - SPF.X:::IAL OFFICER cx:uPATICW\L GIUJP *EXJUSIT 3 

• 

nOSPITMJ SEXlJRITY OFFICER SfNIOR SPECIJ\JJ UFFICF:R SPECIAL OFFICER 'lUI'M... 

FACILITY Perm. Prov. Perm. Prov. Perm. Prov. 

Bellevue Hospital 0 0 6 0 59 4 69 

Bird s. Cb1er Hosp. 1 0 6 0 20 0 27 

Bronx Municipal Hasp. 1 0 10 1 54 1 67 

Central Office 1 0 5 0 34 0 40 

City Hospital @Elmhurst 1 0 7 0 41 1 56 

Coney Island Hospital 0 0 0 0 36 0 44 

Currberland Hospital 0 0 6 1 2S 0 32 
U) 
0 

Goldwater Memorial Hasp. 0 0 6 0 13 0 19 

Gouverneur Hospital 0 0 5 0 16 2 23 

GreeOfX)int Hospital 1 0 5 0 19 0 25 

Harlem Hospital 1 0 14 0 90 0 105 

Kings O:Junty Hospital 0 0 13 0 103 0 116 

East New York NFCC 0 0 2 0 7 0 9 

East New York GtC'C 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 

Lincoln Hospital 1 0 12 0 74 14 101 

Segundo Ruiz :se1vis 0 0 1 0 7 1 9 

Metropolitan Hospital 1 0 11 0 61 0 73 

0 00 1 3Hetropolitan - DEM) 0 4 



•
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JJOSPIT/\J.. sroJRI'I"'l OFFICER SENIOR SPFrIAL OFFIa::R SPOCIJ\L OFFICY.R 'JUrAT... 

FACILITY Penn. Provo P~nn. Prov. Penn. Prov.-- -.--- --
Morrisunia NFC."C 0 0 2 0 14 0 16 

North Central Broox Hogp. 1 0 7 0 42 0 50 

Qu(.'(.m.9 Ilospital Center. 1 0 6 0 38 1 4(i 

Sea View Ibspit.al 0 0 6 0 10 1 17 

Sydenhi\ffi NFCC 0 0 0 0 22 6 28 

WooJhull Hospital 14 12 26 

'IUI'J\L 10 o 138 2 811 43 1004 

http:Ibspit.al
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APPENDIX "Gil 

NEW YORK CITY HEALTH & HOSPITALS CORPORATION 

• 346 Broadway • New York. New York 10013 

M-E-M-O-R-A-N-D-U-M 

October 31, 	 1985 

TO: 	 HHC Security Directors 

FRO:': : 	 Charles P. Connolly ~~~ 
Assistant Vice President 
Corporate Security Administration 

SUBJECT: 	 SECURITY STAFFING PROJECT - POLICE 
FUNCTION QUESTIONAIRE 

As you are all aware the issue of staffing levels has caused an 
ongoing controversy among Hospital SE:curity Police Managers. This 
cCllnplex problem has to date eluded a solution. Complex formolas 
have been equally unsatisfactory in providing universal parameters 
for staffing modern, urban hospitals. 

The Health and Hospitals Corporation has directed Corporate Security 
Administration to establish a Security Staffing Pattern Formula 
that will meet the needs of the Corporation's institutions and 
facilities. Our ultimate goal is to create a staffing allocation 
plan based on a formula reflecting the actual secutity needs of 
each institution. 

In support of our mission, Corporate Security has obtained a 
SlO,OOO grant from the National Institute of Justice. The grant, 
although not large is the first of its kind ever awarded to a 
hospital police organization. 

The first part of the grant money has been allocated to employ a 
team of consultants. Internal Control Associates (ICA) have 
extensive experience in health care facilities and recently 
participated in the successful Lincoln Hospital Linen Project • 

. . . / 
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Charles P. Connolly 
October 31, 1985 
Paqe Two 

The first steo in our project is to determine the full range of •uur present security responsibilities. Toward that end we have 

developed a brief questionaire which will provide you with an 

opportunity to input information at the earliest part of the 

project. Your help will be essential in this matter if we are 

to be successful. We solicit your active participation throughout 


-the 	entire process. 

Please return the questionaires to James L. Wegman, Director of 

The Loss Prevention Bureau at the Corporate Security Office. 

He will act as coordinator for this phase of the project. We 

would like to begin analysis of the raw material by December 1, 1985 

and would hope to have all completed returns by the last week of 

Noverr.ber. 


Let me thank you in advance for your cooperation in this most 

important matter. 


CPC/ic 
cc: 	 Carlotta A. Brantley 


Executive Directors 


Attachments 
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• 	
RETURN BY 12/1/85 

SURVEY OF HHC SECURITY DIRECTORS 

RELATIVE TO GENERAL AND NON-SECURITY RELATED FUNCTIONS 


PERFOMED BY HOSPITAL SECURITY POLICE 


Ql.) 	 Do security police become involved with patient valuables 
collection, tra~spor~ation, storage, return, in-room 
"safe" proced".lres? 

If yes, to "hat extent? 

Q2.) 	 Do security police render first aid services; C.P.R., 
transportation of injured, etc.? 

Q3.) 	 Are security police assigned any non-patrol duties relative 
to parking lot operations - collecting fees, operating 
gates, etc.? 

Q4.) 	 Are security police utilized in transportation services of 
any kind - employee bus service, etc." 

• 	
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Q5.) 	 Is any perimeter patrol performed in areas which are the 
responsibility of the City Police De?artment - Roving, 
R.~1.P., Scooter, Street Patrol in the vicinity of the •
ho ital, etc.? 

06.) 	 Are there any other non-security related duties you can 
identify - raising and lowering flags, auto or room 
lockouts, etc.? 

GENERAL 

Ql.) 	 To what extent do you employ electronic security equipment? 

Is it 	operational? 

Is it 	reducing personnel requirements? 

Is it 	cost effective? 

Q2.) 	 How are incidents reported - assaults, missing patients, etc.? 

• 




Q3.) How are thefts of hospital property reported? 

• 

Q4.) 	 How are thefts of patient and visitor property reported? 

Q5.) 	 What investigation is conducted relative to the above if any, 
ar:d by whom? 

Q6.) Is 	property recovered: 

a.) Often 

b.) Sometimes 

c.) Never 

Q7.} 	 Is there any attempt to evaluate loss F~tterns by area within 
the hospital? 

If yes, what special attention is given to the problem areas 
identified? 

... / 

• 
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Q8.) Is security in your hospital involved in materials management? • 
Is securitv asked to assist in evaluation of internal controls. . 
of such areas as general stores, food service, linen service 
or is security only called to respond after a loss is 
identified and reported? 

Feel free to add additional information or comments, or to 
answer questions at length on separate sheets of paper by 
indicating the questions by ~'lmber and your answers. 

, 
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SECURITY STAFFING 

APPENDIX "H" 

NEW 	YORK CITY HEALTH & HOSPITALS CORPORATION 
• '346 Broadway • New York, New York 10013 

M-E-M-O-R-A-N-D-U-M 

May 8, 1986 

C-O-R-R-E-C-T-E-D C-O-p-y 

TO: 	 HHC Security Directors 

FROM~ 	 Charles P. Connolly c."..pC-

Assistant Vice President 

Corporate Security Administration 


SUBJECT: 	 SECURITY WORKCHARTS 

A number of times in the past, questions have been raised as 
to the possibility for a City-wide security workchart that can 
meet the needs of both the employee and management. As I am 
not an expert on charts, I do not presume that such is an 
automatic possibility. Yet, I think that it might be appro
priate that we attempt to identify some of the issues that 
continually surface and appear to remain unresolved. Therefore, 
I would like you to consider the following questions and respond 
as appropriately as possible. 

Ql.) Is your current workchart providing security officers with 
an every other weekend off situation? If the response is 
affirmative: 

a.) 	 How long has this chart been 
in effect? 

b.) 	 Are there any problems that seem 
to surface as a result of such 
including increased overtime costs, 
etc.? 

Q2.) Have you had such a workchart providing every other weekend 
off and were required to discontinue it? If so, what circumstances 
prompted the change of scheduling? 

• 	 ... / 



HHC Security Directors 
May 8, 1986 
Page Tv,'o • 
Q3.) In your judgment as a manager, are there situations that 
would lend themselves to the development of a worthwhile chart 
such as the one indicated in question one. Feel free to 
comment please. 

Q~.) Based on your experience, are there circumstances that 
negate an every other weekend off possibility? Again, your 
comments would be appreciated. 

Q5.) I believe it is important that we collectively review 
the most effective scheduling opportunities available. I would 
ask that you send me a copy or description of your current 
scheduling chart. 

Obviously, even the best run operations have problems. If 
such problems are encountered in your present chart it would 
be valuable to identify such. 

Q6.) Inasmuch as "no one of us is as smart as all of us" and 
you feel your background in this area would lend some expertise 
to a problem solving group, would you volunteer your services 
to examine this particular issue? 

I would appreciate a response not later than May 20th. 

CPC/ml 
cc: 	 Jo Ivey Boufford, M.D. 

Pam Brier 
Thomas Doherty 
Executive Directors 
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SECURITY STAFFING 

APPENDIX "I" 

NEW YORK CITY HEALTH & HOSPITALS CORPORATION 
F Broadway • New York, New York 10013 

M-E-M-Q-R-A-N-D-U-M 

September 1, 1986 

TO: HHC Djrectcrs of Security 

FRO!-~ : Charles P. Connolly q.f C 
Assistant Vice President 
Corporate Security Administration 

SUBJECT: PARKING LOT SECURITY 

At this time we are attempting to determine the status of parking 
areas; lots or garages, and security arrangements for each. 
It is our intention to examine the various types of parking 
areas, review the security arrangerr.ents and report to the 
Security Directors Counc~l on our findings. 

We have beEn advisee that all new contracts negotiated by the 
Corporation with respect to privately operated parking lots, 
garages, etc., on Corporation property will contain a section 
requiring the operator to provide their own security staffing. 
Some of the contracts in place now call for parking 
concessionaires to provide security for the areas under their 
control. 

'Your prompt return of the er.closed questionnaire will assist 
our efforts in preparing a report based on an all facility 
picture, and, perhaps, allow us to report our preliminary findings 
to you on September 16, 1986 our next Security Directors Council 
Meeting. 

CPClic 
cc: 	 Executive Directors 

Stephen W. Lenhardt 
.James L. Wegman 

Attachment 
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Parking Lot Security/Questionnaire •
1. Briefly describe the parking lot(s) and/or garages which 
are in any way connected to your facility. Provide the 
approximate number of spaces, and numter of floors if a 
multi-level garage is in~olved. 

2. Is any of your parking capacity leased, or in any way under the 
control of a private parking concessionaire. 

• 
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3. If a concessionaire is involved give company name and briefly 
describe operation including security provided by the company. 

4. If HHC Security resources are being utilized in any fashion in 
the parking lot or garage describe fully . 

• 




SECURITY STAFFING 

APPENDIX "J" 

-tlca 
~II INTERNAL CONTROL ASSOCIATES 

ServicinQ the health care field 

November 25, 1985 

Mr. Charles P. Connolly 
Assistant Vice Presiaent 
Corporate Security Administration 
N.Y.C. Health and Hospitals Corporation 
346 Broadway, Room 1120 
New York, New York 10013 

Dear Mr. Connolly: 

Attached hereto is our report relative to the feasibility study con
ducted at Woodhull ana Bronx North Central Hospitals in an attempt 
to develop a security staffing procedure based on demonstrated need. 

We would like to express our thanks to Hr. Wegman of your staff for 
the assistance he provided us and to thank Ms. Blanchette, Mr. Horne 
and Mr. Shields for the splendid cooperation we received while at 
their facilities. 

I trust that this report will be of assistance to you in determining 
your future staffing requirements. 

Sincerely, 

I' 11tE4 
James A.~JAG:cg 
Enc . 

• 

120 Wall Street· Suite 1044 • New York. N.Y. 10005 • 212-514-6519 

9348 Santa Monica Blvd. • Suite 101 • Bev~~ly Hitls. Ca 90210 • 213 -278 -6333 
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SECURITY STAFFING SURVEY 


WOODHULL HOSPITAL 


NOVEMBER 1985 


• 




• 
rCA was asked to review the staffing requirements at Woodhull 

Hospital and attempt to develop staffing guidelines based on 

demonstrated need which would have general applicability 

throughout the Corporation. Because' security requirements 

vary considerably between hospitals in the Corporation, we 

were asked to examine security at Bronx North Central Hospital 

in order that these variations could be observed and considered • 

• 
METHODOLOGY: 

• 	 Review operations at Woodhull and Bronx North 
Central Hospitals. 

• Interview key personnel. 


• Inspect equipment • 


• 	 Review records of thefts, incidents, etc. 

• 	 Review reports of HRe , NY State Auditors and 
NYPD Security Surveys. 

• 	 Interview Security Directors in selected 
Vet~rar.. Administration and Voluntary Hospitals 
relative to their staffing. 

STAFFING DETERMINATION: 

There are various staffing formulas applied in order to 

determine the manpower need for post coverage, (number of persons 

required to cover a single post for a :specitic time period). For 

the purpose of this report we have elected to use the formula 

applied by most law enforcement agencies nationwide and which was 

used by the New York Police Department in their security surveys 

~ prepared for the Corporation. This formula is 4.5 officers for a 

" 
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post manned 24 hours a day, 7 days a week or 1.5 officers per 8 • 
hour day, 7 days a week. 

We noted that in a staffing analysis prepared by Woodhull 

Hospital in July 1984, the formula used was 1 FTE for five days: 

1 x 1.7 (2) or 1 FTE for seven days: l' x 2.4. This formula 

appears excessive by any comparison and may be an attempt to 

compensate for an unacceptably high sick rate among officers as 
•

identified by the State Auditors and confirmed by leA. using 


the Woodhull formula it would require 7.2 officers to cover a 


single post 24 hours a day 7 days a week as opposed to the 


generally accepted 4.5 officers. 


The State Auditors recognized that staffing cannot be based 


solely on the square feet of a facility; nevertheless they 


give square footage primary consideration. We believe this 


method of calculating security staffing needs is ineffective. 


By an extension of this logic the NYPD should have a larger force 


in Central Park than in a busy Harlem precinct. lCA attempted to 


estimate staffing requirements based upon the minimum number of 


entrances required to permit Woodhull to operate in an efficient 


manner, the maximum use of electronic secu~ity devices and the 


number of security incidents previously reported. 


DESIGN AND EQUIPMENT REVIEW: 


The design of Woodhull tends to make the most cost effective 


security measures expensive. There are 23 openings from which • 
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• entry to the interior of the complex can be achieved: 

• 14 doors to the hospi.tal from street level. 

• 	 6 loading bays 

• 	 2 entrances to the rear yard. 

• 1 ramp to the 4th floor parking area. 

OESERVATIONS: 

• Most 	of the doors wpich were supposed to be locked 
to prevent access from the Qutside were not locked. 
Two of these were broken and could not be secured. 

• 	 Five loading bays were open but two of these were 
not in use. 

• 	 The rear yard is not secure. We observed several 
persons climbing through a broken security booth to 
sain entry 'to the rear yard which contains the 
receiving area. 

• 	 The computer alarm is defective. We violated the 
alarms on three doors and there was no response. 
Subsequent investigation disclosed that no signal 
was received by the computer; We were informed by 
the officers on duty in the Command Center that when 
ala~s ~re received, only selected alarms are 
responded to by security because employees are 
always setting off alarms in certain areas. ' 

• 	We observed 28 TV monitors and 25 CB,meras in a 
storage room. Their condition is not known. At 
present 'there are no minitors in operation at 
Woodhull. 

• 	 Base station radio equipment i~ present but inoper-. 
ative. The officer on d\,,~ty in the. Command Center 
was attempting to maintain communications by using 
two portable radios. ·He said that sometimes he can 
hear a call on one radio but not the other, so he 
uses two radios. He also reports dead spots fI'om 
which he cannot receive a radio signal. 

• 
• We found many Detex boxes without keys and were 

informed that Detex is seldom performed as required 
by law as most of the keys are missing. Some Ds,tex 
boxes are not properly located to provide maximum 

...fire protection. 
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•Several doors to the interstitial space between 
floors were found open, giving any intruder access 
to an entire floor above the ceiling. 

Both side doors to'the Main Pharmacy wo~k area 
were open for the convenience of the staff and 
access is not controlled. 

lCA was not engaged to conduct a security survey of Woodhull. 

However, a brief review waS required in order to establish 

vulnerability before security staffing coule be addressed . 

• 

lCA will base its staffing requirements on the assumption that 

the present inadequacie~ will be corrected. The technology re

quired to improve security at Woodhull is available and will be 

more effective and less costly than an increase in personnel. 

Much of the necessary equipment, wiring, TV cameras and monitors 

are already available on site. 

EXk~INATION OF SECUIRTY REPORTS: 


Inc5dent reports are supposed to be filed monthly and numbered 


consecutively beginning with lIon January 1st. 


Examination of Incident Reports filed for Sanuary 1985 disclosed 

35 reports in the file. There were 77 report numbers issued 

from the control log. There are 42 reports missing from the 

January file folder. We were advised that the State Auditors 

may have taken some of them. There were 3 reports submitted in 

February concerning January incidents: 

• 
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• Dat~ of O~currence Date Reported 

7 1- 1-85 2-8-85 

1-15-85 2-2-85 

7S 1-25-85 2-2-85 

As 0: Jur.e 1/ lSE5 e ne~ log was started which is intended to 

m:.re a::::-..:::-E: tely a::::;:ou;-,t for report numbers issued and which 
, 

cc~tci~s rr~::-e s?fr~ific inf?rmation. This log indicates 41 

repcrts co;,;,;?l eted in June. ]l. revie ....· of the June file discloses 

cr.ly 23 ret':;:::-tsi 18 are missing. We concluded th!.t a review 

of the incide~t file would not disclose the actual number of 

rep~::-ted incidents. 

l-;= c:~tE::-.;:tej to estatlish the nut'":"ber of incidents from the 

E:;-.~:r'':es ir. the 10:;; book fror:'. -..;hich nurr:bers are assigned. There 

....'ere 737 n'.J:-.bers issued bet..... een .January 1st, 1985 and October 

28th, 1935. S:nce June the new log indicates S5 report numbers 

,J ~s .... €j for ....·hich no reports were received by the supervisor. 

Our revie~ disclosed that many different officers failed to 

prepare the repvrts for which they were responsible. The nurn

her of ~issing reports from January 1st through May 31st cannot 

be deterrrined, as prior to June 1st there was no cross reference. 

In aooition, the ~a5ter conLro1 log discloses that the first 

nu-~er issued in 1985 was 85-31, with numbers 1 through 30 not 

.~ 
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sur'·~:!.-Y~E'i0rS til'l;,.. nClt ensuring that their subordinates submit •
r rt~, and, when an officer fails to submit a required 

~ar that many security incidents and crimes which occur 

a":. \·;oo:::.r.ull 01·\:. ur;idc-ntified or unreported. Woodhull reported 136 

cri~~B in th~ first ten months of 1985. By comparison, Bronx North 

Central, a Much s~aller hospital in a less crime prone neighborhood 

ret:'orted 325. 

Corf~rate S~curity published Operating Procedure No. 220-4 on April 

2£, 1985 ~hich dir~cts all corporation hospitals to report security 

a standard manner. This directive is not ing 

,,' .;
nco!":1' 1 i .... fully at this time. 

Ha~ing con~luded that many incidents at Woodhull go unreported, we 

had to base our revie\\' of "ACTIVITY BY AREA" on this assumption: 

TH.l.T Ul\REPORTED INCIDENTS, IF REPORTED, WOULD BE DISTRIBUTED IN A 

SIMJLAR MANNER TO THOSE INCIDENTS WHICH ~mRE REPORTED. 

ThE' follO',:ing r ew of serious incidents reported IIBY AREA" 

discloses 83t of all serious incidents reported took place 

in 5 locations. Three of these areas, 4th Floor Parking Area, 

Eth Floor and 9th Floor seldom receive attention under sent 

• 
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post coverage. However, 43% of all reported incidents occurred• 
in these three locations. 

ARE;', 

Emergency Rooms 

6th Floor 

4th Floor 

TYPE. OF INCIDENT 

Pisarmed Patient 
Assault on Doctor 
Assault on Patients 
Assault on Officers 
Restrained Patients 
Assault on Staff 
pis Con • 
Larceny 
Possession of Drugs 
Criminal Trespass 
Harassment 
Intoxicated Patient 
Escaped Patient 
Vandalism 
Arrest - Reason Unknown 

Sub Total 

Attempted Kidnapping 
hrrned Robbery 
Burglary 
Criminal Trespass 
Larceny 
Attempted Larceny 
Malicious Mischief 
Dis Con 
Harassement 
Disorderly Patient 

Sub Total 

Larceny from Auto 
Criminal Mischief 
Criminal Trespass 

Sub Total 

NUMBER leA PRIORITY 
REPORTED RATING 

1 

1 

4 

3 

2 

2 


10 

B 

2 
2 
5 ! 
1 
1 
1 
2 

45 

1 

1 

4 


II7 
11 


1 

2 
1 

1 


....! 
30 

9 
9 III 

-1 

19 

• 
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NUMBER ICA PRIORITY 

AP.EA 	 TYPE OF INCIDENT REPORTED RATING 

9-ch Floor 	 Attem,l:.lted Arson 1 

Attempted Suicide 1 

Attempted Burglary 1 IV 
 •
Larceny 2 

Criminal Trespass 2 

Dis Con 1 

Harassment 1 

Restrained Patient 1 


Sub Total 10 


2nd Floor 	 Burglary 2 

Dis Con 4 

Criminal Trespass 1 V 

Altercation 1 

Criminal-Mischief 1 


Sub Total 9 


3rd Floor 	 Burglary 1 

Larceny 1 

Attempted Larceny 1 

Criminal Trespass .3 


Sub Total 6 


5th Floor 	 Larceny 2 

Harassment 1 

Disorderly Patient 1 


Sub Total 4 


10th Floor 	 Attempted Arson 1 

Criminal Trespass 1 

Larceny 1 


Sub Total 3 


Cafeteria 	 Family Dispute 1 

Larceny 1 


Sub Total 2 


Team 211. 	 Larceny 2 


Social Services 	 Assault 1 


EKG Larceny 1 

Room 3eD Larceny 1 


Main Lobby Intoxicated Person 1 

1st Floor Supply Burglary 1 

Staff ElEVator Assault on Officer 

Grand Total 

1 
 •136 
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• As a result of our review we concluded that some of the posts 

presently covered at Woodhull cannot be supported on the basis 

of need and others appear overstaffed. We recommend the 

following: 

• 	 That the present staffing of the Emergency Room 
be reduced from 4 officers around the clock 7 days 
a week to 3 officers for the same period, as the 
area configuration permits all 3 Bmergency Room 
Posts to be covered by officers who are in sight 
of each other. 

Manpower Savings 4.5 

• 	 That the post at the Staff Elevators be eliminated 
as only one incident was reported in 10 months and 
that was an assault on,the officer •. 

Manpower Savings 4.5 

e That the Main Entrance be closed at the conclusion 
of visiting hours and the post not be covered during 
the evening hours. 

Manpower Savings '2.5 

STAFFING: 

We observed post placement at Manhattan VA, Montifiore, Bronx 

North Central and Woodhull Hospitals. While variations in 

security requirements are obvious based on the volume of 

visitors, patient population, number of psychiatric beds, 

methadone clinics, ~tc., we noted that certain similarities 

exist in every hospital. Each has the same mandated requirement 

to provide Detex Patrol between the hours of 10:00 PM and 6:00 

AM. Each tiospi tal covers what can be described as "essential It 

post requirements, i.e.; posts at entrances to provide security 

• 	 -9



for hospital property and to direct patient and visitor traffic, 

posts at Emergency Rooms and Psychiatric Emergency Rooms to • 
maintain order and prevent patient elopement. The remainder of 

posts appear to be arbitrarily created by individual directors 

or placed as a result of some incident which distrubed the pro

fessional staff. 

Our review of various type hospitals confirmed that security 

staffing requirements are 'Unique to each instit,ution. We con

eluded that any precise formula developed on such information 

as square feet, patient census, bed size, etc., would not have 

wide applicability. 

We recommend that staffing levels be established by analysis of 

the following criteria: 

• The 	 number of personnel required to staff posts 
mandated by law or Corporation policy, Oetex, 
Crime Prevention, training,investigations, etc. 

• 	The nllJl..i:er of personnel required to staff what 
has been previously described as "essential" 
positions, entrances, emergency rooms, etc • 

• The 	number of personnel required to provide secur
ity based upon a careful evaluation of security 
related incidents previously experienced. . 

(See 	Appendix A for detailed questions relative 
to this approach.) 

Utilizing this approach, our analysis of Woodhull Hospital's 

staffing needs are'as follows! 

-10
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• NUMBER OF NUMBER OF DAYS OF TIMES TOTAL FTE 

LOCATION OFFICERS 'fOURS WEEK RATIO REQUIRf-D 

Emergency Rooms 3 3 7 x 4.5 13.5 

Corrunand Center 2 3 7 x 4.5 9.0 

Detex Patrol 2 2 7 x 1.5 6.0 

Front Entrance 1 1 5 x 1.5 1.5 

Flushing Gate 1 3 7 x 4.5 4.5 

4th Floor 1 3 7 x 4.5 4.5 

6th to 9th Floors 1 3 7 x 4.5 4.5 

Clinics 1 1 5 x 1.5 1.5 

Rear Yard 1 3 7 x 4.5 4.5 

Perimeter Patrol 1 3 7 x 4.5 4.5 

Crime Prevention 1 Open 5 N/A 1.0 

Training and 1 Open 5 N/A 1.0 
Investigations 

TOTAL 56.0 

We are advised that 14 officers are required to staff sata11ite 

units at Cumberland NFCC, 960 Manhattan Avenue, 1420 Bushwick 

Avenue and lSC Maujer St'reet. Supervision is provided by Woodhull 

si.lpervisors. 

CONCLUSION: 

Woodhull is adequately staffed with Police Officers. The present 

complement is 69 officers. This provides 55 for service at 

Woodhull and 14 for use at the satal1ite locations • 

• 
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SUPERVISORS 

NUMBER •R'l\NK DUTIES REQUIRED 

Captains Total responsibility for 
platoon 7 days a week. 

one 3 

Lieutenants Supervise Woodhull security 7 
or Sergeants and the satellite units around 

the clock 7 days a week. 

While 5 Sgts. could provide 
coverage at WoodhuLl, 2 more 
are required to provide 
coverage at satellites and to 
relieve at Woodhull. 

TOTAL 10 

CONCLUSION: 


Woodhull is overstaffed by 5 sup~rvisors. The ratio of one 


supervisor for every 4.6 officers is too high. Suggested staffing 


reduces the number of supervisors to one for each 6.9 officers. 


BRONX NORTH CENTRAL: 


We visited Bronx North Central Hospital on November 1, 1985 and 


the staffing reported by the Director was as follows: 


RANK NUMBER 

Captains 1 

Lieutenants 3 

Sergeants 4 

Officers 37 

TOTAL 45 
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• On November 1, 1985, 8 officers were on sick report. This 

represents 22~ of the entire complement. Seven of these 

officers were on long-term disability and three had been out 

sick over one year. 

The State Auditors reported a sick percentage at Woodhull of 

over l4~. From the 22% sick rate we observed at Bronx North 

Central we concluded that this excessive sick rate may be a 
• 

Corporation wide problem. The post staffing problems reported 

by the administration of both Bronx North Central and Woodhull 

appear to be directly connected ~ith excessive absenteeism as 

opposed to any actual personnel shortage. 

OBSERVATIONS: 

We observed that two officers are assigned to the Psychiatric 

Emergency Room, 7 days a wee~i 24 hours a day. The Psychiatric 

Emergency Room is not secured. There are three entrances, two 

('If -..:hich remain open at all times. Therefore, the two officers 

c~nnot control entry or prevent patient elopement and it appears 

their only function is to provide a sense of security to the 

professional staff who are especially trained to work with this 

type of patient. 

The assignment of officers to the Psychiatric Emergency Room at 

Bronx North Central cannot be justified by demonstrated need. 

• 
There are two posts which are always covered located only a 
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short distance from the front and rear doors of the Psychiatric 

Emergency Room and these officers could provide assistance to 

the staff should the need arise. We calcul8ted the cost of 

Psychiatric Emergency Room coverage as follows: 

2 FTE x 3 Tours x 7 Days = 2 x 4.5 = 9 Officers 

Each officer costs approximately $23,000 in wages and fringe 

benefits bringing the annual cost of this unnecessary staffing 

to $207,000. We also note~ a supervisor relieving an officer 

on this post and were told that this is common practice. When 

supervisors' salaries are considered, the cost is ev~n higher. 

The Director reports that he does not always perform the man

dated Detex patrol, since to provide for this function he would 

have to uncover fixed posts such as the Psych Emergency Room 

which are considered more important. 

Our review of ;25 crimes reported during the first 10 months of 

t~6S revealed that unlike Woodhull, where the largest number of 

crimes reported took place in 5 specific locations, the incidents 

at Bronx North Central were widely separated throughout the 

hospital. 

The elimination of the fixed post in the Psychiatric Emergency 

Room would provide 9 officers to perform the mandated Detex 

patrol and to provide for a roving patrol, the need for which is 

supported by the number of incidents reported and their scattered 

locations. • 
-14
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,-	 ' • 

• 
CON:LL'SIO};,: 

Both Woodhull and Bronx North Central are adequately staffed 

with Police Officers and overstaffed with Supervisors who are 

sometimes used in place of Poli~e Officers who are unavailable 

due to excessive absenteeism. 

RECO!'-t.',1ENDATIONS: 

• 	 Post revisions should be made to ll'lOre effectively 
utilize available ~npower. 

• 	 Problems concerning poor communications, defective 
alarms f broken doors and the failure to utilize 
effective elctronic security systems should be 
addressed. 

• The 	 standardized system for reporting security 
incidents contained in Operating Procedure No. 220-4 
should be enforced. A system of periodic inspection 
by Corporate Security should be instituted to incur 
compliance~ 

. 	 The administrative problem concerning excessive sick 
time should be addressed at the Corporate level • 

• 
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APPENDIX "A" •
QUESTIONS WBICH ~~y ASSIST MANAGEMENT ~N 
DE'l'ER"~INING flt-',..r...NDATED" MANPOw"ER NEEDS. 

Question 

Is there any state law requiring that security 
be provided in any specific hospital area such 
as the psychiatric area? 

Are there any city or municipal ordinances re
quiring a fire watch during evening hours? If 
there is, consider the number of locations 
which must be visited, frequency of required 
visits, distance between locations, single 
building or multi-building complex, etc., to 
determine manpower requirements. 

Are there any contractual agreements which 
require the presence of a security officer or 
which establish that two officers must be 
present ,at any location? 

Has hospital administration elected to pro
vide security for a specific area in order to 
impt'ove public rela tions, ensure training of 
the security staff or to provide investigative 
services? 

'Any iaffirmative answer will require staffing without 
further qualification. 

YES NO 


-16 • 
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QF£S'TIONS HHICIi M.l·.Y Ji.S5!ST ~..AN.b.GEMErn' 'IN• D2TEKln!ar1G IlEssET~I:?fAL"l~OhT"£R NEEDS. 

Question' ~ES NO 

Have the number of entrances left open been 
rea\..lced t,o the al:5:>lute minimum number re
quired to sustain efficient hospital operations? 

Is electronic security err.ployed to best advant-. 
age? Ele=tronic alarms, TV monitors, controlled 
access door locks, etc., will reduce manpower 
needs. 

Are officers on post used to perform a dual 
function where possible, i.e., prevent the 
removal of hospital property and control 
visitor ~raffic, etc.? 

Are cOhlmunicatio~s effective? Can officers be 
dispatched promptly to required areas? Improved 
com.rr..micatic:ls can reduce rr.anpower needs. 

Is the perimeter secure and adequately lighted, 
~oors locked, fences in good repair, etc.?. 

}~y negative response will increase manpower requirements 
beyond that which can be considered "essential" • 

• -17
" 



QVESTIONS ~~~ICH MAY ASSIST ~~NAGEMENT IN DETERMINING •K~,\POKt:.R REQUI RD'JENTS BASED UPON A "DEMONS'TRATED NEED" 

Are many incidents reported from any specific YES NO 
area? 

If a post were established would the officer 
have good visibility? Can the uniformed 
presence be expected to reduce these incidents? 

Is the area large enough that it could be more 
effectively patrolled by scooter or other 
vehicle? 

During what hours are the incidents experienced? 

Is the value of the loss experienced or the danger 
to patients, staff or visitors sufficient to justify 
the manpower commitment? 

The establ's~r.~t of any post based on previously demonstrated 
need requires subjective judgement and should be reviewed semi
a~.n:ldlly to determine its effectiverless and to ensure that 
chdnging conditions have not eliminated the need for it. 

There is an extreme reluctance to eliminate a post once it has 
been established, even though the need for it no longer exists. 

• 
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SECurU'l'Y S'l'J\l;'!-'~' '. 
NEW VORt • MONTHLY REPOf.". JF OFFENSES,HEALTH Ah.... HOSPITALS CORPORATION APPENDIX "L" 
CENTRAL OFFICE SECURITY Date:LOSSES AND CALLS FOR SERVICE 

TO 	 Assistant Vics President 
Corporate Security Administration FACILITY 

FROM 
(Security Director) 

---~---------------------SUBJECT 	 MONTHLY REPORT OF OFFENSES, LOSSES AND CALLS FOR SERVICE 

The Statistical Report ot OtfenfI.Qs. Losses and Calls lor Service for the month 01 ____________ 19 ___ 

A. OFFENSES 
L••• -A"' Summon. 

Mlad..m.anora Felonl.a Violations AfT••ta InJurle. Weapon. 
- ..---- 

y.., 10 data Monlh y.., 10 data Month y.., to ciat. Monlh Ye.r to dale Month V.., 10 data Month Va., 10 da'e Month 

( 

During this month ________• HHC .587 Reports Less -A" Summons were SUbmitted. 
(number) 

B. PROPERTY LOSSES I PERSONAL 

Employ•• Oth.rPatlantCorpora'. 

Reported 
Value 

Cumulative 
Value 

Reported 
Value 

Cumulative 
Value 

Reported 
Value 

Cumulative 
Value 

Reported 
Value 

Cumulative 
Value 

-----  ----,._- ------ 
.. --  ---~-, . - -~---- --"< - ~ - . - -- ~ "-

C. CALLS FOR SERVICE 
Number of caUs current month: SECURITY DIRECTOR 

(Signature) 
Totet Number of calls current year: 

http:OtfenfI.Qs


SECURITY STAFFING 

APPENDIX 11M" 

.EW YORK CITY HEALTH & HOSPITALS CORPORATION 

"46 Broadway • New York, New York 10013 


June 13, 1986 

Dear Associate, 

In the past I have had the opportunity to address our 
merrbership ~t lARS seminars. During those meetings I have 
been impressed with the professional level and developed 
expertise of the members. You are the leaders and mentor .. 
of the hospi ta 1 secu r i ty industry. For that rea son I ask 
you to consider one of the more difficult to define issues 
of a cleareut security staffing formula for health care 
facilities. Presently many of our colleagueG agree that 
the current utilization of a facility's square footage, as 
the primary staffing consideration is inadequate. ~ecently 
we hired an independent consulting firm to explore the 
feasibility of developing such a formula. The consultant. 
report, while certainly a viable and workable document could 
not possibly encompass everything that's needed to be 
considered. Constraints on both time and resources simply 
did not allow it. However, it occurred to me that members 
of the lARS probably comprise the greatest collective resource 
of hospital security knowledge today. Therefore, I would 
like to request your assistance in the development of auch 
a formula. 

I arr. des i rous of reee i vi ng your thouqht s on wha tis 5 ues or 
related job aspects should be identified which can serve a. 
the basis for the staffing formula. '1'0 that purpose we are 
forwarding herewith the first generation results of our initial 
& tep s to ...·a rds deve lopi ng thi 6 f o llTPJ 1a. The ma teri al includes 
several staffing factors accompani~d with attendant guidelines 
and additionally, a series of pertinent questions which ahould 
serve to assist security managers in determining their manpower 
needs. Hopefully you can expand, modify, even refute aome 
of our early thoughts on this issue. 

I want to thank you for your consideration in this matter. 
Please direct your response to my Associate, Charles Stettner, 
Assistant Director Corporate Security, 346 Broadway Room 
1114, New York, New York 10013, or if you have any questions 
which require immediate clarification please call him at (212) 
566-8428. 

tee 
Charles P. Confiolly, C.P.P.• Assistant Vice President 

©:~..... ',,',;' ,-Corporate Security Administration 
~. \. ~ \:'·u/.t;.u~~· 

CPC/ic 



NEW YORK CITY HEAlTH & HOSPITALS CORPOAATlON 

346 Broadway • New York. New YOr); 100'3 • 
~-E-~-O-~-A-N-D-O-M 

June 13, 1986 

'1'0: 	 lARS Member .. 

SUBJECT: 	 SrlRVEY ASSISTANCE REQUESTED 
A.PPENDIX A 

Attached is a ~raft of • number of staffing factors with 
appropriate guidelines which SHC Corporate Security 
AdlT,inistration will utilize to establish • security staffing 
formula. 

'1'he first four factors in our judgment are considered as being 
the most important wor~load indicators for staffing needs 
and will be the primary basis for the ~evelopment and 
application of a weighted allocation formula. Special 
co~ditions a~a/or uniq~e circumstance present at some facilities 
can be 5urfaced by the remaining factors and would be considered 
before ~ final .. taffing determination is made. 

We ask that you critique these staffing factors and their 
attendant guidelines. In your comments please feel free to 
expand, modify or refute the material. With your help we 
hope to develop a management tool not only adequate but flexible 
for application by any security manager who may be required 
to determine proper security staffing levels. 

As a security management professional I am aure you wil.l agree 
that "no one of us is as smart as all of us·. Theref"re, 
I urge your cooperation ~n making this initiative a worthwhile 
endeavor. . 

Sa~p~~, 
Charles P. Connolly, C.P.P. v ~ 
Assistant Vice President 
Corporate Security Administration 

CPC/ic • 
Attachme.nts 



NEYt' YORK CITY HEALTH & HOSPITALS CORPORATION 
"346 Broaj~ay • New York, New...·York 10013 •r,-E-M-O-R-A-N-O-U-M 

June 13, 1986 

'to : lARS HeIr,bers 

SUBJECT: SURVEY ASSISTANCE REQUESTED 
APPENDIX B 

At tached are a series of Ql.H!stl ~ns f5es.ignec to surface proper
staffing levels by analysis of the follo~ing criteria: 

1.) ~a~date~ Assignments 

The number of personnel required to ~taff 
posts, mandated by law, corporate policy, 
governmental regulations, etc. 

2.) Oe~onstrated Deployment 

The number of personnel required to provide
minimal security based upon a careful 
evaluation of security related incidents 
previously experienced and a likelihood 
of re-occurrence - exists. 

3.) Essential Staffing Needs 

The number of personnel required to staff 
essential positions, such as entrances, 
emergency rooms, etc. 

We ask for your critique of the following questions which are 
meant to determine " basi. for staffing requirement.. Pleale 
feel free to expand, modify and even refute the material 
contained herein. It is our hope that with your help the above 
mentioned staffing criteria viII expand to provide a 
multi-listing of necessary questions that a security manager 
will find useful. 

... / 

• 



• lAH5 Mer-,bers 

Page Two 

Such a directory of Cluestions will serve .11 . resource to the 
Security Man~ger in need Qf operational guidelines that can 
be applied as.; a JT',al'iagement tool regarding formulation of • 
staffing level speeific to his/her aecurity environment. The 
J'lU'!T\ber of appropriate question. to be a.ked are limited only
by one's imagination. 

I would like the opportunity to express WJy appreciation for 
your cooperation in this matter. 

Corporate Security Adminiltration 

CPC/ic 

Attachment 

ar1.1 P. Connolly, C.P;P. 
Assistant Vice President 

• 




APPEN:JIX B 


Qtl!5'I'1C?~S W1i1C1i )I.)..Y AS!tJS'l' MJ..N~CE..cr:NT TN 

Or'J'ER.I.!!'NING -"''''''};DA'!'tC- MANPO..."tR NttDS. 


gu~.tion: YES-
Is there any Itlte law r~u1r!n9 that .e~ur1ty 
be provided in any specific hOlpit41 are. 'aucb 
&5 the p5~chiatric area? 

Are there any city or ~uniclpal or~inan~•• re
quiring a fire watch ~urlrig evening houri? If 
there ii, consider the ~urnber of locltiona 
which must 'be YiI1te~, frequency of required 
Vi5~ts, distance between locationl, .in;l. 
building or ~ulti-bu11~ing complex, etc., to 
~eterrnine manpower requirement.~ 

Are there any contrl~tual Agree~ntl which 
re~uire the pre5en~e of ••eeurity officer or 
which establi.h that two officer. mUlt be 
present at any location? 

Ha. hospital AdViiniltration elected to pro
vide security for a Ipecific area in order to 
1~prove public relation., ensure training of 
the security staff or to provide investigatIve 
services? 

Any affirmative answer vill require ,taffing without 
further qualification. 

• 
'110-

• 




• 
S2uestion 

Hive the nur~er of entrance. left o~n ~an 
reduced to the .ts~lute ~inimum nU"~er re
q\Ji red t.O au' t.ain e! fie ie,nt hospi tal ope:,rat.ionu? 

Is electrc''lic: .eC'urity e..rr.plcyec,ll to belt Advant-. 
age? Ele:tronic al!~s, TV monitor., controlled 
&ece" door lockl, etc •• will reduce ~npower 
needs. 

Are officers en post used to ~rfcrm a ~ual 
f~nction ~here possible, i ••.• prevent the 
re~oval of hospital property And contrel' 
visitor ~raffic, etc.? 

Are eOt.\":'lunicatlons effective? ean officer. b. 
(51 SP! tche d pror.-.ptly to requi red area.? Improvea 
eOlT'.io.Jni ca t iC!"'li can reduce rr.l1npower needs. 

Is ~le peri~eter secure and ade~uately 11ghced t 
~oors locked, fences in good repair, atc.? 

YES- -"0 


'.ny negative response will increase p-,anpoI.Jer requirement.
beyond that Which can be considered -essential- • 

• 




Qt.:..rs710s s "i''HICH MAY ASSIST MANAG't~.ENT IN t>tTEAAINING 
,.,..:....':?:)'...!:RmtifRi.~fS"iASED UPON Ii ·Pt"'.::JNSTAATED 'NE:EO· 

AIe man~ incidents report.~ from an~ .peeific 

ar...? 


%f • post were eJtab11lhe~ vou16 the officer 

have 900~ visibility? Can the uniformed 

pre,enc~ be expected to reduc. these 1nci~.ntl7 


II the area large enough that It coul~ ~ more 
effectively patrolled by scooter or other 
vehicle? 

During what hour. ar~ the incidents experIenced? 

Is the value of thE los. experienced or the ~anier 
to patientJ, .taff or visitors .ufficient to ~uJt1fy
the rr.a. np;;,laer com.'r.l tment? 

The estab! ~ SM.':'!"It of any post based on previously c5eIT'Onst.rated 
need requires subjective ju~gement and should be reviewed semi
.~n~ally to determine its effectiveness and to ensure that
ch6nging conditions have not eliminated the need for it. 

There is an extreme reluctance to eliminate a poat onee It hal 
been established, even though the need for It no longer exi.tl • 

• 


• 




SECURITY STAFFING 
BEC CORPORATE SECURITY ADVISORY BOARD APPENDIX "Nil 

_ niel P. Courtenay 
~rector of Security 
S. Banknote 


345 Budson Street - 17th Floor 

New York, NY 10014 


Thomas McGovern 

Vice President 

Security & Maintenance 

Consolidated Edison 

4 Irving Place 

New York, NY 10003 


Michael McNulty 
Vice President 
Rockefeller Center Management Corp. 
1230 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10020 

Walter Connery 

Director of Office of 

Professional Responsibility 

u.S. Naturalization and Immigration 
26 Federal Plaza - Room 11-100 D 
New York, NY 10278 

Robert McInerney 

Philip Morris, Inc. 

120 Park Avenue - 17th Floor 

New York, NY 10017 

Daniel P. Guido 

129 Seward Avenue 

Mineola, NY 11501 


Charles. Rempe 

General Security Manager 

New York Telephone Company 

1095 6th Avenue 

New York, NY 10036 


James C. McGrath, 3rd. 

Senior Vice President 

American Express 

American Express Plaza 

New York, NY 10004 


Stanley Price 

Director of Security 

NYU medical Center 

560 First Avenue 

New York, NY 10016 


Thomas Lawlor 

Assistant Vice President 

Corporate Security 

W.R. Grace Inc. 
1114 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10036 

Anthony Luizzo 
Director of Security 
NYC Public Development Corp. 
161 William Street 
New York, NY 10038 

Richard J. Steinel 

Manager, Security 

ITT Communications & 

Information Services, J:nc. 

100 Plaza l'lrive 

Secaucus, NJ 07096 


Louis Tyska 
Director of Corporate Security 
Revlon, Inc. 
2147 Route 27 
Edison, N.J. 08818 

George Murphy 
Manager of Security 
Mobil Corporation 
150 East 42nd Street 
New York, NY 10017 

Mal Stafford 
District Manager 
'1'011 Fraud & Law Enforcement 
New York Telephone Company 
1095 6th Avenue 
New York, NY 10036 

Patrick Murphy 
Vice President 
Director Worldwide Security 
Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. 
165 Broadway 

• 
New York, New York 10080 
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SECURITY ST.1l.FFING 
APPENDIX "0" 

NEW YORK CITY HEALTH & HOSPITALS CORPORATION 

• 	 Broadway • New York, New York 10013 

M-E-M-O-R-A-N-D-U-M 

March 31, 1986 

TO: P. Sladack (Chairman) 	 Sea View Hospital 
E. Lace:;:-ra 	 Coney Island Hospital 
C. Stettner 	 Corporate Security 
P. Horne Woodhull Hospital 
cpt. E. Godette Metropolitan Hospital 
CT?t. A. Woodard Harlem Hospital 
Cpt. T. Moriarity Bellevue Hospital 
cpt. L. Olivo Lincoln Hospital 
Sgt. M. Boone Queens Eospital 

r. () c.-.-
FROM: 	 Charles P. Connolly ~ 


Assistant Vice President 

Corporate Security Administration 


SUBJECT: 	 CORPORATE SECURITY TASK FORC&COMMITTEE ON MANNING 

OR STAFF LEVELS 


-----------------------.,.-------------------------------------------

I want to take this opportunity to express our appreciation for 

the interest and dedication shown by your participation. My Staff 

and I look forward to working ltd th you on this extremely worthwhile 

project. 


As formulated at the Security Director's Council meeting held on 

Thursday, March 20, 1986, you have been designated as a member 

of the Corporate Security Task Force Committee Qn Manning or Staff 

Levels. 


The committee will meet at the call of the Committee Chairman. 

A draft recommended procedure will be submitted by June 1, 1986. 


CPC/ic 

cc: 	 Jo Ivey Boufford 


Carlotta A. Brantley 

James L. Wegman 

Vincent R. Roberts 

Harry Moldaw 


• 
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NEW YORK CITY HEALTH AND HOSPITALS CORPORATION 


Internal Memorandum 
 •To; Chor]es Connolly Date: December 19i 1986 
C0rporate Security 

From Peter G. Sladack Subied: Chairman I S Report on 
..irE'rt0r.~. Staffing Committee._/. 

,,~,/'~ - " 
"'.... , ~ 

..,t. ~ ~4"~ 
... 

Per our recent discussion, I am foruarding my report on 
the Staffing Con~ittee which I had the honor of chairing. 

Please review it and I will call during the week to see 
if there are any revisions which are required. 

The staffing formula now reflects our suggested ~hanges based 6n 
past s and independent research and in our opinion can 
be applied system-wide. 

PGS/bp 
attac:h:nent 

• 




Task F0rce Coc~ittcc appointed by Charles Connolly, Assistant 

rice President, Corporate Security of the New York City Healtb 

and Hosj:'itals Corporation. 

,\ s t 11 e c h air per son for t h i~; c 0 Jr. i:1 itt e e, I a r ran g e d me e tin g d ate s , 

location and iacilitated the discussions. The committee was 

comprised of nine individuals from eight different hospitals 

and Corporation's Central Office. Ei~h of the nine were regular 

participants. The designee from Bellevue Hospital was unable to 

attend any session because of conflicting SCheduling or pressing 

problems in his Institution. He, however, did converse with me 

at length via the telephone on t~o separate occasions expressing 

his opinions openly and candidly and tonstructively. His ideas 

were vicariocsly coc~u~icated Ly me to the group and melded into 

cur findini;s. 

In the body of this report, certain statistics are quoted. "lh ile 

\.J e use. d the thou g h t s g i v e'n to usb y Bell e vue, the' s tat i s tic s do 

not reflect their participation. 

PERSO~~EL CO~POSITE==========:======== 

Four nembers of the group are ~anagerial employees. Three are 

Hospital Administrators with latitude for independent judgment 

and decision making within each respectivE hospital. The other 

is a manager in the Central Office Corporate Security Office. 

Two of the Ad~inistr~tors had multi-faceted departmental 

jurisdiction in addition to Security. ~etween these managers 

• exists a 30 year agsregate of diverse administrative/managerial 

authority. Of this group, two are forner New York City Police 

Officers; one a former Security Officer with the ~nited ~ations 

and the other a Human Reso~rces/Labor Relations specialist. 



Page 2 • 
T~c r2nk n~~ [i18 ~c~~crs consisted of three Captains and one 

S l r ,: t. _".:~ ~ • L:c!: \.:;:: !,..:rs,':.olly recor::r::ended by his or her Security 

Director on the bi.1sis of integrity, job knovlledge, commitment 

to In~ enforceccnt and personnel at~ributes which singled them 

out as outstandip.~ officers. These staff members averaged 

ne3rlv 15 years of security/safety experience each. 

The ~roups ethnicity was one Black female; three Black males; 

one mole of Hispanic origin, and three male Caucasicns. This 

represented a ~ood cross current of the racial mix of both 

Corporate eop1oyees as well as the patients/clients dealt with 

throu;h hospital care and service. 

All of the mer::bers were oinimally high school graduates with 

nearly a two year average of advanced studies. All were participahts 

in one ~ay or another in speci2l courses or seminars offered 

outside the Corporation in the private sector. As. a 11 ,.... ere 

supervisors on various levels each was familiar with addressing 

groups and none was restricted or reticient in cogently expressing 

his or her viewpoint. A high degree of in~ight and concern ~as 

execplified at each session and active participation was the norm 

rather than th~ exception. 

The participants represented the five boroughs of Kew York City 

ran~ing fro~ Harler:: Hospital in an inner-city pr~Aominantly black 

neighborho02 to Sea ~iew, a Staten Island Nursing Horne located 

in a nearly ~hite area, to the Central Office in the downtown 

~anhattan Civic Center. 

Some of the hospitals ~re situated on main City blocks adjacent 

to su~wEys/bus stops heavily travelled by pedestrian traffic, • 



Page 3• 
to one hosrita1 -- [h~ nursin~ home -- located an eighth 

of a ~i]i off a seccndary road and nestled in 400 wooded acres. 

the 

nuli0n'~ ]ar;c~t cu~icir31 health care system, forty-four 

rerL~nt ~cre rerr~sent~d by the conmittee. 

L:,: c } u Gin 2- t 1: e ~ tJ r sin ~ 11 0 r.:e, e a c 11 0 f the 0 the r f i v e h 0 S pit a Is 

has a psychiatric unit as we!1 as alcoholic/detoxification 

units. Three are medical centers and combined all five handle 

over three quarters of a million emergency room cases per year. 

Any type of approved medical care is given by at least one of 

these acute care facilities running the gamut of care from 

world rekno~ned burn center, to micro surgery groups to nuclear 

medicine, to geriatric specialization, etc. 

O\'ERVI Eh' ======== 

The 2~ove statistics are ~iven as a montage to demonstrate the 

diversity and broad spectrum of situations which may be encoun

tered by Security, i.e., a situation might be so trivial asa 

child ~ho won't stop cryin£. to a belligerent teenager on angel 

dust. to the homeless. to dealing with the exigencies, diffi

culties and attending complications arising out of a plane crash. 

Co-lateral with each of these are distraught family members or 

friends denanding instaneous treatment. Numerous cases are 

conplicated by patients speaking esoteric languages. or at least 

languages t~at are not common among the polyglot languages 

spoken in ~ew York, e.g .• Serbo-Croation-Yugoslavia. 

The Special Officers certified to administer hospital Security are 

• 
trained professionals with ~ew York State Peace Officer status . 
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They are cognizant of the State penal code with on-going 

traininb and education given through John Jay College of 

Criminal Justice. Many of these officers reside in the district 

in which they work. The hospitals give specialized training 

in handling psychiatric patients and by extension this spills 

over into dealing ~ith and controlling unruly visitors and 

friends of patients. 

Ma~y of the H?spitals have the latest technology offered by 

Security such as closed circuitry TV, electronic door locks, 

motion and sensor detectors as well as patrol vehicles, hand 

held radios, and computers. The few Institutions which do not 

have most of these devices will have them in the forseeable 

future. Most have investigators among their ranks trained to 

undercover and surveillance techniques and interogation. 

COMMENTS ======== 

I have deliberately avoided commenting on particulars discussed 

by the committee as a colleague in the group is elucidating on 

these and it would be superfluous to delineate on it. 

However, the most salient feature collectively adduced was that 

each location exemplified a unique personality, and staffing 

needs at each was different from location to location. Lobby 

control imperative in one hospital was not an apparent problem 

in another prioritized posts in one setting were only a secondary 

consideration elsewhere. 

Other than petite larceny the various Security Departments 

exercised great guardianship of their respective Institutions, 

but it is an unending up-hill struggle with no allowance for 

relaxation. It appears that the challenge offered by such a • 
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huge and diversified system is being met with an equally 

responsible affirmative and enlightened approach in dealing 

with ~e~ Yorkers and the socio/psychological environmental setting. 

The committee met on three different days (June 17, July 17 

and August 25, 1986) and each session lasted about four hours. 

The group literally talked itself out,so that at the closing 

there was no topic left untouched or unturned. Each member 

came well prepared having done independent research. There was 

little critical disparaging of others remarks because all could 

associate by past experience with events related. This 

immediate case agreement mitigated the necessity for debate 

and expedited the meetings allowing development of isolated 

incidents permitting us to venture into nearly every perceptible 

security situation conceivable. 

The formula has been adjusted as per our input and the committee has 
unanimously signified their acceptance af the product as a reliable 
staffing formula which can be uniformly applied . 

• 




• NEVI YORK CIll' HEALTH & HOSPITALS CORPORATION 
346 Broadway • New York, New York 10013 

M-E-M-O-R-A-N-D-U-M 


January 14, 1987 

TO: Charles P. Connolly 
Assistant Vice President 
Corporate Security Administration 

FROM: Charles Stettner~ 
Assistant Direct~al Services 

SUBJECT: CORPORATE SECURITY STAFFING TASK FORCE 

Tha Task Force convened on 6/17, 7/17 and 8/25/86 at Central 

Off Present were P. Sladack, E. Lacerra, P. Horne, E. Godette, 

A. Woodard, L. Olivo, M. Boone and C. Stettner. Discuss were the 

even staffing factors prepared by Corporate Security and the 
tasks associated with proper completion of the staffing study. 
The results are: 

Factor #1 was accepted intact by the committee. 

Factor #2 The committee discussed the language utilized in the 
tor. The present language was unclear as to whether the 

information called for was to be taken only from Incident Reports 
(HHC 587) or was the total also to reflect responses made from 
calls for service. 

Factor #3 The committee suggested that the Guidelines for this 
factor should be standardized throughout the system. Each 
committee member agreed to complete factor 3 for their particular 

ility and forward their response to the chairman. 

Factor #4 The committee agreed that fingerprinting of all new 
facility employees by the security department is a task performed 
by most present and should be added to the representative list 
of programs. 

• Factor #5 The committee suggested that these special situation 
posts should be required to have both post orders and post 
descriptions and directions to this ef ct should be included 
in the instructions. 
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Factor #6 was accepted intact by the committee. •
Factor #7 The committee felt that the make-up of non-patient 
population consists of: visitors, staff, vendors. A point was 
made that some facilities allow coffee shop concessionaires to 
serve the general public and that the instructions should give 
direction to the effect that special situations can be listed 
and explained. 

Factor #8 The committee suggested that provision should be made 
to list the average number of vehicles parked in eachconcessioned 
parking lot as several facilities utilize Special Officers to 
provide security at these sites. 

Factor #9 The committee suggested that questions a & b be changed 
to include the word "land" before area, in order to improve 
comprehension. 

Factor #10 was accepted intact by the committee 

Factor #11 The committee felt it would be important for the 
instructions to specify some external security conditions. 

The committee completed its review of the staffing formula 
requirements as revised by their input and unanimously signified 
their acceptance of the product as a reliable staffing formula 
which can be uniformly applied, system-wide. 

• 




SECURITY.STAFFING 

APPENDIX "p" 

• 

HOSPITAL SECURITY OFFICER 

STAFFING REQUIREMENTS 

The protection level of any given healthcare organization is that level 

assigned, either specifically or tacitly, by the administrative authority 

of that organization. Thus the protection level is one of individual facility 

philosophy or priority. 

In the way of analogy, two individuals with similar, or exactly the same, 

circumstances will invariably assign different philosophies~"to the Issue 
,

of life insurance. One may have an abundance of protection, while the 

second may have little or none. 

It must also be clearly understood that the protection level provided a 

healthcare organization cannot be measured in terms of security manpower 

alone. A protection level is established as a system utilizing many different 

safeguards such as alarms, fencing, eeTV, locks, in-service education, 

and security staff applied in varying degrees. The security staff is merely 

one safeguard. It is, however. imperative that a foundation of security 

patrol and response capability be established. This capability. especially 

In smaller organizations. may be performed by persons other than designated 

security personnel. As example. a Maintenance employee may be assigned 

a security patrol and respons~ function as part of his maintenance job 

function in the very small facility. 

STAFFING FACTORS 

The fol/ow"ing major factors should be utilized to determine the security 

manhours to be applied to a specific healthcare organization: 

• 
1. Establish the desired response time for called for services broken 

down into: 

Emergency situation (assault, fire situation, disturbance, injury) 

Non-emergency situation (escorts, motorist assist, patient 

assist. deliveries, missing property) 
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•2. 	 Establish the desired frequency of patrol inspection of specific areas. 

(Note, this frequency will vary by time of day.) In order to facilit.ate 

planning it is suggested that the following general areas serve as 

a base for analysis: 

Parking areas 

In-patient bed areas 

Facility public areas 

Ancillary patient care areas, i.e., lab, x-ray, physical therapy 

Support areas, i.e .• food services, medical records, maintenance, 

and engineering 

This patrol frequency should be viewed a's that required for routine 

day-to-day patrols and does not allow for an increase in patrol activity 

of a 	given area as a tactical response to a new or increased security 

vulnerability. Assign the time factor required for these patrols for 

each 	day of the week. 

3. 	 Determine the need (philosophy and priority) of security fixed post 

~ssignments and the number of manhours required to fill these posts. 

Fixed post assignments will reduce the amount of manpower required 

for both patrol and response time considerations. 

4. 	 List a/l scheduled routine functions (excluding patrol and called for 

response) performed by security by the hour and day. Assign 8 

time factor that it takes to accomplish this activity. Examples would 

be scheduled cash escorts, locking lunlocking, picking up parking 

receipts, bank run, deliveries, putting up and taking down the flag. 

equipment checks. 

5. 	 List all non-scheduled activities but routinely performed by security 

personnel. Assign an estimated time factor. It may be easier to 

calculate the time required on each of three workshifts as opposed 

to the hourly approach as required in calculating the time rp.quirements •for scheduled activity. Examples of this category of activity would 

be preliminary investigation or problem resolution by first response 
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field officers, handling lost and found, unscheduled locking or unlocking, 

assisting with patients on an emergency basis, acceptance of emergency 

shipments, assisting in releasing valuables, acting as a witness, preparing 

repo!"ts, etc. It is not uncommon for this category of activity to 

take up fifty percent or more of the individual officer's working time. 

The end result will be to calculate the manhours required to accomplish 

the defined security mission. While the manhour requirements will be 

viewed on an hourly and dairy basis, it is suggested that the manhours 

required be projected to the weekly total. The weekly total provides not 

only a summation of each of the different days of the week. but allows 

for easy conversion to an FTE (Full-Time Equivalent) employee basis. 

It is not uncommon for manpower need to vaFY with each. different weekday. 

However, such needs generally remain fixed from week-te-week with the 

exception of special assignments due to planned or unplanned events. 

SAMPLE MODEL 

One should now be able to develop a model in a manner in which the previously 

discussed factors can be utilized. While all hospitals wi" vary I this sample 

model may very well be applicable to a hospital with the following general 

profile: 

General medical/surgical facility 

300 licensed beds located in the inner city 

Medium emergency room patient load pattern 

Basic 20 year old. five story structure with newer additions 

of less than five floors with property covering six city square 

.blocks 

Six doors with heavy ingress legress activity. Seven with minor 

• 
such activity I and an additional fourteen doors designated as fire 

exits any 

Parking for 725 vehicles on surface lots scattered around the facility 

990 fuJI-time equivalent employee count 

Medium crime area 
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•MODEL CATEGORIES 

I. 	 Response Time 

Emergency response time defined 3-14 minutes 

Routine response time defined 10 minutes 

II. 	 Patrol Frequency 

Parking areas every 30 minutes 

In-patient bed areas 

6A - 8P every II hours 

8P - 6A every 2 hours 

Auxiliary patient care areas 


6A - 6P every II hours 


6P - 6A every 2 hours 


Support 	areas 


6A - 6P as called 


6P - 6A every 3 hours 


III. 	 Fixed Post Assignments 

Emergency room liP - 8A 

Security operations center 24 hours 

Employee entrance 6A - 6P 

Parking lot one (visitors) 8A - liP 

Employee parking lot 2P - liP 

lOP - 12M 

IV. 	 Scheduled DutieslActivities in Hours 

Days Swings Mids 


Sunday 1 1 1 


Monday 3 2 1 


Tuesday 2 2 1 


Wednesday 2 2 1 


Thursday 2 2 1 


Friday 2 2 1 


Saturday 1 1 1 
 • 
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• V. Non-Scheduled Duties I Activities in Hours 

Days Swings Mids 

Sunday 12 12 5 

Monday 14 18 6 

Tuesday 12 1S 6 

Wednesday 12 lS 6 

Thursday 12 15 6 

Friday 18 20 8 

Saturday 12 12 5 

PROJECTED SECURITY WORKLOAD 

IN HOURS 

Week 
Su M T W Th F Sa Total 

I 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 504 hours 

II * * * * * * • 
III 64 611 64 64 64 64 64 448 

IV 3 6 5 5 5 5 3 32 

V 29 38 33 33 33 46 40 252 

Totals per 
Day 168 180 174 174 174 187 179 1,236 hours 

* Included in the hours scheduled for Category I. 

Notes: 

The above projections do not include an allocation of hours 

required for fringe benefits (vacation/sick/funeral). training 

hours, or required additional manpower loading for emergency 

situations or special events. 

It should be noted that a nominal increase in scheduled or 

• 
non-scheduled activities will not materially effect emergency 

response time. An increase in this area of activity will reduce 

preventive patrol time and generally slow response to non-emergency. 

calls for service. 
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CONVERSION OF PROJECTED 

SECURITY MANPOWER NEEDS TO STAFFING • 
Projected Workload 1,236 hrs Iweek ; 40 hrs = 31.1 FTE 

Fringe Factor based 31 FTE x 168 hrs = 5,208 hrs'; 2,080 hrs = 2.S 

on 21 days of off time 

per officer, per year 

Training Time based 31 FTE x _0 hrs = ',240 hrs ~ 2,080 hrs = .6 

on average of 5 days 

per officer, per year 

Extra Special Assignment .2 

coverage per year is 
34." FTEestimated at 452 Hours 

CONCLUSION 

It would require 34. II FTE security officers to staff this hypothetical hospital 

security operation. This number of personnel are working field personnel 

and does not include supervisory or administrative personnel. 

Prepared By: 

Russell Colling 
Director of Security 
Hospital Shared Services of Colorado 
333 East Nineteenth Avenue 

July 1986 Denver, Colorado 80203 • 



SECURITY STAFFI~C 

APPENDIX "Q" 

• foreword 

The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH) 
is a not-far-profit organization whose primary purpose is 
to promote high quality in the provision of health care and 
related human services. JCAH's member organizations include 
the American College of Physicians, the American Co11ege of 
Surgeons, the American Dental Association, the American 
Hospital Association, and the American Medical Association. 

JCAH conducts voluntary accreditation and education programs 
throughout the United States for general acute care hospitals, 
adult psychiatric facilities, child and adolescent psychiatric 
facilities, drug abuse treatment and rehabilitation programs, 
alcoholism treatment programs, corrrnunity mental ht~a1th 

services, long term care facilities, and ambulatory health 

.",,(, 

-
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care organizations. Approximately 7,400 facilities, services, 
and programs currently hold JCAH accreditation. 

This Safety C2inia Handbook~ which is used as the text for 
JCAH's Safety Clinic workshops, provides an overview of 
life safety for health care facilities. This Handbook 

is a combination of JCAH's Safety ctinia t and Safety ctinia 

2 handbooks, which have been published separately in the 
past. Both books were slightly revised to make them consistent 
with current JCAH requirements, and the "Resources" sections 
were updated to include articles through 1982. The books 
have been combined into this Safety C2inia Handbook to 
provide hospital staff with one reference source for common 
life safety questions . 

• 




Moduh.' 


Category 


Capsule 

Statement 


Questions' 

Responses 


• 

Security 

Facility Policy 

Specific guidelines must be established for the 
direction, responsibilities, and authority of the 
security program. In addition, policies and 
procedures must be established for security personnel 
to follow. 

1. 	 Why does JCAH ~equi~e hospitaZs to ~int~in a 
secu~ity p~og~? 

JCAH requires all hospitals to establish a 

security program to protect patients, per~onnel, 


and the public. Security programs vary depending 

on the size, location, and population of the 

hospital. Security services should be designed to 

protect individuals within the hospital and must 

stay within guidelines set by the governing board 

and local laws. 


2. 	 What is the diffe~ence bet~een a p~vata and a 
contract secu~ity fo~~e? 

A private security force is composed of persons 

hired and paid by the institution. A contract 

force uses personnel provided by an agency or 

company on a fee-for-service basis. When a 

contract force is used, the agency or company 

recruits, trains, and supervises security 

personnel; however, the hospital must establish 

its responsibilities. 


• 
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policy & systems 


3. ~at is a statement of authority? 

A statement of authority documents the 
institutionts support of its security force. Such 
a statement demonstrates that the administration 
gives its full support to the security force 
provided the security force's actions are within 
the security policy guidelines. The statement 
gives security personnel the authority to carry 
out their responsibilities: 

~at shouZd be incZuded in security contingency 
pZans'? 

Contingency plans should include policies and 
procedures to be followed during employee strikeS 
(including strikes by security personnel), civil 
disturbances on hospital premises, bomb threats, 
and other internal disasters. The plans should 
also define the security force's role during 
natural disasters, such as severe weather or fire, 
and when requests for assistance from other 
hospitals or from the community are received. 

5. Can safety and security p,..ogr':lJ1fS be combined? 

A hospital can meet the standards in any way that 
is effective for that particular institution. 
Some facilities designate one person or department 
to be responsible for both functions. Other 
facilities divide the responsibilities. 

g; 
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Module 

Category 

Capsule 
Statement 

Questions,' 
Responses 

Securi ty 

Patient, Personnel, and Visitor Security 

All patients have a right to personal security, and 
facilities have a responsibility to take reasonable 
steps to provide a secure environment. 

A proper and effective security program will also help 
ensure the safety of visitors and employees as well as 
protect the facility_ This can be achieved through an • 
employee identification system and strict exit and 
entry control. Only when security abus~s are 
discouraged can a facility provide a functional and 
secure health care environment. 

1. What a~e some measu~es that couLd be impLemented 
to p~ovide security? 

Several measures may help provi.de security, 
including the following: 

Every facility should have exit and entry 
control. Many organ~zations limit the number 
of entry points to the building, both for 
employees and visitors. (Remember that exits 
may be locked against entry; however, they must 
not be locked or obstructed in such a way that 
rapid escape in an emergency is prevented.) An 
exit search ~olicy, if utilized, should be well 
defined, approved by the facility, uniformly 
applied, and meet current legal guidelines. 

Every visitor, whether visiting a patient or 
an employee, should carry a visitor pass. All 
passes should be dated and should state whom 
the visitor wants to see and where that 
individual can be found. Visitors should be 
required to return passes. 

·'•• 'F ,Miihif4mw- Haws $.& "S*516'bM * 
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policy & systems 


One of the most common methods of providing 
security 1s the use of a closed-circuit 
television system. Cameras can be mounted in 
waiting areas, stairwells, and various 
potential trouble spots. The units should be 
monitored at a central c~mmunication point and 
controlled by a security officer. 

One of the best ways to provide patient 
security is with a well-trained security staff. 
All the cameras, alarms, or visitor passes will 
be ineffective unless they are controlled by a 
well-trained staff. 

The education of facHi ty personnel in the 
importance of patient and facility security can 
create an atmosphere of vigilance that prevents 
and deters many security problems. 

Incident reports should be reviewed because 
they can indicate problem areas that need 
corrective actions. 

Provide lighting for exterior walkways. entry! 
exit areas, and secluded areas. 

Conduct routine inspections, especially during 
low-use hours and when areas are unoccupied. 

2. Why is exit and ent~ cont~o! impo~tant? 

Many institutions require both visitors and 
employees to enter and leave the facility at 
designated locations. This allows the facility to 
control who enters and leaves the premises. All 
employees should have an identification badge. 
Visitor passes should be available for visitors, 
salespeople, and other persons not employed by the 
facility • 
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3. 	 Because employee identification badges can be 

stolen o~ duplicated~ can they ~eally be 
conside~ed an effective pa~t of the 8ecu~ty 
system? 

The most widely used employee identification 
system is an identification badge with a picture 
of the employee. It is extremely difficult to use 
a stolen photo ID badge unless it is designed in 
such a way that the picture can easily be 
replaced. Frequent updating of photo badges will 
help make an identification program even more 
effective. 

4. 	 What inst~u~tions should patients ~eceive? 

Patients should be made aware of pertinent 
hospital policies, such as security programs and 
emergency procedures. This information can be 
part of the admitting information or can be 
distributed by a patient representative or 
volunteer. 

• 
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Category 

Capsule 
Statement 

Questions, 
Responses 
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policy & systems 


Security 

Staff Training 

Facility security should provide safety and control 
without compromising convenience or effectiveness of 
service. Although security is an important part of 
patient care, it should not be so rigid that it 
detracts from that car-e. 

1. Yhat 8hould be inaluded in employee t~ining? 

Employees should not be trained to function as a 
police force. rather they should be the eyes and 
ears of security. Employees should receive 
training in procedures to summon assistance to 
deal with undesirable or uncontrollable visitors 
or patients. Each employee should be aware of the 
special security measures in his or her work area 
and of actions to take if those measures are 
violated. 

2. ~o Bhoutd be ~esponBible fo~ this t~ining? 

A qualified member of the security department or 
someone responsible for employee training can 
instruct employees in security policy and 
procedures. This material should be reviewed and 
updated annually • 
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• 	 Bulk ~tor8~~ of concentrated acid shall be located near the floor le .... el, •
and the storap' area appropriately identified, 

o 	 There shall be a written plan of action for personnel to implement in 
the e\'ent of a serious accident in the laboratory. The provisions of the 
plan shall be made known periodically to all laboratory personnel as 5 

a part of the continuing education program relating to safety. 
• 	 A fire blanket anc self·contained breathing apparatus are recommended 


for the clinical laboratory. 


Smoking· Because smoking has been acknowledged to be both a fire and 
health hazard. a continuous effort shall be made to reduce its presence in 10 

the hospitel. Written regulations governing smoking shall be adopted, and 
ahall be conspicuously posted and made known to ail hospital personnel, 
patients. and the public. These regulations shall include at Jeast the follow· 
ing provisions: 

• 	 Smoking shall be prohibited in any area of the hospital where flam- 15 

mabIe liquids or gases, or oxygen, are in use or stored. These areas 
shall be identified with "~o Smoking" signs. Where indicated, the 
signs shall be multilingual or shall make use of symbols. 

• 	 Ambulatory patients shall not be permitted to smoke in bed. 
• 	 Patients who are confined to bed should be discouraged from smoking. 20 

• 	 L"mupervised smoking by patients classified as not mentally or phys. 
ically responsible for their actions shall be prohibited. This includes 
patients so affected by medicatiom. 

• 	 Wastebasket!; shall be made of noncombustible materials and shall not 
be used as ashtra \'s. Ashtra ys shall be noncombustible. 25 

• 	 Smoking shall be' prohibite'd in area:; where combustible supplies or 
materials are storf'd. 

• 	 Smoking by personnel using the surgical and obstetrical suites shall be 
limited to dressing rooms and lounges; doors leading to the suites shall 
be kept closed. 30 

SecuriL,.; Measures shall be taken to pro\'ide security for patients, person· 
nel, and the public, consistent with the conditiom and risks inherent in the 
hospital's location. When used, these measures shall be uniformly applied. 
Based on administrative decision, these measures .may include, but are not 
necessll rily Jimi ted to, the following: 35 

• 	 Effective screening and observation of new employees. 
• 	 Identification badges for all hospital personnel. 
• 	 Exit/entry control, including good lighting. 
• 	 Internal traffic control, including the use of visitor passes. 
o 	 A written plan for managing bomb threats or civil disturbances. This 40 

plan should be coordinated with, and may be a part of, the hospital's 
internal disaster and evacuation plan. 

• 	 Use of security guards. 
• 	 Package control, to deter theft and to prevent introduction of unauthor

ized items. 	 4S 

• 	 Well.lighted walkways and employee and visitor parking areas. 

-C§cc!. ...-ltb ~rmilDion. from Chapter 6, NFPA SOB. ReJpiratoT') Tlt.erop), Copyrigh: 19i3; Chap. 
ter ~7, ~TPA 101, LI!~ So/tr, Code, Copyright 1973. •

tC~c!, .... ith permiuion, from Chapten 10 and I';' NFPA 101, Lile Safe/.t Codt. Copyrillht 1973 . 
• 
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• 	 t:>t' of -uf\fillanq' t'quipnt'llt :ouC'h as ,j:,ual Ill()nilor~ (mirror~ allG 
('10-("\1·, Ilcui: tt'JI'\i,dolll and itlatln systems. 

• 	 ~1dr.ag""!lt'nt of pri"onel-patit'II!:- a!' required. 

ThE> ho"'pital ~hall have written plan~ for the tiD1el~ raTf' of ca~ualtif"Fo 
ariflinp: from both external Elnd internal di8a~tere~ and .hall do('u
mf'nt the rehearsal of the!'e plan!lo. 

£,.lerna! Disa.Her Plan- To meet it~ re:-ponsibilitie!' for the ('are of emer· 
~ency ca~ua:t:t'r at the timp of dl::aster, the hospital shall d~\'elop a dissstrr 
pJan ba~ed on iti' capabilitie::. A. hospitai'!' capabilities may range from 
providing ~imp](" first aid or preparing casualties for transfer elsewhere to 
admini:;tering definiti"e care. 

The disa~ter plan !'hould Le de\'eloped in conjunction with other emer
gency facilJtie:- in the community so thai adequate logistical pro\'ision~ aTe 
made for the expamion of the hOE-pitars actiYitie~ in coordination with tht: 
acti"ities. of the::-e facilitie~. Plar.ning should include consultation with local 
ci"il aUlhoritie~ and with representatives of other medical agencie::; in Ol'd!:!l' 

to eHabli:.;h an eff ecti, e chain of command and to make appropriate juri!" 
dictional pro\'ision~. Such planning should result in disaster-site triage and 
di~tributjon of patiellts that emure:. the most efficient use of available facHi· 
tie:- and ser\'ict~. The hospital ha! the responsibility for informing the 
cOI:lmunity of it~ capabilitie~ and it~ limitations in handling a disaster in 
the community. The extent of each hospital's capability or resources should 
be clearly identified for use by local police, rescue squ2.d~. and ambulance 
team::. The plan shall include coordination ""ith la"" enforcement agencies, 
as rf'quired. to pro\'ide a mechanism for physician identification 8S weD as 
route acce~!i and entrance to the ho:.;pital when such are compromised by a 
disaster situation. For disasters involving radioactive contamination, refer 
a1:.o to the Emer~ency Sen-ices, Radiology Servires, and 1"uc1ear Medicine
Services section of this Manual. 

The external disaster plan shall be rehearsed at least twice a year. There 
should be evidence that a concerted effort has been made to use the plan in 
a coordinated exercise in which other community emergency service agen. 
cies participate. Drills should be realistic, and they shall involve the medi. 
cal staff, as ""ell a~ administrative, nursing, and other hospital personnel. 
Actual evacuation of patients during drills is optional. There shall be a 
written report and evaluation of all drills. 

The di:;aster plan should make provision, within the hospital, for: 

• 	 an efficient system of notifying and assigning personnel. 
• 	 unified medical command. 
• 	 availability of adeqllate basic utilities and 8upplies, as well as essen· 

tial medical and" supportive materials. The hospital should be essen· 
tially self·!'ustaining in these areas for 8 minimum of one week. This 
ma.y include preestablished mechanisms for immediate supply of cer· 
tain major critical item~ such as water, food, and fueL 

• 	 a method of identifying patients who are immediately dischargeable 

·L's~d, "hh ~rmiHion. from Chapten ~. 3, and 5, :\FPA 3~f. HOlPllol Emtr~tflQ f'reporeantH, 
COP~'righl 1973. 
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or tramferal.de. and illclude~ p;o\i~ion for their exprditious transpor· •
tation. A manual method of identification is acceptable. 

• 	 con\f'r~ion of all u:.abJe space to provide triage. observation, and treat· 

ment areas. In a slnall facility. the emergency 8ervice~ area is usually 

not bes.! suited for this. and th~ size of the disaster may dictate that 5 


an area out~ide the ho~pital i~ more realistic, particularly for second· 

ary triage and for accessibility to large numbers of patients simulta· 

neoush·. 


• 	 promri tramfer of patienl~. when necessary, to the facility most ap· 

propriate for rendering definit!ve care. in accordance with any reo 10 


giona~ plan in op~ration. 


• 	 the use of a special disaster medical record or medical tag that accom· 

panies the patient at all time~ and contains specific required informa· 

tion. 


• 	 establi~hmenl of a centralized public information center with a desig· 15 

nated ~pokesman. 


• 	 security. to minimize the presence of unauthorized individuals and 

vehicles in or near the triage. observation, and immediate care areas. 

Additional security measures may be required when the casualties have 

resulted from riots and civil di~obedience. 20 


• 	 a preestablished radio communication ~ystem for use when telephone 

communications are out or overtaxed. 


• 	 instructions on the use of elevators. 

Int<>·nal Disaster Plan* The hospital shall ensure that it has fire protec· 
tion service:. either from the local firt' department or by providing it~ own. 25 

Internal disa~tt'T pJam shall be de\ eloped with the assistance of qualified 
fire, explosion. safety, and other eXrert5 as required. These plam should 
provide for at Jeast: 

• 	 notification of emergency service!" and designated personnel; 
• 	 assignment of specific responsibilities to all personnel; 30 

• 	 instructions relative to tr.~ use of alarm systems and signals; 
• 	 instruction concerning the location and use of fire.fighting equipment, 


and methodi'- of fire containment: 

• 	 an operational plan in case of threat of explosion by bomb or other de· 


"ice, including notification of designated authorities, search proce· 35 


dures, and evacuation of patients and personnel; 

• 	 specification of evacuation route~ and procedures; and 
• 	 management of casualties when the resources of the facility remain 


functionally intact. 


Internal disaster plans shall be made available to all hospital personnel 40 

and should be posted on appropriate bulletin boards at nurses' stations and 
in other areas of the hospital that ensure maximum exposure. 

Effecth:e internal disa~ter, fire. and evacuation drills shall be held at least 
quarterly for each work shift of hospital personnel (totaling not less than 12 
drills per year) in each separate patienl·occupied hospital building. and 4S 

shall be designed to: 

• 	 ensure that all personnel are trained to perform assigned tasks; • 

-Cud. with ptrmhsion., from Ch.pl~n 2, 3. ar d 4, !'iFPA 3~1, Hospital Emcr8rncy PTtpam:1. 
MJS, Copyrilht 1973. 
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SECURITY STAFFING 

APPENDIX "R" 

NEW 	YORK CITY HEALTH & HOSPITALS CORPORATION 
• 346 Broadway' New York, New York 10013 


December 18,1986 

TO: Charles P. Connolly 
Assistant Vice President, 
Corporate se~7i~ Administration 

THROUGH: Harry Moldaw'MJ/ 
Senior Management Consultant, 
Corporate se~ Administration 

FROM: Doris GaSkin'sJf){j 
Detective, 
Records & Information Unit 

SUBJECT: OFFENSE DATA 

Attached is a completed statistical report of all 
reported offenses compiled from incident reports 
forwarded to Central Office from the various facilities. 

The information shown under each category reflects two 
totals, one is the amount of activity for the particular 
month being reported, while the second is the cumulative 
total of activi ty frcrn January 1, 1986 of the current 
year through the last day of the reported month. 

HM/DG/db 

cc: 	 Roberts 
Hankers 
Ward 

• 




NEW YORK CITY HEALTH AND HOSPITALS CORPOR~TION 

Infernal Memorandum •To. Mr. Charles Connolly Dafe: December 18,1986 
Assistant Vice President 

From'Doris Gaskins ~ Subject: Man th ly Of fens e report 
Records &Information Unit 

.. 

is as follows; 

FELONIES 

ARRESTS 
r.t:.AR TO !l-J:X\"':::'ii 

DATE 

1008 I 60 

16 Arrested 

44 Surrunoned 

cc: C. Stettner 
V. Roberts 
B. Hankers 

The statistical report of offenses for the month of 
November 1986 

VIOI..ATIONS 
YEAR TO M::{\."!'H 

DATE 


1309 
 86 

INJURIES 
l>WYrlYE.AR TO 

DATE 

19292 

8 Officers 

rest 

MISDEMEANORS 

YEAR TO M)1\'TH 

n;TE 

2253 170 

WEAPONS 

YE.;R TO 

DNI'E 
r--D:'7ri 

179 17 

4 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Guns 
Knives 
Bat 
Brick 
Metal pipe 
Mop handle 
Chair 
Wheel chair 
Telephone 

arm 

• 




• • PAGE 2 OF 2 
CUMULATIVE AND MONTHLY OFFENSE REPORT OOV .1986 

. 
FELONY MISDEMEANOR VIOLATION ARREST , WEAPON INJURY- !YEAR roYEAR ro 11/86 YEAR TO 11/86 YEAR TO 11/86 YEAR TO 11/86 YEAR TO 11/86 11/86

MTE DATE DATE DATE W\TE 0l\.TE 
, 

\..1:iNl'N\J.I Ul'~l'~J.Lr. 

346 B.ROAI:WAY 12 1 8 1 1 1 

BRlJKLYN LAUIDRY 1. 

FI~ CfNl'ER 3 1 

I..C.WER WASH. HTS • 13 1 8 5 2 3 1 4 
N"F'(X 

EAST NEl'J YORK 1 10 
. 

BEDFORD S'lUi. 
A.T.e. 0 1 

SYlENHAM 3 3 1 

KlRRISANIA 16 6 14 2 2 

SEGJNOO BELVIS B 1 9 1 

a..M:3ERLAND 1 

Nf.llCI.Jsrr 11 1 12 1 2 1 3 
. 

TOTALS 1546 128 2253 170 1309 86 1008 60 179 17 292 19 

-
CUMUIJ\.TlVE 

II 'I1 JROU(J J CURREHT 1546 2253 1309 1008 179 292, 
~'TU I

I 

i 

l.~I .. 



PAGE 1 OF 2
CUMULATIVE AND MONTHLY OFFENSE REPORT 

FFIONY MTSDFrnFANOR VIOl A' 'TO~I ARREST WFAPr1N INJURY 
YEAR ro 11/89 YEAR'IO 11/89 rtEAR 'IO 11/89 YEAR TO I 11/89 YEAR TO 11/89 ~ TO 'I 11/89

nA.'T'R, 11A1'F. DATE I1A.TF I DATE DATE 
BELIEVUE 130 4 165 S 1 d c; 1 216 1 28 1 34 1 

8.S. OOLER 42 5 101 S 10 c; 
6 0 15 2 19 3 

8KNl< KNICIPAL 126 7 155 1 8 ?.4 2 15 1 4 1 9 2 

~ ISLAND 91 6 193 24 ??O 
15 78 5 9 2 22 2 

2 , 
EI.MIUR:iT 50 23 3 5 1 11 

. 
27 66 2 ?Q 

CDI...I:WATER 38 
3

1 114 h ?7 2 0 9 1 17 2 

w..rvERNEUR 28 3 72 
2 

7 1 C; 5 0 2 0 0 0 

HARIEH 177 0 224 0 J7Q 0 133 0 15 0 41 0 

KINQi ~ 117 18 III 7 hh 1 81 '. ., 4 14 0 19 t~ 

LINCDLN 207 12 246 22 ?7t; 25 229 25 22 3 42 2 

MASPETH (EM:) 14 2 16 1 () 
0 2 0 7 1 0 0 

I£TROPOLITAN 145 15 138 ·7 • 3Q 2 32 3 14 2 20 1 

OORI'H CENl'RAL ax 87 13 178 22 70 8 40 3 ~ 5 0 18 1 

QUEENS 93 12 171 17 29 I 5 22· 4 10 0 8 0 

SEAVIEW 9 0 63 4 7 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

\oO)(]iuu. 123 113 175 19 147 14 118 11 14 2 24 3 

• • 
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SECURITY STAFFINGI 
APPENDIX liS" 

CONVERSION FORMULA 

• FOR 
PROJECTED SECUR ITY ~!.l\t·!pm!ER NEEDS 

TO 
STAFFING REQUIREMENTS 

A. PROJECTED WORKLOAD 

The amount of ;n;:>l'\~ours required by a facility to accomplish 

its defined security mission are determined by totaling the hours 

shown for Corporate Security Staffing Factors # 9 , Security Posts; 

# 10, Concomitant Functions i and # ll, Special Situations. Adjust 

this grand total to reflect manhours required per year. 

GRAND TOTAL 

B. TIME RESOURCE 

Special Officer contract requirements provide for a work week 

of 37.5 hours, 52 weeks per year, totaling 1,950 hours per officer 

each year. However each officers availability for duty assignment 

is affected variously by the considerations listed below. In the 

column marked "two years experience" please show the total amount 

of Special Officer manhours expended on each of the categories 

listed during the last two (2) calander years. This time experience 

is necessary to allow for a statistically valid sampling. 

ACTIVITY 2 YRS. EXPERIENCE 

Holiday 

Vacation 

• Sick 

Disability (workmans compensation cases) 

... 

'---------~--------.-------------------------------



II 


Approved leave of absence (maternity, drug 

or alcohol rehabilitation, etc.) 

Heat 	day • 
Compassionate leave (death in family) 

Terminal Leave 

Court supoena (job related) 

Jury duty 

Training 

Absent with out pay 

Suspended from duty 

Other (explain on separate sheet) 

GRAND TOTAL_____________ 

C. TIME REDUCTION 

Reduce the Grand Total shown for "B" by ~ and divide the 

result by the average number of Special Officers employed during 

the last bolO years. For example, if 70 officers were employed in 

1985, and 63 were employed in 1986, the average employed during 

those two years would be 66.5 officers. Divide 66.5 into the 

reduced (by ~) grand total for "B" and this calculation will 

i'ndicate the average time expended by each individual officer, 

each year, due to the considerations listed in paragraph "B". 

AVERAGE 

D. 	 STAFFING REQUIREMENT 

Deduct the average time shown for paragraph "C", from the 

1,950 hO,urs each Special Officer is contractually required to 

• 



III 

t ( 

• perform each year. Divide the resulting number into the Grand 

Total (projected facility workload) for paragraph "A". This 

outcome represents your staffing requirement in terms of 

your defined security mission . 

• 





